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FDA

ForeWord
written by Andy Leyshon, Chief Executive Officer, Film Distributors’ Association



a Year liKe no otHer

Compiling the annual FDA Yearbook has become something 

of a triumphal procession over the last two decades, a chance

to look back at the many highs and almost continual strong

growth that our industry has been able to deliver. Yet 2020

was a year like no other, where a global pandemic emerged

with devastating consequences and like most sectors in society,

the entire film ecosystem felt the knock-on effects.

At the start of the year the theatrical business was going

gangbusters and well ahead of the previous year, which was

also something of a box office high-water mark. A truly diverse

slate of films was landing large at cinemas, with huge home-

grown successes, cross-over foreign language smashes and

Hollywood blockbusters co-existing in a magnificently varied sea

of success that reflected all the goodness that cinema has to offer.

Then news of COvID-19 began to seep through, slow and

from the East at first, before quickly hitting Europe and beyond

at frightening pace. It soon became clear that this new virus

would have a devastating impact on the health and state of 

the world. Initial thoughts of containment and control quickly 

turned to emergency measures of protection and safety. 

What followed was a year of tumult not witnessed since the

spread of Spanish Flu a century before.

The territory moved rapidly into lockdown status, and with it,

social distancing became the established order of the day.

Cinemas were forced to close en masse over prolonged

periods for the first time in their illustrious history, and

audiences required to stay safely at home and seek their

visual pleasures elsewhere. When conditions periodically

improved, cinemas were permitted to reopen and distributors

able to release films. 

Yet subsequent lockdowns (both regional and national) 

meant that the business was never able to fully relaunch 

and recapture the early year form. The arts, entertainment 

and leisure industries were hit harder than most areas by the

closures, and indeed, cinema was one of the very few sectors

that managed to reopen at all. Box office and admissions 

for the year stood at their lowest ebb since records began,

again a pattern repeated unanimously across all sectors.
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HiStorY repeatinG itSelF

With such devastation in evidence, it is worth harking back to
previous periods of global upheaval and uncertainty to see what
parallels may be drawn in order to try and envisage the future path
that our industry may take. Looking at the devastation wrought
by WWI, then the subsequent worldwide Spanish Flu pandemic,
it is evident that film provided a glorious tonic for the times, with
people eager to see and live life at its fullest after such dark days. 

What followed was a creative, cultural and commercial
explosion that built the very foundations for today’s film industry.
Distinct national film cultures evolved and flourished, offering
new visions and opportunities for all in a freshly democratised
world. Hollywood also became an industry powerhouse,
growing at an exponential rate and establishing itself as the 
pre-eminent dream factory for the masses, setting parameters
and conventions that would last for the next century.

Will history now repeat itself? Does boom naturally follow bust?
What becomes of the previous order? Without being held hostage
to fortune, there are clear positive signs for the future of the film
industry. People are inherently social beings and being forced into
isolation of any form can only make the heart grow fonder for
a return to social interaction. Film and cinemas can provide the
perfect communal environment when the time is ready to return.

Likewise, adversity and restrictions can lead to even greater
creativity, where the twin powers of imagination and innovation
can rise to the fore. Filmmakers now have the opportunity to
recalibrate their focus, and film can reach increased emotional
and entertainment heights. Similarly, the means of delivering
visual experiences to audiences can broaden to new levels, and
with it can come a heightened diversity of voice and choice.

Whilst some may bemoan the slowdown of cinemagoing 
and rise of streaming over the last year, and even link the 
two together in direct causal correlation, the reality is that
industry trends and models have likely just been accelerated.
Upheaval has brought rapid change, but this change need 
not be seen as detrimental to sector success. Instead, we 
can emerge into a world of hope and opportunity for those
willing to embrace the new.

Just as the arrival and speedy adoption of sound technology
in 1927 led the film industry into a bold new era of possibility,
so the loosening of previous trading conventions can herald 
in a brave future for film. Instead of being tied to antiquated
windowing paradigms, films may now be distributed with a
greater degree of freedom to hit their audiences across multiple
platforms and with the flexibility to adapt as befits each release. 
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a braVe neW World

Cinemas and the theatrical experience will continue for the long

term as the ultimate in social viewing and the most affordable

out-of-home leisure choice. Yet, films need no longer be forced

into a position where they rely on initial box office takings as

the only markers of success. Instead, multiple points of audience

access and revenue streams can achieve a sounder financial

footing, helping build a more sustainable industry future, less

constrained and adversarial than prior years.

This mixed mode film distribution can combine the physical and the

digital seamlessly, to deliver a previously unimaginable audience

democracy of choice. With a large number of planned new films

being placed on ice in 2020, the release calendar across all

platforms is set for an unimaginable feast of film content. When

the time comes, 2021 and beyond should herald in a golden

era for both box office and streamer subscriber numbers alike.

The thriving local production scene also faced great challenges

last year, yet the earliest green shoots of recovery saw the sector

able to swiftly mobilise and nimbly adapt to new conditions.

Shooting began again in earnest and was able to continue 

through subsequent national closures. Projects aplenty are lined-

up, and the announcement of multiple new studio complexes

suggests the territory will maintain its reputation as one of the

leading global hubs for production investment and talent.

Another great positive from 2020 was the strongly renewed

collaborative and empathetic bond between distribution and

exhibition, where the two sides united in their efforts to steer

industry recovery. With a renewed sense of partnership,

greater flexibility and space to experiment, the film industry

should be able to deliver an impactful comeback. It is exciting

to be on the cusp of such ground-breaking change and witness

how our industry develops.

This book will not be exactly like previous FDA Yearbooks. 

It will still reflect upon the year’s film releases, though

comparison with prior years will not be as keenly relevant.

Instead, the main purpose of the book is to stand as a record

of our times, as the official documentation of the year that the

film industry faced its greatest challenge head on and then

started its journey of recovery to a brighter, bolder future. 
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Fda 2020
SUMMARY OF ACTIvITY ACROSS
FDA’S CORE WORKSTREAMS
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    policY & 
reSourceS
    content
protection
    media 
SerViceS
    audience
deVelopment
    induStrY
traininG

The FDA represents its members needs in the ever-changing industry
landscape, collaborating with key partners on areas of interest and policy.
As the long-serving FDA President, Lord Puttnam of Queensgate provides
a unifying distribution voice and acts as a vital advisor and advocate.

› The FDA Council met regularly to discuss generic matters of interest
and concern from across the sector. In between these meetings, over
200 email Circulars ensured that members were kept informed and
up to date on both the FDA’s work and key industry news.

› The annual FDA Yearbook serves as the definitive source of market
information on UK and Irish distribution. Covering detailed
cinemagoing breakdowns, yearly market trends and international
insights, the Yearbook is the most comprehensive collection of sector
statistics and analysis available.

› As a member of the cross-industry body Cinema First, the FDA was
actively involved in sector recovery efforts during 2020, including
chairing the Content Group and collating two programming
documents for cinemas – Relaunching Cinema: Content for Recovery
and A Season of Cinematic Goodwill.

› A long-standing association with the BFI saw the FDA acting as Co-
Chair (alongside the UKCA) for the Distribution and Exhibition Group
on the BFI Screen Sector Task Force, which was reconvened to urgently
address sector concerns with the onset of the COvID-19 pandemic.

› The FDA also became a member of the Events and Entertainment
Working Group, which was part of the wider DCMS (Department
for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport) Recreation and Leisure Task
Force, a Government-led group tasked with looking into business
recovery solutions.

Purpose: To present a coherent, positive voice 
for the UK and Irish distribution sector

policY & reSourceS
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The FDA is the authoritative source of comprehensive UK and Irish film
information, contacts and data for all media, researchers and
policymakers. Alongside a refreshed logo design, 2020 brought 
a complete overhaul for the FDA website, which now offers 
much-improved resources and information.

› The website contains a Media Centre accessible for all FDA member
company accredited journalists, which includes UK and Irish media
protocols (updated for COvID-19 considerations), direct distributor
contacts and screening room information. 

› There is also a Members Area, that includes industry best practice
screening procedures, release notification forms and an up to date
industry screening calendar. The ever-changing cinema landscape
in 2020 required an agile change to include online screenings in the
calendar.

› Regional screening endeavours in Glasgow and Manchester were
temporarily halted with the onset of the pandemic, though week-of-
release screenings were able to continue with a mix of physical shows
and online links, and a nimble adaptation of the bespoke distributor
rsvp system.

› The FDA continued to hold regular Publicity Director meetings, where
members could discuss matters of concern. Following on from these
meetings, the FDA also acted as a direct conduit to BAFTA in discussions
around the upcoming 2021 Awards planning and procedures.

› Additionally, the FDA part-sponsored Film London’s Distributor Slate Days;
alongside Film Hub North and Film Hub Scotland’s This Way Up exhibitor
conference; and continued its long-standing relationship with the Royal
Film Society, liaising on members behalf with the Royal Household.

Purpose: To fully service membership 
requirements and all branches of the media

media SerViceS

The FDA’s Film Content Protection Agency (FCPA) is the central point of
contact and control for asset integrity in the distribution sector. Piracy
remains a chief issue, costing the UK and Irish creative industries £500m
every year. 

› The FCPA runs a well-received programme of cinema staff training,
including a wide-reaching incentive scheme. In 2020, 12 widely
circulated vulnerable Release Alerts were issued by the Agency,
leading to rewards presented to nine frontline cinema staff for their
anti-piracy interventions.

› Where any FDA members’ assets were compromised and subsequently
available online, the FCPA provided real-time detection and then
protection through its pioneering bespoke online scanning and
takedown service.

› The FCPA enjoyed key partnerships to effectively protect members’
content. The Agency continued a close collaboration with the Motion
Picture Association (MPA), including a shared investigator asset and
three secondments at the Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU).

› Across the year, the FCPA was involved in the professional
investigation, intelligence gathering and research of 49 incidents
of copyright theft in cinemas. Following the successful detection of
in-cinema piracy activity there were also four police arrests and a
further five cautions issued in 2020.

› Analysis of illicit streaming devices (ISDs) resulted in 17 complex
nationwide investigations, all pending enforcement. There were also
examinations of 1000s of counterfeit discs seized by Law
Enforcement bodies in seven protracted online investigations, all now
pending prosecution.

Purpose: To safeguard copyright and eradicate film
piracy sourced from cinemas in the UK and Ireland

content protection
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Our sector needs continual access to experience, talent, innovative minds
and creative skills to remain competitive and grow in a fast-changing
media/leisure environment. The FDA provides a multifaceted training and
development programme, addressing the industry need for diversity and
inclusion.

› The ongoing FDA paid internship scheme ended in March and will
recommence again with a fresh intake in 2021. The annual Foundation
Course did continue, nimbly moving to Zoom due to the pandemic, with
an increased 20 participants (+25% vs. 2019) attending 15 sessions.

› A comprehensive training programme was offered to members, and from
March onwards adapted to become an online offer. With a strong focus
on diversity and inclusion, courses included Talent Development for
Women in Distribution, Unconscious Bias and Let’s Talk About Race.

› The management and personal development programme grew at pace,
with modules covering: Negotiation Skills and Influencing People;
Delegation and Time Management; Personal Presentation; Working with
Others; Personal Effectiveness; Script Reading; and Advanced Script
Development.

› Addressing furlough/working from home concerns, we added training
opportunities to focus on well-being. Sessions included Building Resilience,
Mental Health Awareness and Making the Most of Furlough. In total there
were 259 FDA course participants for the year, up 73% from 2019. 

› 2020 was the 29th year of FDA financial sponsorship for the National Film
& Television School (NFTS), where members provide funding and support
for talent development. This year the FDA also helped sponsor upcoming
writers with The Brit List and industry freelancers via Dial F for Freelancer.

Purpose: To offer industry entry level opportunities 
and develop future leadership potential

induStrY traininG

The entertainment marketplace is often both crowded and
competitive. Through strategic and determined focus, the FDA aims
to better understand and engage with audiences, contributing on key
areas of sector interest across the calendar year.

› Understanding audiences is vital to the future health and well-being
of the film sector, and in 2020 the FDA worked closely with
MetrixLab to conduct a regular nationwide survey into consumer
viewing habits, which was in turn shared widely for the benefit of
cross-industry recovery planning.  

› The FDA also continued to consistently produce high quality,
industry relevant online content, which included weekly Top 10 film
release charts and regular sector news updates, as well as other
bespoke audience offerings.

› Social media channels are key to connecting with our sector, the
wider industry and beyond. 2020 saw improved engagement with 
10k followers (5k Twitter, 2.1k Instagram, 1.5k Facebook, 1.4k LinkedIn)
and 43k YouTube views, plus 1.5m individual views for the FDA website.

› The FDA’s free online learning course, Connecting Films with
Audiences, ran an increased four times throughout the year with a
strong take-up of 1,866 average participants per run (+74% vs.
2019). This series of online modules looks at the role that
distribution plays in a film’s lifecycle.

› A continuing commitment to improving accessible cinema
remained a focus for the FDA, and although cinemas were closed
for large periods of 2020, we continued to financially support
YourLocalCinema, whilst also being an active member of the
cross-sector Disability Working Group.

Purpose: To better understand consumers, 
plus excite and inspire the cinemagoing habit

audience deVelopment
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total gross box office                  £322,929,877                  £1,357,100,829                 £1,381,197,459                 £1,378,280,334                  £1,329,473,131

UK + Ireland                                                -76.2% vs. 2019                         -1.7% vs. 2018                         +0.2% vs. 2017                        +6.0% vs. 2016                          +1.5% vs. 2015

total cinema admissions                 47,826,902                       191,164,070                       192,776,876                      186,734,463                       184,042,222

UK + Ireland                                                -75.0% vs. 2019                        -0.8% vs. 2018                         +3.2% vs. 2017                         +1.5% vs. 2016                          -1.2% vs. 2015

no. titles released                                 
441                                      896                                      916                                      901                                       900

including Event Cinema

average ticket price                           £6.75                                  £7.06                                   £7.14                                   £7.39                                    £7.23

top 20 films’ box office               £200,685,022                 £736,702,288                   £668,222,476                   £710,449,756                     £650,146,184

top 20 films’ share                            
62.2%                                 54.5%                                  48.6%                                  51.5%                                   48.9%

of total box office

1917

Sonic the Hedgehog

Tenet

Avengers: Endgame

The Lion King

Toy Story 3

Avengers:  Infinity War

Mamma Mia! 
Here We Go Again

Incredibles 2

Star Wars: The Last Jedi

Beauty and the Beast

Dunkirk

Rogue One: 
A Star Wars Story

Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them

Bridget Jones’s Baby

top 3 FilmS

10-Year 
marKet trendS
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Comscore

total gross box office                 £1,309,606,402                £1,133,893,009                £1,167,036,502                £1,179,046,380                  £1,129,379,496

UK + Ireland                                                +15.0% vs. 2014                        -2.9% vs. 2013                          -1.0% vs. 2012                         +3.7% vs. 2011                          +4.5% vs. 2010

total cinema admissions                  186,362,819                        171,166,371                       180,200,405                      187,924,543                        187,910,794

UK + Ireland                                                 +8.9% vs. 2014                         -5.0% vs. 2013                          -4.1% vs. 2012                          0.0% vs. 2011                           +1.2% vs. 2010

no. titles released                                 
853                                      838                                      801                                      646                                       577

including Event Cinema

average ticket price                            £7.04                                   £6.64                                  £6.48                                  £6.28                                     6.04

top 20 films’ box office                 £707,142,065                     £492,383,127                   £532,592,844                    £627,933,518                     £533,852,382

top 20 films’ share                              
53.9%                                  43.4%                                  45.6%                                  53.6%                                   47.2%

of total box office

SPECTRE

Star Wars: 
The Force Awakens

Jurassic World

The Lego Movie

The Hobbit: The Battle
of the Five Armies

The Inbetweeners 2

Despicable Me 2

Les Misérables

The Hobbit: The
Desolation of Smaug

Skyfall

The Dark Knight Rises

Marvel Avengers
Assemble

Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2

The King’s Speech

The Inbetweeners 
Movie

top 3 FilmS

10-Year 
marKet trendS 2015 2011201220132014
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coVid-19
written by Dave Jarmain and Andy Leyshon



an uneXpected Year 
One singular event dominated lives the world over
in 2020 - the quick, and in many cases deadly,
spread of COvID-19. Facing the biggest mass
public health crisis in generations, communities
across the globe saw friends and relatives fall ill,
health services reach breaking point and cities
plummet into silence under government-imposed
lockdowns, as everyday life changed
immeasurably to the ever-shifting ‘new normal’. 

Frontline workers risked their lives daily to keep
essential services running and many livelihoods
were wiped out as the country shifted into
recession, with people’s ability to earn drastically
reduced. Most business sectors were hit hard, not
least the film industry. With face-to-face contact
and the out-of-home experience cornerstones
of the production, distribution and exhibition
lifecycle, the sector was blindsided with halts
to filmmaking, physical offices closed to staff
and cinemas shuttered nationwide. 

looKinG to 2020
Following 2018’s record breaking year, 2019 held
the all-time third spot for UK and Irish box office
and from those now seemingly safe borders,
2020’s line-up promised a potentially lacklustre
year by comparison. With tentpole perennials
such as Star Wars and Marvel wrapping up their
current phases, would box office fall below par or
could a broader range of films make for a more
varied and even lucrative cinema programme?
Whilst blockbusters have historically driven high
footfall through theatres, providing choice was the

initial intent of the multiplex paradigm, the
theatrical sector’s attempt to stave off the
burgeoning video boom of the ‘80s and ‘90s.  

There were still plenty of marquee titles set to
grab the public’s interest for 2020: high-class
thrills from No Time to Die and Death on the
Nile; superwomen in Wonder Woman 1984,
Birds of Prey and Black Widow; family fare
with Peter Rabbit 2, Mulan, Soul and The Secret
Garden; high-octane thrills from Top Gun:
Maverick and Fast & Furious 9; sci-fi action
with Dune, Tenet and Ghostbusters: Afterlife;
style and panache from The French Dispatch
and West Side Story; and horrific excitements
from Halloween Kills, A Quiet Place Part II and
The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It.   

boom time
In stark contrast to those lightly damning
predictions ahead of the new year, 2020 got off
to a flying start with a broad combination of titles
all doing great business. Cinemagoers flocked to
see awards pictures 1917, Parasite and Jojo
Rabbit, all crossing the aisle to become hits with
mainstream audiences; families were well catered
for with Sonic the Hedgehog and Dolittle; multiplex
crowds enjoyed Bad Boys for Life, The Gentlemen,
The Invisible Man and Birds of Prey; upmarket
drama came in the shape of Portrait of a Lady on
Fire, Queen & Slim and The Lighthouse; whilst light
relief arrived thanks to new adaptations of The
Personal History of David Copperfield and Emma. 

Adding in residuals from 2019’s Star Wars: 
The Rise of Skywalker, Little Women, Jumanji:

The Next Level and Frozen 2, plus strong Event
Cinema returns courtesy of Cyrano de Bergerac
and Kinky Boots: The Musical, by the end of
February the first two months of the year ran
20% ahead of 2019 at the same point, and we
saw the 3rd most lucrative January/February
period since recent records began in 1991.

cominG oVer tHe Hill
Whilst January/February represented a real
boon for box office in the UK and Ireland,
signalling a surprisingly good year ahead,
elsewhere in the world things looked decidedly
less bright. Throughout early January, reports of
a cluster of pneumonia infections from an
initially unknown cause began to emerge from
Wuhan, Hubei Province, China. By mid-
January, Chinese authorities confirmed through
the World Health Organisation that the
infections were the result of a novel coronavirus.

Details soon appeared of the first infections outside
of China being found in France, Japan, Singapore,
Thailand, vietnam and the US. By the end of
January, the WHO’s Director General, Dr. Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, declared a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern, urging
countries across the world that, whilst numbers
remained low, readiness was the best defence
against the oncoming storm, with a call for both
solidarity and entire government solutions.

Authorities in China instigated local lockdowns
in Hubei province affecting more than 30 million
people and closing thousands of cinemas just prior
to the lucrative Chinese New Year celebrations.
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These early versions of restrictions would
become commonplace across the globe as the
year and the virus moved on. Cinemas in Italy
closed due to rising infections and further
countries across Europe began to see cases
escalate with similar patterns also seen across
the Middle East. By mid-February, many
countries began to consider closing their borders
to tourists and urged citizens abroad to head
home whilst travel was still possible. The virus
was officially named as COvID-19, with over
80,000 confirmed cases and 3,000 deaths
worldwide.

on tHe moVe
COvID-19 was spreading across the globe at
pace, yet recorded numbers in the UK and Ireland
remained low by comparison. As movement
became less and less possible, with many countries
issuing stay at home orders, film companies saw
potential audiences begin to shrink. The first big
studio calendar move came at the beginning of
March with No Time to Die shifting to a then much
safer November slot, followed less than a week
later by Peter Rabbit 2. These announcements
surprised many in the industry, particularly as such
UK-centric titles with broad appeal would
potentially leave a huge gap in territory earnings.  

James Bond’s movements over the coming
months would become something of a
bellwether for recovery, an indicator for the
public as to whether or not film was floundering
of thriving. Before March was over, several 
high-profile titles had moved to either post
Summer (The New Mutants, The Secret Garden,
Black Widow, A Quiet Place Part II), into 2021
(Peter Rabbit 2, Fast & Furious 9, Ghostbusters:
Afterlife, Morbius, The Eternals, Doctor Strange
in the Multiverse of Madness) or pivoted to
home distribution, as it became clear COvID-19
had become the pandemic many had feared. 
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top 10 neW FilmS in cinemaS 2020 - prior to locKdoWn

Film                                                                      diStributor        releaSe         WeeKS on releaSe       boX oFFice prior 
                                                                                                                            date           beFore locKdoWn        to locKdoWn
    1        1917                                                                                 eOne                        10 Jan                                    10                                       £43,672,882

    2        Sonic the Hedgehog                                                  Paramount                    14 Feb                                     5                                         £19,006,770

    3        Bad Boys for Life                                                              Sony                         17 Jan                                     9                                         £16,071,598

    4        Dolittle                                                                           Universal                      7 Feb                                      6                                         £15,887,625

    5        Parasite                                                                       StudioCanal                   7 Feb                                      6                                          £11,981,590

    6        The Gentlemen                                                         Entertainment                   3 Jan                                     11                                         £11,182,132

    7        Birds of Prey                                                              Warner Bros.                   7 Feb                                      6                                          £8,822,742

    8        Emma                                                                            Universal                     14 Feb                                     5                                          £7,438,533

    9        Jojo Rabbit                                                                  Walt Disney                    3 Jan                                     11                                          £7,194,861

    10      The Invisible Man                                                         Universal                     28 Feb                                     3                                          £6,659,753

total top 10                                                                                                                                                                          £147,918,486
Comscore



To stem the spread of the virus, more frequent
handwashing, the adoption of face coverings
and social distancing became part of everyday
life. Mass gatherings were declared unsafe,
affecting sporting events, live music, theatre,
trade shows and film festivals. Cinemas in
Eastern Europe, as well as France, Norway,
Belgium and Spain suspended operation. In the
US, movie theatres were closed in Los Angeles
and New York where infections had spiked.
Despite low levels of transmission, Japan

cancelled the 2020 Olympics given the number
of out of country tourists the events would attract.
Global markets fluctuated wildly, struggling to
take account of the unprecedented economic
landscape that was now a reality.     

locKdoWn
The box office highs experienced in the UK
and Ireland in the first two months of the year
dissipated quickly in early March, with takings
dropping more than 50% between 6-13 March

and falling to all but zero by 20 March. As
confirmed virus cases escalated abroad, UK
and Irish audiences began to stay home amid
fears of spreading infection and rumours of an
imminent lockdown. On 16 March, UK Prime
Minister, Boris Johnson, addressed the nation,
stating that all unnecessary social contact
should cease, followed by a call for people to
stay at home with official restrictions including
business closures in place from 23 March.
Cinemas had already gone dark by 17 March

17
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due to countrywide uncertainty and dwindling
audiences. By the end of March, a third of the
global population was living under COvID-19
related restrictions and worldwide cases
exceeded 1 million.  

With the entire territory in lockdown (Republic of
Ireland also locked down on 27 March) to curb the
transmission of COvID-19, all but essential business
premises were closed. Freedom of movement
was reduced to daily exercise, shopping for
necessities, medical need/caring and essential
travel for work. Working from home wherever
possible became a reality for the majority, with
online video calls replacing office environments
and the era of the virtual meeting truly arrived.
UK Chancellor, Rishi Sunak, announced the
largest peace time financial support package the
country had ever seen, including a furlough
scheme to keep those employed by shuttered
businesses from losing their income and jobs.

Amongst school closures, parents took on the role
of teachers, whilst trying to balance work and
home life in a world turned upside down. Friends
and family from different households were no
longer able to mix regardless of the occasion,
with long-planned weddings and events
cancelled. The ill and vulnerable became
increasingly isolated, and even funerals had
attendance limits applied. Every Thursday
evening the nation clapped on their doorsteps for
carers and frontline workers, particularly those in
the NHS, who sought to keep the country running
and battled to save lives, often without adequate
personal protective equipment (PPE).  

onGoinG online
Whilst operating in a physical world became tricky,
e-commerce was booming as consumers moved to
digital purchases in just about every area of living.
With pubs, cafes, bars and restaurants closed, food
and alcohol sales reached new heights despite
over-subscribed home delivery services and an
early short supply of some essential goods. 
Gyms, swimming pools and leisure centres shut
down, meaning the numbers of those exercising
outdoors increased and online sales of home
fitness equipment spiked. With hairdressers and
beauty salons out of bounds too, sales of home
grooming items also saw a huge rise.

With cinema screens off limits in most countries
around the world, some distributors pivoted to
early streaming releases to ensure some financial
return by capitalising on audiences being at
home and in search of distraction. Leading up to
lockdown, some films with a shortened theatrical
run due to COvID-19 made early appearances
including My Spy, The Invisible Man, The Hunt,
Emma, Bloodshot, Vivarium and Call of the Wild.
Once firmly into lockdown, Onward,
Misbehaviour and Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker all followed suit with early digital bows.

Though many high-profile titles were moved to
later in the year and beyond, with no certainty
as to when audiences could return to cinemas,
distributors looked in some cases to switch to
digital home launches, skipping their scheduled
theatrical bows altogether. The first and seemingly
most controversial of these releases was

Universal’s animated sequel Trolls: World Tour.
The move caused some consternation among
cinema operators, being seen as not only
opportunist, but also a step towards eroding
the theatrical window arrangement previously
adopted for the majority of releases.

Whilst a bold move on Universal’s part, the
reality was that a knock-on effect of the virus
had merely accelerated a long-anticipated
paradigm shift, with distributors and exhibitors
often coming down on opposing sides of the
argument. Throughout the first lockdown period,
from Spring to Summer 2020, more than 15 films
previously scheduled for a theatrical release
made their debut on PvOD or streaming
services, including family animation Scoob!;
war dramas Greyhound and Resistance;
comedies How to Build a Girl and Irresistible;
and Lin Manuel Miranda’s recorded version 
of his hugely successful stage play Hamilton.    

As with sports, live music, comedy and theatre,
film festivals and trade shows were similarly hit
with postponements and cancellations. Whilst
Berlin and TIFF took place in a somewhat
traditional form, bookending the toughest period
of restrictions, Cannes, Edinburgh and Tribeca all
withdrew from 2020, setting their sights on a
return in 2021. AFM, BFI Flare, LFF, Melbourne,
SXSW, and venice all opted to pivot to become
online events with home streamed screenings.
CinemaCon was the first major film trade show to
postpone and then cancel, followed by the launch
of the first ever online CineEurope in June.
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Sector ScramblinG and
SolutionS
In the wake of the exhibition shutdown, Cinema
First (the cross-industry body comprised of FDA
and UKCA members) promptly switched to
continuous weekly meetings for the rest of the
year. Work began in earnest to construct and
execute an effective Back to Cinema business
recovery campaign, with the creation of four
distinct, yet interrelated sub-groups each
focusing on key areas: Insight & Analysis;
Marketing & Communications; Cinema
Safeguarding; and Content Supply. Facing an

unprecedented crisis, both sides of the house
invested in a strong sector unity, reaffirming the
resilient bonds that tie distribution and exhibition.

In continual contact with the UKCA, the FDA and
its members offered regular messages of support
to the exhibition sector throughout the lockdown.
Meanwhile the FDA spearheaded several
initiatives with an eye to readiness when the sector
was able to reopen. The Entertainment & Attitudes
Tracker, a regular consumer survey, launched in
May and was shared with the wider industry; and
in June, the FDA-led Cinema First Content Group
collated Relaunching Cinema, a catalogue of
500 titles available to film programmers when
venues reopened. Toward the end of June, the
UKCA-led Cinema First Safeguarding Group
successfully produced Government approved
detailed operational guidelines for cinemas able
to reopen in early July.      

In tandem, the BFI Screen Sector Task Force
reconvened to urgently address pandemic
challenges across the screen industries, splitting
into distinct working groups covering Distribution
& Exhibition; Independent Film; Tv Production &
Broadcasting; and Inward Investment. These
working groups brought together a coalition of
professionals from all areas of the film business.
Their good work included helping to get the vital
UK production sector up and running again,
with the development of COvID-safe working
guidelines and a Government backed
Production Restart Scheme to support production
companies with insurance matters.

The Film and Tv Charity managed to scramble,
and in conjunction with the BFI, successfully
launched a COVID-19 Emergency Relief Fund,
designed to aid those in the film and tv sector
most in need, but who fell outside government
support measures. DCMS also assembled a
Recreation and Leisure Task Force, with the
FDA and UKCA both joining the Events and
Entertainment Working Group. In July, the UK
Government announced the Cultural Recovery
Fund, a £1.6bn support package for the arts,
culture and heritage industries, which would help
provide some succour to independent cinemas
and ensure their longer-term business survival.

cominG out oF locKdoWn
In early June, New Zealand was the first major
territory to declare a period of two weeks with
no new active cases of COvID-19, lifting the
majority of its in-country restrictions after
undergoing some of the toughest constraints in
the preceding months. The severe lockdown
measures endured by much of the world’s
population were estimated to have prevented
more than 500 million infections worldwide at
this point. In June, parts of Europe began to
loosen restrictions and return to some sense of
normalcy, but a second wave of the virus was
not far away. With more than 500,000 COvID-
19 related deaths worldwide by mid-June and
confirmed cases topping 8 million, things were
far from normal.  

19
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An outbreak in Beijing sent much of the area into
lockdown with similar emergences in Spain,
Germany, South Africa and Libya. The US
reported more than 2 million confirmed cases
at this point and over 115,000 deaths. Latin
America and the Caribbean saw massive spikes
in infections, with COvID-19 related poverty
and food shortages rife. India planned to ease
restrictions despite rises in both confirmed cases
and deaths. In the UK and Ireland, deaths
exceeded 50,000, yet infection rates remained
slightly unclear due to pauses in reporting.  

However, with the number of recorded daily
deaths receding and testing for COvID-19 now
in operation, it appeared the sacrifices made
by those around the country had done their job
and the home nations were poised to hear
when lockdown would come to an end.
Restrictions were relaxed in the UK on 23 June,
with hospitality venues, hairdressers and
cinemas all able to open from 4 July, as long 
as they adhered to strict safeguarding
requirements. Large scale film and Tv
production also got the green light to resume
under similar measures and with hard won
government-backed insurance guarantees.   

Throughout lockdown, exhibitors had been
preparing for reopening: switching to online
ticketing where possible; installing protective
screens at concessions stands; kitting-out staff
with PPE; installing hand sanitiser stations for
customers; increasing the frequency of screen
cleaning and investing in new methods of
sanitising seats; and making sure social

distancing/customer flow could be safely
adhered to in their venues. One issue to which
there seemed to be no ideal solution was having
enough marquee films to tempt customers back
into screens after such a lengthy hiatus.

Throughout July and August, Cinema First’s
#LoveCinema campaign aimed to both
reassure and entice returning film audiences
back to the big screen, receiving sector wide
support and decent social media coverage.
Despite many of the Summer tentpoles now 
set to debut in the Autumn/Winter period or 
in 2021, there were still several films ready to
release into cinemas, as well as a vast library
of catalogue titles which distributors were 
keen to offer. A 10th anniversary re-release of
Inception brought in good business, as did The
Empire Strikes Back - both big screen favourites
which managed to draw a crowd. Films released
prior to lockdown also had a good showing with
Onward and 1917 edging ahead of the pack and
Trolls: World Tour capturing a film hungry family
audience, even after its PvOD debut in April.

Attendances grew week-on-week, as audiences
embraced the cinemagoing habit once again,
with receipts crossing £1.2m for the week of 
24 July, a far cry from the nadir of absolute zero
the sector had endured just three weeks earlier.
New films made their mark too - with family
friendly Pinocchio and 100% Wolf charming
audiences; thoughtful drama with the female-
fronted and directed Summerland, Proxima and
Babyteeth; plus excitement in the form of Black
Water: Abyss and road rage thriller Unhinged, the
latter landing as the first post-lockdown release to
reach no.1, staying atop the chart for three weeks.

time and time
In late August, Christopher Nolan’s 11th feature
film Tenet arrived as the sole surviving Summer
tentpole, charged with fanning the fire of
cinematic passion to pre-COvID-19 levels. The
week of its previews, box office jumped more
than 50% to £4.9m, then in week of release to
£8m, with the film garnering over 70% of box
office market share across that week. Tenet held
onto the no.1 spot for eight weeks, the 5th
longest run at the top since modern records
began in 1991, behind only Titanic (14 wks), 
The Full Monty (11 wks), Four Weddings and a
Funeral (9 wks) and Avatar (9 wks). At any other
point in recent box office history, this would have
been a much-lauded achievement. However,
Tenet’s supremacy also painfully highlighted
the lack of tentpole competition in the market.

Less high-profile films were still being released
and there were some solid results achieved
across the early Autumn period. Young adult

Cinema First
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skewing titles fared well with teen romance 
After We Collided surprising the whole industry
by making bank with a well-targeted social
media marketing campaign and virtually no
reviews; Sarah Gavron’s London-set coming 
of age drama Rocks championed a diverse raft
of newcomers; K-pop sensations BTS offered 
a glimpse into their world in Bring The Soul: 
The Movie; Rose Glass’s Saint Maud impressed
critics and terrified audiences with its
atmospheric study of devotion and loneliness;
The New Mutants showcased the next
generation of superheroes; and even Bill & Ted
Face the Music focused more keenly on the
children of the Wyld Stallyns than their parents.

Family titles made an appearance too, with
warring pets in Cats & Dogs: Paws Unite; more
trouble for the errant children of the ark dwellers in
Two by Two: Overboard; a reworking of the British
classic The Secret Garden; and a surprisingly
lucrative return for ‘90s wiccan comedy Hocus
Pocus. Older audiences were delivered Sofia
Coppola’s screwball caper On the Rocks; a timely
apocalyptic re-release of influential anime Akira;
action chops and thrills in Honest Thief; songs
and banter with Michael Ball & Alfie Boe - Back
Together; and an evening with a national treasure
in David Attenborough: A Life on Our Planet.
Despite all of these titles’ valiant efforts and a
steady supply of catalogue screenings, box
office settled around £2-4m for most weeks of
September and October. In the same period of
2019, weekly box office ranged from £18-34m
with the majority of weeks above the £20m mark. 

Winter iS cominG
Through late Summer and into Autumn, calendar
moves became a regular occurrence, as
blockbusters previously repositioned to see out
the year, made their way to 2021. Among them
Top Gun: Maverick, A Quiet Place Part II, 
The King’s Man, The Eternals, West Side Story,
Black Widow and Dune. The biggest indicator
of a bleak theatrical winter to come was No
Time to Die shifting back further to April 2021.
With no Bond on the horizon, box office in the

doldrums and a calendar light of tentpoles
aside from Wonder Woman 1984 and Death
on the Nile, some exhibitors began switching to
weekend only operation in select sites, whilst
others even went into total business hibernation
temporarily for the rest of the year.

There were still some moves to streaming to be
announced, the first of which was the live
action remake of Mulan skipping theatres in
the majority of territories to debut on Disney+
with an additional premium cost to customers.

Gower Street/Comscore
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A move echoed later in the year when Pixar’s
delightfully received jazz adventure Soul went
straight to the service, debuting on Christmas
day. The most surprising of these announcements
came in early December when Warner Bros.
committed its 2021 slate to debut on their
streaming service, HBO Max, simultaneous with
theatrical exhibition. A bolt from the blue for
some cinema operators, given the much-lauded
commitment to the theatrical business earlier in
the year with the release of Tenet, and Wonder
Woman 1984 soon to be the lone marquee
cinema offering of the Winter months.

A second wave of COvID-19 began to move
across the UK and Ireland in the Autumn. Based
on infection rates and hospital capacities in
particular areas, various national and regional
restrictive tier systems and curfews were
introduced to regulate movement and access to
shopping, leisure and hospitality. In October the
Republic of Ireland reclosed its cinemas and
moved into its highest level of restrictions until
December; national lockdowns were
reintroduced with a ‘circuit breaker’ in Northern
Ireland, also ending in early December; and
Wales implemented a short, sharp ‘firebreak.’    

As confirmed cases of the virus began to rise
again along with COvID-19 related deaths,
second national lockdowns were also imposed
throughout November in England and
Scotland. The hope was that by reducing the
spread of infection, it would allow for wider

freedom of movement throughout the festive
period in December. As a result, cinemas were
once again closed and box office back to
virtually nil. The ambition that circuit breaker
actions would be sufficient to give the five
nations the much-needed relief of a normal
Christmas, looked to be working.

However, as restrictions were eased in
England, a new virus strain emerged with a
higher rate of transmission, and subsequently
key regions moved into the highest level of
alert, whilst Wales was once again moved
back into national lockdown. In some areas, a
single day of territory easement was permitted
to allow families the chance to spend Christmas
day together and from Boxing Day the Republic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland moved back to
full restrictions. England and Scotland were
already positioned in their highest alert levels,
and third national lockdowns soon followed
early in 2021.

Amidst the chaos of regional closures and rising
infection rates, a small amount of box office
recovery was possible in some areas before
Christmas, with figures surpassing £2m for the
week of 18 December, thanks largely to
Wonder Woman 1984 and a re-release of
modern seasonal perennial Elf.  However, with
much of the territory under the tightest
restrictions as the year ended, the rise was
short-lived, as those cinemas that had been able

to open were forced to shut once again. Ending
the year on something of a low for the industry,
with exhibitors and distributors alike eyeing
when in 2021 trading could resume.

WHere do We Go From Here? 
2020 ended with COvID-19 still wreaking
havoc, as confirmed worldwide infections
topped 80m, the death toll reached 1.77m and
much of the world remained subject to some
form of daily living restrictions. Yet, as the new
year arrived and vaccine programmes began
to roll out across the world, hope returned that
at some point in 2021, death rates would
decline, infection levels would drop, and some
semblance of normality could return.

China, Japan, New Zealand, Australia and
South Korea all saw exceptional national
recovery from the Summer onwards, reflected
in the revival of their previously dormant
cinema markets, although in some areas cases
were on the rise once again. Meanwhile, large
swathes of Europe, the Americas, Africa and
the Middle East were dug in, fighting a 2nd
wave of COvID-19 and the majority of
cinemas remained under national closure.

After an unparalleled year of domestic unrest,
the US looked to a new era with a new
President, as it shouldered the largest number of
recorded deaths and confirmed cases in the
world. Latin America and the Caribbean
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recorded more than 500,000 COvID-19
related deaths, suffering some of the world’s
longest lockdown periods. Austria, Denmark,
Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Italy and
the UK & Ireland all ended 2020 under heavy
restrictions, as did much of Eastern Europe,
whilst lighter constraints remained in place in
Spain and Russia. South Africa reimposed
heavy restrictions following a spike in cases, as
did several sub-Saharan countries including
Kenya, Rwanda and Nigeria. Many of the Gulf
countries and parts of North Africa moved

towards curfews and lighter limitations, with an
eye to keeping economies buoyant whilst
closely monitoring infection levels.   

2020 drew to a close as the worst year for box
office since modern records began, with the UK
and Ireland banking just £322m. With cinemas
once again closed by government mandates and
little prospect of easement in sight until Spring
2021, many are asking when will recovery
begin? Effective national vaccine roll-outs look to
be the best hope for a return to normality. When
cinemas are able to reopen, how long will it take

for audiences to find the confidence to come
back? Across the world, many have spent the
best part of a year living under tough restrictions,
and the pent-up need to socialise, move freely
and fully enjoy culture and entertainment will
surely play a large part in attracting cinemagoers
back into auditoriums. When will the green shoots
of sector recovery appear and how much longer
before they bloom into the first real successes of
the year? One thing is for certain, there is an
expectant gang of feature films ready to go when
the time is right.

top 10 FilmS in cinemaS 2020 - poSt locKdoWn

Film                                                                                     diStributor                    releaSe                         boX oFFice poSt 
                                                                                                                                                       date                                  locKdoWn
    1        Tenet                                                                                            Warner Bros.                              28 Aug                                         £17,469,917

    2        After We Collided                                                               Shear Entertainment                          4 Sep                                           £4,002,501

    3        Onward                                                                                       Walt Disney                                6 Mar                                           £2,396,982

    4        Unhinged                                                                                         Altitude                                     31 Jul                                           £1,999,886

    5        The New Mutants                                                                       Walt Disney                                 4 Sep                                           £1,688,700

    6        Wonder Woman 1984                                                            Warner Bros.                               18 Dec                                          £1,529,525

    7        100% Wolf                                                                                      vertigo                                     31 Jul                                            £1,495,497

    8        Cats & Dogs: Paws Unite!                                                         Warner Bros.                                2 Oct                                           £1,402,788

    9        Bill and Ted Face the Music                                                      Warner Bros.                               18 Sep                                          £1,278,279

   10       Two by Two: Overboard!                                                               eOne                                     23 Oct                                           £1,092,171

total top 10                                                                                                                                               £34,356,246
Comscore
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*All box office figures correct as of 1 January 2021

reFlectionS
on 2020
reFlectionS
on 2020
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releaSe marKetS For uK Film diStributorS as rights-holders

cinema admiSSionS              2020                     2019                     2018
(number of visits)

UK                                                      43,981,705             176,054,591            177,001,480

Republic of Ireland                             3,845,197                15,109,479              15,775,396

uK & republic                          47,826,902           191,164,070          192,776,876oF ireland total                       -75.0% vs. 2019

Malta                                                    159,200                   708,345                   795,365

boX oFFice ranGe cinema 
releaSeS - laSt 3 YearS 

boX oFFice ranGe cinema releaSeS - 20 Year trendS

Comscore      Comscore      

Comscore

GroSS boX oFFice
receiptS                                        2020                     2019                     2018
(value of ticket sales in sterling)

UK                                                    £297,624,483       £1,252,028,075      £1,276,447,447

Republic of Ireland                          £25,305,394         £105,072,754         £104,750,012

uK & republic                       £322,929,877     £1,357,100,829    £1,381,197,459oF ireland total                       -76.2% vs. 2019

Malta                                                   £931,347               £4,008,017             £4,683,300
Comscore

uK/ireland                      no. releaSeS   no. releaSeS   no. releaSeS
boX oFFice                                   2020                     2010                     2000

Less than £1m                                             405                            439                             304
                                                                      92.0% of all releases       77.0% of all releases       77.5% of all releases

£1m - £10m                                                29                              108                              69
                                                                       6.5% of all releases        18.6% of all releases        17.6% of all releases

Over £10m                                                   7                                26                               19
                                                                       1.5% of all releases         4.4% of all releases         4.9% of all releases

£1  -  £1,000                                      25            33            49

£1,001  -  £10,000                            132         205         233

£10,001  -  £50,000                          116          230         202

£50,001  -  £100,000                       42            86            87

£100,001  -  £500,000                    73           169         165

£500,001  -  £1,000,000                 17            42            58

£1,000,001  -  £4,000,000              22            70            52

£4,000,001  -  £7,000,000              3             17            26

£7,000,001  -  £10,000,000            4             13            12

£10,000,001  -  £20,000,000          6             16            17

£20,000,001  -  £30,000,000           -               6              6

£30,000,001  -  £40,000,000           -               3              2

£40,000,001  -  £50,000,000          1              2              3

£50,000,001  -  £60,000,000           -               1              2

£60,000,001+                                    -              3             2

total                                          441       896       916

total uK/ireland 
boX oFFice

no. releaSeS
  2020   2019    2018
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FamilY FantaSY
Leaving behind Tony Stark for good, Robert Downey Jr. took up the

mantle of Hugh Lofting’s Dolittle, the zoo lingual vet previously made

film famous firstly by Rex Harrison

and later Eddie Murphy. Grieving

recluse John Dolittle is persuaded to

embark on a dangerous voyage by

an ailing Queen victoria (Jessie

Buckley). Whilst the film took

something of a critical drubbing,

family audiences flocked to enjoy

the realistically rendered wildlife

and talented voice cast including

Emma Thompson, Rami Malek,

Ralph Fiennes, Kumail Nanjiani,

Octavia Spencer and Craig Robinson.

Bar the first two months of the year, 2020 sent shockwaves through the film world, with distributors and exhibitors quickly adapting

operationally amidst trying to predict and prepare for the ever shifting new normal. The traditional central tenets of theatrical releases

were in several cases rewritten, with some films moving to an earlier/solely digital release, whilst many bigger properties transferred out

of year into 2021 and beyond. When cinemas were allowed to reopen safely and distributors able to release films effectively, the big

screen experience continued to attract significant audiences.  

biG Screen entertainment
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

Universal Paramount

Sega’s perennial console cash cow, Sonic the Hedgehog, made his big

screen debut during February half-term. Small town Montana Sheriff

Tom Wachowski (James Marsden)

has his life turned upside down

after stumbling upon the titular

extra-terrestrial hedgehog on the

run from Dr Robotnik (Jim Carrey).

After a rocky road to release,

including a full redesign of Sonic

himself (voiced by Ben Schwartz),

the film landed the no.2 spot for

2020, arriving on home digital

vOD platforms in March after its

theatrical release was cut short

due to cinema closures.



Women oF dc
Patty Jenkins and Gal Gadot returned
as director and muse for DCEU sequel
Wonder Woman 1984. Diana Prince
lives a fulfilling, yet lonely life as
anthropologist and crime fighter,
when catastrophe beckons thanks to
the appearance of an ancient relic
which grants wishes. Kristin Wiig and
Pedro Pascal provide the supervillainy
as put-upon scientist turned predator
Barbara Minerva and political
pretender Max Lord. December saw a
delayed theatrical bow, despite many
cinema closures, and then an abruptly
halted run as full lockdown soon
followed. An early PvOD release in
January helped ensure solid returns.

Director Cathy Yan’s Birds of Prey
(and the Fantabulous
Emancipation of One Harley
Quinn) saw actor/producer
Margot Robbie’s welcome return
to the DCEU, teaming up with the
toughest women in Gotham to
take down effete crime lord
Roman Sionis (Ewan McGregor).
Rosie Perez, Mary Elizabeth
Winstead, Jurnee Smollett and Ella
Jay Basco rounded out Quinn’s
crew in this brash explosion of
comic book colour. Taking a
potent swing at everyday
misogyny, whilst rewriting the rules
regarding women of superhero
lore, Yan’s film is a glittering
grenade of action and comedy.

Warner Bros.

time For action
Seventeen years after Detectives
Mike Lowrey (Will Smith) and
Marcus Burnett (Martin Lawrence)
last graced cinema screens, the
fast-talking odd couple were back
in Bad Boys for Life. Mother and son
cartel bosses Isabel and Armando
Aretas (Kate del Castillo and Jacob
Scipio) wage war on Miami,
culminating in a murderous vendetta
connected to Mike’s troubled past.
Set against a backdrop of stylised
action scenes and car chases, a
diverse cast of newcomers emerged,
more than ready to take the reins if
and when the bad boys finally turn
in their badges.   

SonyWarner Bros.

In August, Tenet became charged
with bringing moviegoers back to
cinemas after many high-profile
films moved to a seemingly safer
Q4 slot or further out to 2021. 
The Protagonist (John David
Washington) sets out to investigate
a worldwide extinction level threat
originating in the future. Whilst
critics and fans alike were divided
on Christopher Nolan’s 11th film,
Tenet managed an impressive haul
despite being released into
auditoriums with drastically reduced
seating capacities due to enforced
social distancing measures. Its
opening weekend saw box office
receipts at their highest level since
the beginning of March.

Warner Bros. 
27
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HomeGroWn HeroeS
1917 dominated the BAFTAs
bringing home a superb 7 awards
from 9 nominations, with technical
wins for Production Design, visual
Effects and Sound. NFTS alumnus
and visual standard bearer 
Roger Deakins claimed his 
5th Cinematography BAFTA for his
radically beautiful and practically
cut-free vistas, winning the Oscar a
few weeks later. Brit auteur Sam
Mendes landed his first BAFTA for
directing, taking to the stage several
more times across the evening to
pick up the statues for Best Film and
Best British Film. 1917 also won the
Golden Globe for Best Drama with
Mendes being named Best Director.

Writer/director Mark Jenkin
along with producers Kate Byers
and Linn Waite, won the BAFTA
for Outstanding Debut by a
British Writer, Director or

Producer for their eerily terse,
minimalist Cornish coastal drama
Bait. A compelling modern tale of
gentrification and class tension,
the film centred on disaffected

fisherman Martin, at war with
both locals and tourists alike as
his fishing village slowly becomes
unrecognisable. Championed by
the BFI, Bait was shot exclusively

As awards season began in earnest, Todd Phillips’s Joker lead the pack with 11 nominations each from both BAFTA and the Academy Awards, closely followed

by The Irishman and Once Upon a Time in Hollywood with 10 nominations apiece. Netflix were the most nominated studio, with 23 BAFTA and 24 Oscar nods.

On the night, many winners put aside the glitz and glamour in order to rally support and raise awareness of inequality both within and beyond the industry. 

aWardS FocuS
STARS GET SERIOUS

roger deakins BAFTA/Guy Levy Sam mendes James veysey/BAFTA/Shutterstock mark Jenkin BAFTA/Guy Levy
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on 16mm film using clockwork
cameras, whilst Jenkin lovingly
hand processed the film himself
with its sound and dialogue 
post-synched.                 

Michael Ward gave an

emotional acceptance speech

after winning the BAFTA EE Rising

Star Award for his portrayal of

conflicted gang conscript Marco

in Andrew Onwubolu’s South

London drama Blue Story. 

The film explored the stark reality

and futile inevitability of gang

culture in the capital, depicting

both the power and fragility of

friendships when postcode and

economic deprivation are often

inescapable. Ward thanked his

friends, family and team for their

hard work and support, urging

people at home to use his success

as an example to make the most

of opportunities on offer. 

triple trouble
In the acting categories at the Golden

Globes, BAFTAS and Oscars, an

unspoken consensus reigned with the

same performers scoring the major

prizes across all three ceremonies. 

Renée Zellweger wowed audiences
and critics alike thanks to her
transformative portrayal of a late
career Judy Garland in Rupert
Goold’s 1960s London-set Judy.
Scooping her second BAFTA and
Oscar statues, her first for a leading

role, Zellweger dominates the frame,
showing Garland’s grit, charm and
insecurity in dazzling strokes.  In
her acceptance speeches on both
sides of the pond, Zellweger paid
tribute to her fellow nominees and
in a rousing Oscar speech, called
for the nation to come together
and put aside their differences,
“Our heroes unite us. When we
look to our heroes, we agree”.

Laura Dern won Best Supporting
Actress for Noah Baumbach’s
bittersweet Marriage Story,
stealing virtually every scene as
the dynamically successful divorce
lawyer Nora Fanshaw. Whilst a
Golden Globe winner four times
over for her extensive Tv work,
Dern’s assured and highly physical
performance brought in long
overdue awards recognition of a
40-year film career. In her Oscar
acceptance speech, Dern spoke of
love’s healing power and thanked
her parents Diane Ladd and Bruce
Dern, “Some say never meet your
heroes. I say if you’re really blessed
you get them as your parents”. 

michael Ward James veysey/BAFTA/Shutterstock renée Zellweger BAFTA/Guy Levy laura dern BAFTA/Guy Levy
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Joaquin Phoenix took home the

Best Actor statue for his turn as

the brittle sociopath Arthur Fleck

in Todd Phillips’s darkly comic

New York opus Joker. Besides a

Best Actor Golden Globe win for

Walk the Line in 2006, this was

Phoenix’s first major awards

recognition. On accepting the

BAFTA, Phoenix called out the

inequalities and skewed privilege

that persist in the white

dominated film world, “It is the

obligation of the people that

have created and perpetuate

and benefit from a system of

oppression, to be the ones that

dismantle it. So that’s on us”.  

Having taken home a statue

previously as a producer, 2020

saw Brad Pitt’s first Oscar and

BAFTA wins for acting. Winning

Best Supporting Actor for his

laconic turn as stuntman Cliff

Boothe in Once Upon A Time in

Hollywood, Pitt spoke

emotionally on Quentin

Tarantino’s legacy, writing and

place in film lore, “You are

original, you are one of kind. 

I love the ethos you gave Cliff

Boothe, look for the best in

people, expect the worst, but look

for the best.” Pitt also took a

swipe at that week’s impeachment

acquittal of Donald Trump, 

whilst joking about riding

Leonardo DiCaprio’s coattails.    

a broader ranGe 
oF VoiceS
Awards season provides one of the

most visible platforms to showcase

the excellence of our industry,

and its stalwart time-honoured

institutions must move with the

culture to remain relevant. As ease

of access to film viewing increases,

so must the variety of voices

chosen to engage audiences, 

and as such reflect the wealth 

of storytelling across the world.        

Parasite broke several ceilings at

the Oscars as the first foreign

language film to win Best Picture;

the first Korean film to win Best

Original Screenplay and Best

International Film. Bong Joon Ho

was also the first director from

Korea to win Best Director. At the

BAFTAS, Parasite took home

Best Original Screenplay and

Best Film Not in the English

Language. During his Golden

Globe acceptance speech for

Joaquin phoenix BAFTA/Guy Levy brad pitt BAFTA/Richard Kendal bong Joon-Ho James veysey/Shutterstock/BAFTA
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Best Director, Bong challenged

Hollywood’s reliance on English

language content, “Once you

overcome the one-inch-tall barrier

of subtitles, you will be introduced

to so many more amazing films”. 

Taika Waititi won his first Oscar

and BAFTA for Best Adapted

Screenplay for the controversially

hilarious and heartfelt Jojo Rabbit.

Adapted from the novel Caged

Skies by Christine Leunens, Waititi’s

anti-hate satire divided critics, yet

found much love from audiences.

In his Oscar acceptance speech,

Waititi talked about his early life

and his mother’s influence, “I love

you for making me read Mum, 

I dedicate this to all the indigenous

kids who live in the world, who

want to do art and dance and

write stories. We are the original

storytellers, and we can make it

here as well”.

Syrian war feature For Sama

took home Best Documentary

after racking up a slew of

independent film awards around

its release. Director Waad Al-

Kateab took to the stage

alongside her family, including

4-year-old daughter Sama, and

with filmmaker Edward Watts,

thanking both fellow nominees

and BAFTA. Highlighting the

ongoing conflict in Aleppo and

across Syria, Waad pressed the

importance of film and its

ongoing influence, dedicating

the award to “The great Syrian

people who are still suffering

today and the great heroes, of

doctors, of nurses, of civil

defence, of volunteers...let them

hear your voice”.

2020’s BAFTA ceremony

concluded with super producer

Kathleen Kennedy accepting the

prestigious Fellowship Award for

her career spanning 40 years and

more than 70 feature films

including E.T, Jurassic Park and the

most recent entries in the Star

Wars universe. Kennedy thanked

Steven Spielberg and George

Lucas for their early guidance,

whilst looking to the future,

“...fellowship continues through the

mentoring work we’re doing with

the BFI and BAFTA as we create

more opportunities for voices and

new talent. People define this

fellowship, people and stories”. 
taika Waititi BAFTA/Guy Levy Waad al-Kateab and family  James veysey/BAFTA/Shutterstock Kathleen Kennedy James veysey/BAFTA/Shutterstock
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The art of animation continues to beguile and amaze audiences of all ages. Although fewer titles released in 2020, just 25 (vs. 43 in 2019), 
the variety of stories on offer ran the broad gamut of experience and emotion, conjuring up new worlds at which to marvel, whilst cathartically
mirroring our own. From the fantastical suburbs of Mushroom Town to the looming skyscrapers of post-apocalypse Neo-Tokyo, animators continued
to showcase their craft for bringing the lustre of life into cinemas. Animations banked £16.11m for the year (vs. £235.9m in 2019), a drop of 93%. 

top 10 animated FilmS in cinemaS 2020 

    1        Onward                                                                                       Walt Disney                                6 Mar                                           £7,667,757

    2        Paw Patrol: Ready, Race, Rescue                                               Paramount                                 24 Jan                                           £1,933,985

    3        100% Wolf                                                                                      vertigo                                     31 Jul                                            £1,492,037

    4        Trolls: World Tour                                                                          Universal                                  10 Apr                                          £1,014,509

    5        Two by Two: Overboard!                                                               eOne                                     23 Oct                                            £955,370

    6        Weathering with You                                                         National Amusements                        17 Jan                                            £552,666

    7        Dreambuilders                                                                               Signature                                   17 Jul                                             £497,648

    8        My Hero Academia the Movie - Heroes: Rising             National Amusements                        21 Feb                                            £391,983

    9        The Elfkins                                                                                      Signature                                   2 Oct                                              £331,981

   10       Akira (Re: 2020)                                                                National Amusements                        9 Oct                                             £304,376

total top 10                                                                                                                                                £15,142,314
Comscore

Film                                                                                     diStributor                    releaSe                             uK/ireland  
                                                                                                                                                       date                            boX oFFice 2020

animation
PIXELS FOR POUNDS
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Family road trip Onward became
a surefire future favourite in Pixar’s
canon, exploring the dynamics of
grief and posterity. Elfin brothers Ian
and Barley Lightfoot (Tom Holland
and Chris Pratt) embark on a quest
to bring their deceased father back
for one more day, guided by their
mother Laurel (Julia Louis-Dreyfus)
and retired hellraiser Corey
(Octavia Spencer.) With a theatrical
run cut short by the closure of
cinemas in March, Onward found
a healthy secondary audience
online through its early release
onto the newly launched Disney+
and digital platforms just weeks
after its theatrical debut.  

Paw Patrol: Ready, Race, Rescue
saw Nickelodeon’s action pups
embark on their 5th big screen
adventure to date. Working for
legendary racer The Woosh
(Joseph Motiki), the gang must
step up and save the day when
he is injured in a crash caused 
by rival driver Cheetah (Addison
Holley). With a suitably diminutive
run time, the film plays heavily on
the tenets of hard work and
overcoming confidence issues in
order to succeed. With the pup’s
popularity increasing, it’s no
surprise film no.6 in the series, 
Paw Patrol: The Movie, is already
scheduled for release in 2021.

Director Alexs Stadermann’s
100% Wolf was the first new
family title to launch theatrically
after cinemas began to reopen in
July. Based on Jayne Lyons’s novel
of the same name, the film follows
Freddy Lupin (voiced first by Jerra
Wright-Smith and then by Ilai
Swindells) as he comes of age in
his werewolf pack, only to be
transformed into a poodle.
Produced by Emmy winning
Simpsons alumnus Bill Schultz,
the impressive supporting voice
cast included Jane Lynch, Rhys
Darby and breakout star Samara
Weaving, seen also this year in
Bill and Ted Face the Music.

Makoto Shinkai’s Weathering
with You became Japan’s highest
grossing release of 2019. Taking
its theatrical bow here in 2020,
the film shared many of the same
themes with his much-lauded 2016
work, Your Name. Runaway high
school student Hodaka (Kotaro
Daigo) struggles to survive on the
streets of Tokyo when he meets
and falls for Hina (Nana Mori), 
a girl who can control the weather.
Drawing comparisons with anime
master Hayao Miyazaki, Shinkai
and his team craft a story of
supernatural proportions with 
the rollercoaster of true love at 
its elemental centre.

Walt Disney Paramount vertigo National Amusements
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    1        Darbar                                                           Sun Media                 Thriller                   Tamil                    10 Jan                          £329,719

    2       Baaghi 3                                                       Walt Disney                Action                   Hindi                    6 Mar                          £252,271

    3       Chhapaak                                                     Walt Disney             Biography                Hindi                    10 Jan                          £181,241

    4       Street Dancer 3D                                           Cinestaan                  Dance                   Hindi                    24 Jan                         £175,366

    5       Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior                         Cinestaan               Biography                Hindi                    10 Jan                         £162,527

    6       Malang - Unleash the Madness                     Yash Raj                   Thriller                   Hindi                     7 Feb                           £132,177

    7       Love Aaj Kal 2                                                 Hamsini                 Romance                 Hindi                    14 Feb                          £127,026

    8       Shubh Mangal Zyada Saavdhan                   Hamsini                 Romance                 Hindi                    21 Feb                         £123,384

    9       Ala Vykuntapurram Loo                             Sailing Stones              Drama                  Telugu                   10 Jan                         £120,587

   10      Sufna                                                                   B4U                    Romance               Punjabi                  14 Feb                         £109,385

total top 10                                                                                                                                                      £1,713,683

Film                                                             diStributor        Genre          primarY         releaSe        uK/ireland 2020
                                                                                                                                       lanGuaGe          date                   boX oFFice

India is the world’s most prolific film producing nation, typically reliant on cinema releases for the majority of its revenue. With traditionally short
theatrical windows and a slow move towards streaming (significantly accelerated by the pandemic), Bollywood films in the UK have seen declining
box office in recent years. With Netflix, Amazon and Hotstar all investing heavily in India as a growth market, what will the pipeline of theatrical
films look like in the coming years? Bollywood films grossed £2.7m in 2020 (vs. £17.1m in 2019) down 84%, with 50 releases (vs. 201 in 2019).  

top 10 bollYWood FilmS in cinemaS 2020

bollYWood
SONG DANCE ACTION

*Bollywood is used here as a catch-all term for films aimed at the Hindi, Tamil, Urdu, Punjabi, Malayalam and Telugu speaking communities in the UK & Ireland. Comscore



Sun Media Walt DisneyCinestaan Yash Raj 

A.R Murugadoss’s thriller Darbar
was the first ever Tamil film to
reach no.1 in the UK Bollywood
chart, albeit arriving as the lowest
grossing title to top the list in over
two decades. Police Commissioner
Arunachalam (Rajinikanth) is on
a mission to rid Mumbai of its
mob run drug epidemic. With the
trademark mix of action, romance
and song, Darbar is a love letter
to Rajinikanth and his star legacy.
The film was also praised for its
progressive father/daughter
relationship, with Nivetha Thomas
more than holding her own
opposite the much-beloved
veteran actor.   

Based upon the life of acid attack
survivor Laxmi Agarwal, Meghna
Gulzar’s Hindi drama Chhapaak
eschewed traditional Bollywood
storytelling methods to explore
the physical and social trauma
experienced by the victims of
these acts of horrific gender-based
violence. The film follows Laxmi
(Deepika Padukone) as she
undergoes painful facial
reconstruction before becoming
an advocate for the ban on the
sale of acid and working closely
with survivors. In 2014, Agarwal
received the International
Women of Courage award from
US First Lady Michelle Obama.

Set and shot predominately in
London after production moved
from Punjab, Hindi dance epic
Street Dancer 3D was brought 
to life by choreographer turned
director Remo D’Souza. Rival
Indian and Pakistani dance
groups battle it out to win the
coveted Ground Zero title and its
lucrative prize money. Featuring
stand out performances from
Shraddha Kapoor, Nora Fatehi
and varun Dhawan, D’Souza’s
film combines modern dance
culture with an exploration of the
treatment of illegal immigrants
travelling to the West in search 
of a supposed better life.  

For Hindi mystery thriller Malang
– Unleash the Madness, seasoned
director Mohit Suri investigated the
beach party culture of Goa and its
purported links to organised crime.
Drug addicted, anarchic police
Inspector Agashe (Anil Kapoor),
attempts to unravel a series of
murders linked to the death of his
own daughter. With sweeping
coastal vistas, a twisting non-linear
time structure and a central love
story played out by Aditya Roy
Kapoor and Disha Patani, Suri's
film uses heavily stylised dance
and action sequences in its study
of obligation, love and betrayal.  

35
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Whilst 2020 proved to be a tough year across the nation, there were still plenty of quintessentially homegrown highlights on offer to showcase local
talent both behind and in front of the camera. Britain arrived on screen with gusto through a wide range of true stories, cleverly revamped classics
and eclectic tales of modern living, keenly exhibiting our island creativity through a broad narrative lens. 

Comscore

Film                                                                                     diStributor                    releaSe                             uK/ireland  
                                                                                                                                                       date                            boX oFFice 2020

    1       1917                                                                                            eOne                                   10 Jan                                       £44,027,149

    2       The Gentlemen                                                                    Entertainment                              3 Jan                                        £12,271,857

    3       Emma                                                                                       Universal                                14 Feb                                       £7,460,637

    4       The Personal History of David Copperfield                           Lionsgate                                24 Jan                                       £6,409,562

    5       Military Wives                                                                        Lionsgate                                6 Mar                                        £2,513,787

    6       Saint Maud                                                                           StudioCanal                              9 Oct                                          £850,528

    7       Greed                                                                                          Sony                                   21 Feb                                         £807,561

    8       The Secret Garden                                                                Sky Cinema                             23 Oct                                         £615,981

    9       Misbehaviour                                                                        Walt Disney                             13 Mar                                        £455,088

   10      Rocks                                                                                         Altitude                                 18 Sep                                         £281,588

total top 10                                                                                                                                                £75,650,032

top 10 britiSH FilmS in cinemaS 2020

britiSH FilmS
HOME GROWN HITS
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For 1917, director Sam Mendes
enlisted writer Krysty Wilson-Cairns
and cinematographer Roger
Deakins (both NFTS alumni),
creating a ticking-clock thriller to
explore the horror and bravery
synonymous with World War I.
Lance Corporals Schofield and
Blake (George Mackay and 
Dean-Charles Chapman) must
carry a message across enemy
territory to save the lives of 1,600
soldiers. Presented as a single take,
the film wowed both critics and
audiences with its visual artistry
and currently sits as the 2nd biggest
war film ever in the UK and Ireland,
behind only 2017’s Dunkirk. 

The Gentlemen marked director
Guy Ritchie’s return to the funny
and nefarious world of modern
mobsters. Husband and wife
crime lords Michael and Rosalind
Pearson (Matthew McConaughey
and Michelle Dockery) are looking
to sell their lucrative drugs business
whilst their competitors are keen to
drive the price down by any means
necessary. The strong supporting
cast included Colin Farrell,
Charlie Hunnam, Henry Golding
and Eddie Marsan, with particular
praise for Hugh Grant as Fletcher,
the reprehensible journalist turned
screenwriter who attempts to
blackmail the hard-nosed couple. 

Armando Iannucci approached 
The Personal History of David
Copperfield with the duality of
Dickens, merging populist
entertainment with social
commentary, creating undeniable
warmth. Hiring Dev Patel as
Copperfield, a role traditionally
portrayed by white performers,
formed the catalyst for casting director
Sarah Crowe to engage a broader
range of performers. The company
included Tilda Swinton, Benedict
Wong, Morfydd Clark, Ben Wishaw,
Nikki Amuka-Bird and Daisy May
Cooper, all dutifully supporting
Dickens’s eponymous hero as he
attempts to find his way in the world. 

eOne Entertainment Lionsgate Altitude

Director Sarah Gavron gathered
a mostly female crew for Rocks, 
a story centred around the lives of
a band of teenage girls of colour,
coming of age in London. Rocks
(Bukky Bakray) is the linchpin of her
girl group, but when abandoned
by her mother and left to care for
younger brother Emmanuel, she is
forced to make tough choices to
ensure their survival. Workshopping
Theresa Ikoko and Claire Wilson’s
script in schools allowed for the
chemistry and authenticity of the
unknown performers to develop.
Rocks received an impressive 
15 BIFA and seven BAFTA
nominations for the 2021 awards.
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For his first feature, Les Misérables, Mali born director Ladj Ly focused

on the fractured relationships between police and working-class

immigrant communities in a Parisian banlieue. In the Montfermeil

district, tensions reach breaking

point when an arrest ends in

horrific violence and the

neighbourhood begins to spiral

out of control. Inspired by the

capital’s well documented 

youth riots of the mid 2000s, 

Ly’s kinetic film simmers with 

the mistrust and vibrancy of 

both La Haine and victor Hugo’s

classic novel, as antagonists on

both sides attempt to fight for

what they believe is right.
Altitude

Travel, tradition, family and memory all combined in Cambodian-

British director Hong Khaou’s lyrical 2nd film Monsoon. Young 

British-vietnamese Kit (Henry Golding) travels back to Saigon to

scatter his parent’s ashes, when

he meets and falls for Lewis

(Parker Sawyers), an American

whose father fought during the

war. Exploring the melding of

East and West culture through

the tragedy of war and the

healing, but expectant, power

of love, Monsoon journeys into

the minutiae of daily life to

expose the raw differences and

hidden similarities of lives lived

years and oceans apart.
Peccadillo

With many isolated from their regular social support networks this year, 2020 highlighted the vital need for people to see themselves represented

in the creative arts. In September, BAFTA announced a review revolutionising their membership and voting procedures to ensure the organisation

represents the society in which it operates. Thanks to increasingly prominent profiles of movements such as Black Lives Matter, Pride, #MeToo and

Disability Rights UK, positive discussions on difference are becoming more commonplace, particularly around levels of representation both on and

off screen across the sector.   

diVerSitY on Screen
IN THE FRAME
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American based, Karachi born
Basaam Tariq’s Mogul Mowgli,
marked a move into fictional feature
film direction after cutting his teeth
making documentaries. About to
embark on his first European tour,
New York based British-Pakistani
rapper Zed (Riz Ahmed) is struck
down with an autoimmune disease
which threatens to derail his big
break. Debuting at the 75th Berlinale
in early 2020, and based on a
script by Tariq and Ahmed, the film
explores family ties amongst the
Pakistani communities of England,
delving deep into the often wildly
differing hopes and aspirations
of parents and their children.     

Trey Edward Shults examined the
delicate intricacies of modern
family life and generational denial
in his elegiac drama Waves. In the
first flush of love with fellow
classmate Alex (Alexi Demie),
smart high-school student and
wrestling protégé Tyler (Kelvin
Harrison Jnr.) is constantly
disappointing his pushy father
Ronald (Sterling K Brown), leaving
his sister Emily (Taylor Russell) all
but ignored. Underpinned by a
mesmeric score from Trent Reznor
and Atticus Ross, the slow burn,
loose narrative style of Waves
allows room for a raft of towering
performances to shine through.

First time feature director Clare
Oakley utilised the eerie stillness
of a chill, off-season Cornwall in
her psychosexual thriller Make
Up. Ruth (Molly Windsor), recently
arrived and struggling to adjust to
her new bleakly beautiful seaside
home, is befriended by open,
beauty hobbyist Jade (Stefanie
Martini). As the lives of the two
women become increasingly
entwined, Ruth begins to question
what exactly is reality? Oakley
fills her frame with the stark
normality of a sunless coast,
twisting it into a dreamily paranoid
backdrop for her electrifying
study of obsession and suspicion. 

With more than 60 Tv and music
video credits to her name, director
Melina Matsoukas brought a
slickly immersive, economic style
to her debut feature film Queen
& Slim. A first date turns into life
on the run when criminal defence
attorney Queen (Jodie Turner-
Smith) and Slim (Daniel Kaluuya)
accidentally shoot an aggressive
cop after a traffic stop. Lena
Waithe’s exceptional script
studies the dug in bias of
institutional racism and asks even
with the whole world seemingly
against you, does true love have
the infinite capacity to blossom
anywhere? 

eOne
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Theatrical documentary feature releases numbered just 53 in 2020 (vs.105 in 2019) grossing £1.02m (vs. £10.4m in 2019), a fall of 90%. In a year
unlike any other, many titles found an audience on home streaming platforms, whilst those films that did arrive in cinemas turned their lens toward music
and dance, art and literature, and the power of determination. Showcasing the lives and livelihoods of the unfamiliar and extraordinary, non-fiction
cinema continues to educate, excite, inform and move us, reaching out and uniting audiences across the globe.   

    1        I Am Greta                                                                              Dogwoof                                16 Oct                                          £50,935

    2       White Riot                                                                            Modern Films                            18 Sep                                          £41,512

    3       Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am                                               Republic                                 6 Mar                                          £33,096

    4       Crock of Gold: A Few Rounds                                     Altitude/Wildcard                         4 Dec                                           £21,936
              with Shane MacGowan

    5       Cunningham                                                                            Dogwoof                               13 Mar                                          £21,676

    6       In Search of Mozart                                                                  7th Art                                  24 Jan                                          £20,643

    7       Max Richter’s Sleep                                                                Dogwoof                                11 Sep                                          £19,945

    8       In Search of Chopin                                                                  7th Art                                  28 Feb                                          £16,384

    9       Midnight Traveller                                                                   Dogwoof                                17 Jan                                           £15,816

   10      Midnight Family                                                                      Dogwoof                                21 Feb                                          £15,479

total top 10                                                                                                                                                   £257,422

top 10 documentarY FilmS in cinemaS 2020

documentarY
STRANGER TRUTHS

Comscore

Film                                                                                     diStributor                    releaSe                             uK/ireland  
                                                                                                                                                       date                            boX oFFice 2020
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Dogwoof retained their
documentary crown once again
this year with the release of I Am
Greta, an intimate portrait of
Swedish eco-warrior Greta
Thunberg. Shot at close quarters
by fellow Swede Nathan
Grossman, the film follows Greta
from her one-woman school strike
in Stockholm through to her rise to
international fame, as the reluctant
face of the climate change
movement. Showcasing moments
from her fans and detractors alike,
Greta moves with an ardent focus,
calling out the wealthy and the
famous, as she shares her
devastating vision for our world.   

Director Rubika Shah chronicled
the politicisation of punk and the
rise of Rock Against Racism in her
kinetic feature documentary White
Riot. Established in the staunchly
divided Britain of the late 1970s,
Shah’s film zeroes in on punk and
its fusion with the rising civil rights
movement and burgeoning reggae
and ska scenes of the time.
Featuring electrifying footage from
the movement’s zenith, a free
concert in London’s victoria Park
featuring The Clash, the film is
achingly prescient in its portrayal
of the divide and conquer nature
of modern politics. 

In Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am,
the Nobel and Pulitzer Prize
winning author defines the
powerful themes of the black
experience that came to define
her work. In a literary career
spanning almost five decades,
Morrison’s innate understanding of
the power of words saw her segue
from editing writer’s manuscripts to
penning more than 20 novels of
her own. Through existing footage
and newly shot interviews, Timothy
Greenfield-Sanders’s affectionate
film captures Morrison as writer,
publisher and activist, with
contributions from Oprah Winfrey,
Angela Davis and Barrack Obama.   

Dogwoof Modern Films Republic Dogwoof

For Cunningham, director Alla
Kovagan brought together archive
footage and loving recreations of
now iconic modern movements to
explore the life of dance legend
Merce Cunningham. With
interpretation often left up to the
audience, Cunningham was the
avant-garde master of his art in a
career crossing 70 years. In her
feature debut, Kovagan creates a
cerebral celebration of the body
and its boundless capabilities
within art, using 3D technology 
to bring Cunningham’s touchstone
masterpieces to life. This is a film
that begs to be seen on the big
screen.
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Based on a New York Times Magazine article by Nathaniel Rich,
director Todd Haynes's environmental drama Dark Waters studied 
the harrowing true story of an Appalachian farming community's fight

against the chemical company
poisoning their town. Middle-aged
corporate defence lawyer Rob Billot
(Mark Ruffalo) switches sides to
engineer the prosecution after a
career spent defending similar
giants of industry. Haynes's film
examines the often-underhanded
reach of big business at all levels
of society, juxtaposing the appetite
of corporations with the everyday
municipal consequences of
unquestionable ecological
irresponsibility.

Fast fashion industry satire Greed marked the fourth big screen
collaboration between director Michael Winterbottom and actor
Steve Coogan. Winterbottom's naturalistic and often mocumentary-

style camera captures
preparations for the 60th birthday
party of fictional high street
fashion mogul Sir Richard
McCreadie, an approximation
of British retail tycoon Sir Phillip
Green. Thick of It alumnus Sean
Gray's script exposes the pillars
on which global capitalism is
often built, with wealth, glamour
and high living achieved as the
result of tax avoidance, financial
engineering and large scale/low
cost manufacturing in the East.

Drama is arguably the broadest field of narrative driven storytelling. Whilst many titles cross the boundaries from action, sci-fi or even comedy,

it is those stories with a strong human interest at their core which exemplify the dramatic tenets of character development and conflict resolution.

Whether retelling real-life events, indulging in irreverent satirical savagery or exploring the surreal subversion of reality, drama more than any

other genre presents us with stark facsimiles of ourselves and the worlds we inhabit, aiming to help us observe and understand humanity at its

very best and worst. 

drama
WHY SO SERIOUS? 

Sony eOne
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In Bombshell, Nicole Kidman and
Charlize Theron starred as Fox News
anchors Gretchen Carlson and
Megyn Kelly. At the most powerful
media empire in the world, a group
of women band together to break
the corporate code of silence.
Based on true events, Head of Fox
News Roger Ailes was charged with
a litany of sexual assaults, revealing
the toxic environment over which
he presided for more than two
decades. With superb support from
Margot Robbie, Kate McKinnon
and Allison Janney, Jay Roach's
film is an unflinching insight into the
daily aggressions and abuse which
women face in the workplace. 

Director Marielle Heller explored
unresolved childhood trauma and
the resolute power of compassion in
A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood.
Jaded journalist Lloyd vogel
(Matthew Rhys) sets out to interview
national treasure and children's
entertainer Fred Rogers (Tom Hanks),
convinced that his altruistic personality
is an act. Inspired by Tom Junod's
Esquire article 'Can You Say... Hero?'
and the subsequent friendship which
developed between Junod and
Rogers, Heller's film eschews the easy
and most likely road of cynicism,
presenting kindness, forgiveness
and empathy as principal and much
needed modern-day superpowers.   

Writer/director Dave Mclean revived
the local music scene of late 1970s
Dundee for his autobiographical
debut feature Schemers. With his
football career over, Davie
(Connor Berry) turns his hand to gig
promotion, but soon finds himself out
of his depth and in debt to a local
gangster. Steeped in real music
history and revelling in the vernacular
of the area, Mclean's love letter to his
own early escapades is strung with
the exuberance and naivety of youth.
The events that inspired Schemers
small time grandstanding, paved
the way for Mclean's later work
with the likes of Nirvana and The
Smashing Pumpkins.

Shot in black and white, with an almost
square aspect ratio (1.19:1), Robert
Eggers's The Lighthouse, depicted the
mental and physical strain endured
by isolated New England lighthouse
keepers in the late 19th century.
Ephraim Wilson (Robert Pattinson)
takes a contract to work as a 'wickie'
on a remote island for long-time
keeper Thomas Wake (Willem Dafoe).
As conditions worsen and rations
become scarce, the keepers' terse
relationship dissolves into horrific
violence. Wrapped in Promethean and
Protean mythology, and underscored
with a wracking threat of Oedipal
angst, Eggers's film deftly depicts 
a watery descent into madness. 
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Delivering the best of live theatre, opera, ballet, concerts and exhibitions to communities across the country for the price of a cinema ticket, 
Event Cinema is firmly established as a weekly feature of the release calendar. Whilst 2019 saw record receipts, 2020’s understandably 
lower returns during lockdown were bookended by good results. In 2020, 60 Event Cinema titles were released theatrically (vs. 130 in 2019) 
grossing £12.1m (-77% vs. £53.7m in 2019) and accounting for 3.8% of the UK and Ireland box office (vs. 4% in 2019). 

    1       Andre Rieu: 70 Years Young (Concert)                                                                      Piece of Magic                3 Jan                    £2,042,440

    2       Kinky Boots - The Musical (Theatre)                                                                            More2Screen                31 Jan                    £1,450,821

    3       Cyrano de Bergerac - NT Live 2020 (Theatre)                                                                NT Live                     14 Feb                     £899,956

    4       Riverdance 25th Anniversary Show (Dance)                                                              More2Screen                28 Feb                     £669,494

    5       Sleeping Beauty - ROH - London 2019/20 (Ballet)                                            Royal Opera House           10 Jan                     £664,597

    6       La Boheme - ROH - London 2019/20 (Opera)                                                   Royal Opera House           24 Jan                     £604,984

    7       The Cellist/Dances at a Gathering - ROH - London 2019/20 (Ballet)               Royal Opera House           21 Feb                     £510,040

    8       Porgy and Bess - Met Opera 2020 (Opera)                                                                 Trafalgar                    31 Jan                     £504,739

    9       David Attenborough: A Life on Our Planet (Documentary)                                             Altitude                     25 Sep                     £449,015

   10      Break the Silence: The Movie (Concert)                                                                          Trafalgar                     4 Sep                      £401,166

total top 10                                                                                                                                                          £8,197,252

top 10 eVent cinema titleS in cinemaS 2020

eVent cinema 
GROWING IN STAGES

Film                                                                                                                            diStributor        releaSe          uK/ireland  
                                                                                                                                                                                   date          boX oFFice 2020

top 10 eVent cinema titleS in cinemaS 2020

*All 2019 figures include Secret Cinema grosses, there were no Secret Cinema releases in 2020. Comscore
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Septuagenarian violin lothario
Andre Rieu has become a staple
of the Event Cinema year with his
orchestral concerts attracting high
numbers of older audience
cinemagoers. 70 Years Young took
us inside the virtuoso’s Maastricht
castle for a birthday party, delving
into his most iconic performances
and arriving as Rieu’s highest
grossing cinema outing yet. A
sharp contrast to August’s Together
in Music, releasing into two thirds
of the cinemas available to
previous shows and hamstrung by
reduced auditorium capacities and
wary patrons, the event netted his
lowest cinema grosses since 2012.    

Featuring music from leftfield pop
icon Cindy Lauper, Kinky Boots -
The Musical was filmed live at
the Adelphi Theatre, London.
Desperately struggling factory
owner Charlie (Killian Donnelly)
teams up with drag performer
Lola (Matt Henry) to save the
family shoe business by producing
high heels to support a broader
range of body types and foot
sizes. Whisking audiences from 
a dowdy Northampton factory
floor to the vast glittering catwalks
of Milan, the show brims with
body positivity and proclaims
friendships can, will and should
happen just about anywhere.  

Recorded at the Playhouse Theatre,
London, Jamie Lloyd directed
Martin Crimp’s reworking of
Rostand’s Cyrano de Bergerac.
Posed as a lean psycho drama,
the play delves deep into the
narcissism and surface nature 
of contemporary culture. Silver-
tongued, self-conscious swordsman
Cyrano (James McAvoy) helps
the more confident Christian
(Eben Figueiredo) to woo Roxanne
(Anita Joy-Uwajeh), but it is Cyrano’s
words she falls for. Gone are the
trappings of 17th century France,
replaced instead by modern dress,
dialogue dispensed as rap and
swords traded for microphones. 

Piece of Magic More2Screen NT Live Altitude

At 93 years of age, certified
national treasure Sir David
Attenborough is arguably the
world’s most famous living
naturalist. In documentary David
Attenborough: A Life on Our Planet,
he shares his horror at the rapid
deterioration of the wild world,
contrasting disturbing before and
after scenes of incredible natural
wonders from across the globe.
Whilst he remains confident that
if we act now, we can potentially
save the world and ourselves, Sir
David’s unique witness statement is
a powerful and prescient warning
on the future of the planet and the
fate of our very existence upon it.
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Thanks in part to Parasite’s excellent performance, foreign language films commanded an impressive £17m box office in 2020 (vs. £13.6m in 2019)
up 25%. Despite only 100 titles being released into cinemas (vs. 167 in 2019), some 30 different languages featured. Polish films saw the largest
number of releases, with distribution now firmly established in the UK. Whilst cinemagoing was disrupted, and streaming providers continue escalating
investment in non-English language content, 2020’s receipts demonstrated UK and Irish audiences desire to experience other cultures at the cinema.

Film                                                                diStributor            primarY         Genre       releaSe      uK/ireland 2020
                                                                                                                     lanGuaGe                                date                 boX oFFice

    1       Parasite                                                           StudioCanal                       Korean                 Drama              7 Feb                      £12,122,603

    2       Portrait of a Lady on Fire                                    Curzon                           French                 Drama             28 Feb                       £567,969

    3       Weathering with You                              National Amusements             Japanese            Animation           17 Jan                       £552,666

    4       Psy 3: W Imie Zasad                                        Magnetes                          Polish                  Action              24 Jan                       £459,780

    5       365 Dni                                                              Phoenix                            Polish                  Drama             14 Feb                       £446,274

    6       My Hero Academia                               National Amusements             Japanese            Animation           21 Feb                       £391,983
              The Movie - Heroes: Rising

    7       Akira (Re: 2020)                                    National Amusements             Japanese            Animation           9 Oct                        £313,436

    8       Jak Zostalem Gangsterem                                 Phoenix                            Polish                  Drama             31 Jan                        £271,552

    9       Les Misérables                                         Altitude/Aerodrome                French                 Drama              4 Sep                        £178,438

   10      Memories of Murder (Re: 2020)                       Curzon                           Korean                 Drama             11 Sep                       £143,954

total top 10                                                                                                                                                      £15,448,655
Comscore

top 10 ForeiGn lanGuaGe FilmS in cinemaS 2020 (EXCLUDING BOLLYWOOD) 

ForeiGn lanGuaGe
FOUND IN TRANSLATION
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Bong Joon Ho’s 8th feature film,
the Palme d’Or winning Parasite,
ranked 4th for 2019 in its home
country South Korea. In 2020 it
became a global sensation,
astonishing critics, awards bodies
(see page 30) and cinemagoers
alike with its unique marriage of
social commentary and wildly
entertaining drama. The near
destitute Kim family see a way 
out of poverty when their lives
become entangled with the
wealthy Park household. Parasite
now sits as the highest grossing
foreign language film ever in the
UK and Ireland, unseating the
previous 16-year incumbent, 
The Passion of the Christ. 

Girlhood writer-director Céline
Sciamma moved focus from the
Parisian banlieue to remote 
18th Century coastal Brittany for
her 4th feature Portrait of a Lady
on Fire. A slow-burning romance
develops between poised artist
Marianne (Noémie Merlant) 
and Héloise (Adéle Haenel), the
taciturn young woman she has
been commissioned to paint.
Praised for the film’s unmasking
of the female gaze, Sciamma
won the Queer Palm at Cannes
in 2019 (the first feature directed
by a woman to win the award),
whilst also picking up the Best
Screenplay prize for her
powerfully simmering script.   

Winner of the Jury Prize at the
Cannes Festival in 2019, Kleber
Mendonça Filho and Juliano
Dornelles’s revenge western
Bacurau, fascinated audiences with
its captivating cinematography and
shocking violence. Teresa (Bárbara
Colen) returns to her matriarchal
hometown in the Brazilian outback
after the death of her grandmother,
only to find mounting menacing
incidents leading down a disturbing
path. Bacurau examines the
importance of community in
resistance and the ardent right to
protect home, whilst mirroring modern
environmental concerns and the
impact of increasingly rabid tourism.  

StudioCanal Curzon MUBI Peccadillo

Georgian-Swedish director 
Levan Akin’s And Then We Danced
explored forbidden love and
longing within the National
Georgian Ensemble. Traditional
dancer Merab (Levan Gelbakhiani)
finds his life thrown off its axis with
the arrival of rebellious fellow
performer Irakli (Bachi valishvili).
Whilst Akin’s film was warmly
received for its dizzying depiction
of young gay love, its release in
conservative Tbilisi, Georgia saw
masked protestors attempt to
disrupt screenings. Despite having
sold out in minutes of going on sale,
the film was pulled after three days
due to the cost of policing its run. 
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Experiencing the sensational thrills cinema has to offer endures year after year, not least when it comes to tales of fear, horror and the supernatural.
This ever-impressive alchemy of sound and vision devilishly conjures thick atmosphere, looming suspense and riveting terror, leaving a lasting mark
long after the credits roll. Horror’s allegorical nature again allowed for the exploration of prescient themes regarding faith, mental health, longing,
class and gender roles, grossing £15.3m from 35 titles (vs. £67m/34 titles in 2019) down -77% on 2019.

    1       The Invisible Man                                                                         Universal                                  28 Feb                                     £6,926,961

    2       Unhinged                                                                                       Altitude                                    31 Jul                                      £1,997,034

    3       The Grudge                                                                                      Sony                                     24 Jan                                     £1,152,569

    4       Brahms: The Boy II                                                                    Entertainment                              21 Feb                                     £1,044,772

    5       Saint Maud                                                                                StudioCanal                                9 Oct                                       £806,822

    6       Blumhouse’s Fantasy Island                                                             Sony                                      6 Mar                                       £750,904

    7       The Hunt                                                                                        Universal                                 13 Mar                                      £650,995

    8       Underwater                                                                                Walt Disney                                7 Feb                                        £419,514

    9       The Turning                                                                                      eOne                                     24 Jan                                       £182,825

   10      Black Water: Abyss                                                                       Altitude                                    10 Jul                                       £154,570

total top 10                                                                                                                                                    £14,086,966

Film                                                                                          diStributor                     releaSe                           uK/ireland  
                                                                                                                                                              date                          boX oFFice 2020

Comscore

top 10 Horror FilmS in cinemaS 2020

Horror & SuSpenSe
TICKETS TO TERROR
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Writer/Director Rose Glass’s
captivating Saint Maud, weaved
an intricate narrative addressing
faith, shifting mental health and self-
harm in a claustrophobic, decaying
seaside town. Palliative care nurse
Maud (Morfydd Clark) is wracked
with disturbing visions as she attends
to her new patient, terminally ill
former dancer Amanda (Jennifer
Ehle). An unsettling treatise on
manifestations of devotion and
loneliness, Saint Maud wowed critics
praising both Glass and her cast for
their nuanced and electrifying work.
The film scored 17 nominations at
the BIFA’s, beating previous record
holder Lady Macbeth’s 15 nods.  

Taut road rage thriller Unhinged,
was one of the first new releases
to make a noticeable splash
when cinemas began to reopen
throughout July. After a
seemingly insignificant
altercation at a stop light, single
mother and entrepreneur Rachel
(Caren Pistorious) has her world
turned upside down by the
increasingly violent and
disturbed ‘Man’ (Russell Crowe).
Full of highway thrills and
gripping suspense, and with little
in the way of competition to halt
its progress, Unhinged achieved
an impressive box office result
from a modest budget.

The Invisible Man strode boldly into
the #MeToo era, deftly exploring
domestic abuse, gaslighting and
the stigma of mental health issues.
Cecile (Elizabeth Moss) escapes an
abusive relationship only to see her
seemingly safe new life wrecked by
H.G Wells’s eponymous sociopath.
The film further cemented the track
record of genre super producer
Jason Blum, now famous for
successfully breathing new life into
horror franchises by showcasing
emerging filmmakers. Blumhouse
Productions turned 20 this year,
their catalogue of films having
grossed more than $4.7bn
theatrically worldwide.

Writer Stacey Menear and
director William Brent Bell both
returned for eerie supernatural
sequel Brahms: The Boy II. Katie
Holmes joined the cast as recently
traumatised mother Liza, moving
her family to the rural idyll of
Heelshire Manor (the site of the
first film’s shocking events) to
recuperate following a disturbing
home invasion. Not long after
their arrival, Liza’s son Jude finds
a creepy doll, Brahms, whom he
befriends. Brahms slowly takes
over their lives as everything they
love unravels toward murderous
and horrifying disaster.   

Entertainment
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3d & imaX releaSeS 2020

                                                                                                                 diGital 3d                                                               imaX

    no. oF releaSeS bY Format                                                       4 (vs. 26 in 2019)                                                          14 (vs. 37 in 2019)

    total Format boX oFFice                                                   £48,262 (-99% vs. 2019)                                            £7,076,281 (-53% vs. 2019)

    top 3 releaSeS bY Format                    Onward/Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior/Wonder Woman 1984               1917/Tenet/Birds of Prey

Comscore

With an all too apparent dearth of blockbuster releases in 2020, large format cinema screens struggled to compete with 2019’s strong results. 3D releases

were all but non-existent, and though revenues for the format had been steadily declining in recent years, the absence of key releases made for a

dismal result. Post-lockdown, Tenet was the only marquee title to be released in IMAX and with good room to run; whilst Wonder Woman 1984 came

up against another national lockdown as it released in cinemas. Catalogue IMAX titles were made available to cinemas over the recovery period,

but box office remained low. There were no IMAX 3D releases in 2020 (vs. 13 in 2019).  

Throughout the Summer months and into the Autumn, drive-in cinemas became more popular than ever before in the territory, with 32 sites operating,

most of which were in the South East of England. A long-time cinematic staple in other European territories, drive-in operations became the first cinema

offering to be permitted to open after the initial national UK lockdown with their outdoor, easily controllable environment. In the period when box office

was still very much recovering from its forced Spring hiatus, drive-in cinemas grossed a respectable £2.2m in receipts from a broad range of 175 titles,

the top 3 being Tenet, 1917 and Elf.    

premium FormatS
BIG SCREEN WILL RETURN
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Hard hit by COvID-19 and its knock-on
effects, premium format titles suffered a
terrific tumble in 2020. However, when
cinema returns to life in 2021, these vast
auditoriums with roaring sound and luxury
seating, packed full of spectacular
blockbuster treats, will be a huge draw for
customers looking to experience the thrill of
the big screen once again. IMAX, Dolby

vision & Atmos, 4DX and the many 

exhibitor own brand premium large format

auditoriums, will be the jewels in the cinema

crown, ready to wow customers and have

them coming back again and again.     

With many new cinemas built and other sites

recently refurbished over the last few years,

the out-of-home viewing experience can be a

luxury one. Boutique cinemas and screens
are able to provide both indulgence and
glamour, particularly for a longed-for night
out. Whilst a premium is paid for the most
comfortable seats or an exceptional food
offer, cinema is still a relatively inexpensive
leisure choice compared to other cultural 
and entertainment pursuits, and often does
very well in times of financial upheaval.

eOne Warner Bros. Warner Bros. 
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When cinemas finally reopened in July, many catalogue titles were offered to exhibitors as a way to entice customers back into their auditoriums.
Reissues arrived as marquee releases, playing their part in filling screens after lockdown, and then once more, into the Christmas season.
Whether seeing a legendary piece of cinema for the first time, reliving the splendour of a firm favourite or carrying on the festive mood, 
you just can't beat the experience of seeing a truly classic film on the big screen.

    1       Inception: 10th Anniversary                                                     Warner Bros.                              14 Aug                                      £500,861

    2       Elf (Re: 2020)                                                                            Warner Bros.                               4 Dec                                       £471,278

    3       Jurassic Park (Re: 2020)                                                              Universal                                   3 July                                       £463,967

    4       Hocus Pocus (Re: 2020)                                                            Park Circus                                 9 Oct                                       £462,275

    5       Akira (Re: 2020)                                                                National Amusements                        9 Oct                                        £313,436

    6       Back to The Future (Re: 2020)                                                   Park Circus                                 3 July                                        £216,154

    7       Love Actually (Re: 2020)                                                             Universal                                   3 Jan                                        £145,066

    8       Memories of Murder (Re: 2020)                                                  Curzon                                   11 Sep                                      £143,954

    9       The Lost Boys (Re: 2020)                                                          Warner Bros.                               14 Feb                                       £125,872

   10      La Haine (4K Restoration)                                                                 BFI                                       11 Sep                                       £124,015

total top 10                                                                                                                                                     £2,966,878

Film                                                                                          diStributor                     releaSe                           uK/ireland  
                                                                                                                                                              date                          boX oFFice 2020

Comscore

top 10 reiSSueS/reStorationS in cinemaS 2020

reiSSueS/reStorationS
BACK ON THE BIG SCREEN
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Mathieu Kassovitz’s La Haine
made a timely return in 2020,
resonating starkly with audiences
a quarter of a century on from its
initial release. Following three
friends (vincent Cassel, Hubert
Koundé, Saïd Taghmaoui), as
tensions escalate in the aftermath
of a riot in their inner-city suburb
of Paris, the film exposes the
forgotten banlieues of ‘90s Chirac-
controlled France. A blistering
indictment of prejudice, urban
inequality and police brutality,
the outwardly particular events of
La Haine could now conceivably
be mirrored on the streets of many
major cities of the western world.

With the Halloween re-release of
Kenny Ortega’s family favourite
Hocus Pocus, audiences were
once again enchanted by its
oddball irreverence and central
trio of witches. Deceased 
17th century Salem wiccans the
Sanderson Sisters (Bette Midler,
Sarah Jessica Parker, Kathy
Najimy) are accidentally
reincarnated by new resident
Max (Omri Katz) wreaking havoc
on the once quiet neighbourhood.
This now cult classic has charmed
a new generation of young
cinemagoers, delighted by talking
cats, helpful zombies and a town
destined to dance itself to death.

Thirty years on from its initial
release, Katsuhiro Ôtomo’s hugely
influential anime Akira exploded
back into cinemas in 4K. In post-
apocalypse Neo-Tokyo, gang
leader Kaneda searches for his
friend Tetsuo, unaware the city is
on the brink of Armageddon once
again. Moral ambiguity stalks
Ôtomo’s film with disaffected
youth pitted against sinister
government agents and dogmatic
religious zealots. Astoundingly
prophetic, mesmeric in its yet 
to be matched storytelling and
visuals, Akira addresses the fear
of a nation raised in the after-effects
of the atomic bomb.

Warner Bros.

Christopher Nolan’s Inception
turned 10 this year, giving
cinemagoers the opportunity to
revisit the reality bending thriller as
it was intended on the big screen.
In a world where dream sharing
technology exists, industrial
espionage expert Cobb (Leonardo
DiCaprio) must take one last high
stakes job in the hope it will
bring him home to his children.
Combining intimate discussions on
the subconscious with vast action
set pieces, Inception brought
together a stellar ensemble cast
including Elliot Page, Marion
Cotillard, Cillian Murphy, Dileep
Rao, Ken Watanabe, Joseph
Gordon Levitt and Tom Hardy.   
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Rebellion and self-expression seem never more personal than during the volatility of youth. Whether the wistful remembrance of teenage years, 

the often-glaring echo of today or bravely looking to the future, 2020 saw increasingly sophisticated and fully realised young protagonists arrive

onscreen. Whilst 16-25 year-olds have been the spearhead of streaming adoption, their willingness to visit the cinema post-lockdown has also

outstripped any other demographic. With this age group returning to multiplexes and independents alike, the next generation of film fans are

already developing the habit needed to keep screens thriving.

Walt Disney

Photographer/music video director Autumn de Wilde made her big

screen debut adapting Jane Austen’s caustic perennial satire Emma. 

As the fictional town of Highbury’s chief young matchmaker, Emma

Woodhouse revels in meddling in

the romantic intrigues and gender

politics of her considerable social

circle, often as a defence to avoid

having to account for and reconcile

her own struggles. De Wilde teases

out the natural screwball elements

from Eleanor Catton’s whip-smart

script with the help of Fleabag

composer Isobel Waller-Bridge,

fashioning the perfect backdrop

for Anya Taylor-Joy’s much

applauded Emma to shine.
Universal

Taika Waititi’s irreverent war satire Jojo Rabbit, welcomed in 2020

with the writer/director’s trademark mix of daft humour and pin

sharp pathos. Sensitive, but devoted Hitler Youth member Jojo

(Roman Griffin Davis) has his

allegiances torn when he finds

Elsa (Thomasin McKenzie), a

young Jewish girl, hidden by his

anti-fascist mother Rosie (Scarlett

Johansson). Featuring eccentric

performances from Sam Rockwell,

Rebel Wilson and Waititi himself

as an imaginary, immature Führer,

it is Jojo and Elsa’s burgeoning

friendship that fuels the film,

culminating in a joyous, hopeful

boogie to David Bowie’s Helden.  

teenaGe KicKS
YOUTH AUDIENCES ON SCREEN
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Beginning life as the most explicitly
political comic book of the 1960s,
The X-Men dealt chiefly with the
mistrust of difference, mirroring
the struggles of the civil rights
movement of the time. In its 
latest instalment, Josh Boone’s
The New Mutants, past trauma
triggers uncanny abilities in five
remarkable teenagers who find
themselves trapped in a strange
medical facility. Boone’s spirited
cast of Blue Hunt, Anya Taylor-Joy,
Maisie Williams, Henry Zaga and
Charlie Heaton, must work together
to overcome horrific incidents of
the past and escape their powerful
captor, Dr. Reyes (Alice Braga).

For her debut feature Babyteeth,
director Shannon Murphy worked
with playwright Rita Kalenjai in
adapting her hit coming of age
story for the big screen. Seriously
ill Milla (Eliza Scanlen) finds
liberation from her dead-end
diagnosis when she meets and
falls for destitute drug dealer
Moses (Toby Wallace). Naturally,
her stylish, but lovingly scatty
parents (played by Essie Davis
and Ben Mendelsohn) disapprove.
Eschewing the maudlin tropes of
many recent ‘ill girl’ romances,
Murphy’s film embraces the
exasperating and exhilarating
journey of love, all but eclipsing
the inevitably crushing destination. 

Justin Kurzel’s True History of the
Kelly Gang explored the short,
brutal life of famed Australian
folk hero Ned Kelly (he was only
25 when he died). A fictionalised
account based on Peter Carey’s
Booker Prize winning novel, 
the film follows Ned from his
harrowing upbringing into life 
as an outlaw and symbol for 
anti-British oppression. Led by 
a sinewy George MacKay as 
the titular anti-hero, the terrific 
cast included Thomasin McKenzie,
Nicholas Hoult, Earl Cave, Essie
Davis and Russell Crowe, all
enveloped in punk spirit, brooding
against the backdrop of a
desolate and dangerous victoria.    

Teen romance sequel, After We
Collided somewhat blindsided
most in the industry, landing a
superb result when it released
post-lockdown in late August.
Based on Anna Todd’s bestselling
young adult novel (Todd’s stories
began life as One Direction fan
fiction), an expectant audience of
followers were poised, ready to
enjoy the next instalment of the
tumultuous love story between
Tessa (Josephine Langford) and
Hardin (Hero Fiennes Tiffin). With a
micro marketing budget and close
to no reviews, After We Collided
succeeded in connecting firmly with
its very specific target audience
largely through social media. 

Shear Entertainment
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Of the top 200 films released in cinemas in 2020, 73 featured a female lead actor and 37 were directed by women. Whilst comparisons to

previous years’ numbers are largely redundant due to the small number of 2020 releases and the shifting of bigger, largely male directed

productions, these features braved the roughest of seas for a chance to represent. From space exploration to genetics, from modern living to

questioning definitions of beauty, female writer/directors conveyed varied and vital stories to the screen in a year in which their talent and

perspective were needed more than ever.

Miss Juneteenth marked writer/director Channing Godfrey Peoples’s

feature debut, examining notions of equality, race, poverty and politics.

Hard working single mother and former beauty queen Turquoise Jones

(Nicole Beharie) moves mountains

so that her wilful daughter Kai

(Alexis Chikaeze) can enter a

pageant in hope of winning a

prestigious college scholarship.

Peoples’s quietly confident drama

invokes the delayed abolition of

slavery in her home state of Texas,

not enacted until two years after

Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation,

and embodies Lorraine Hansberry

and Langston Hughes poetic

notions of ‘a dream deferred.’

Shot on location in Manhattan, writer/director Sofia Coppola’s 

On the Rocks saw her reunite with ageing muse Bill Murray. With the

unwanted help of her louche father Felix, busy writer and mother

Laura (Rashida Jones) tails

husband Dean (Marlon Wayans)

when he begins acting strangely.

Coppola’s 7th film observes

the expectation for women to

‘have it all,’ providing family care

whilst also making a mark in the

world of work. Jones and Murray

caper around the most salubrious

boroughs of the island,

temporarily shunning the weight of

modern living and harnessing an

old-fashioned screwball energy. 

Women in Film
THE FEMALE GAZE

A24/Trafalgar vertigo
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Walt DisneyBFILionsgate

For true story Misbehaviour, seasoned
director Philippa Lowthorpe brought
together an all-star cast including
Keira Knightley, Gugu Mbatha-Raw,
Leslie Manville, Jessie Buckley, Keeley
Hawes, Rhys Ifans and Greg Kinnear.
The newly formed Women’s Liberation
Front hatch a plan to disrupt the 1970
Miss World beauty pageant. With
Rebecca Frayn and Gaby Chiappe
on screenwriting duties, Lowthorpe’s
film captures the events leading up to
and including the night of the show,
documenting an early swipe at the
patriarchy, and the subversion of
western notions of beauty with a win
for Miss Grenada whilst granting
the WLF hard won notoriety. 

Austrian writer/director Jessica
Hausner’s first English language
feature Little Joe, delved into the
ethics of modern genetics research
and the reproductive drive of all
species to survive. Senior plant
breeder and single mother Alice
(Emily Beecham, who won Best
Actress at Cannes 2019) succeeds
in propagating a plant capable of
bringing ultimate joy to its owners, but
at what cost? With sinister intentions
both corporate and biological at
every turn, Hausner’s coldly unsettling
frame is both saturated and pristine,
examining the supposed truths of
everyday life and dissecting what
it is we really need to be happy.

Writer/director Jessica Swale made
her feature debut with World War II
set drama Summerland, exploring
memory and the transformative
power of kindness. Academic
curmudgeon Alice (Gemma Arterton)
has her orderly life disrupted with the
arrival of young London evacuee
Frank (Lucas Bond). Arterton deftly
personifies Alice’s bristling exterior,
slowly revealing an imaginative soul,
capable of maternal pragmatic love
for Frank and pining for her lost love,
vera (Gugu Mbatha-Raw). With
strong cast support from Penelope
Wilton and Tom Courtenay, Swale’s
film showcased the beauty of both
East Sussex and the Kent coast. 

Writer/director Alice Wincour looked
to the stars for her latest feature, tense
science fact drama Proxima. Astronaut
Sarah (Eva Green) begins training
for a one-year mission on the
International Space Station, but
along with the fractious shared
custody of her increasingly agitated
young daughter Stella (Zélie Boulant-
Lemesle), training begins to take its
toll. Wincour’s third feature explores
the expectant dual role of women in
society as professional exemplars
and primary care givers. Matt Dillon’s
creaking, sexist flyboy neatly
represents the systematic hurdles to
be overcome, and who Sarah is
expected to become, to succeed.

Picturehouse
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                                                                                                                                                                                       openinG                                                    openinG 
Film                                                                                                     diStributor         releaSe      WeeKend boX           total boX          WeeKend

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 date                  oFFice 2020             oFFice 2020           aS % oF 
                                                                                                                                                                                      (INCL. PREVIEWS)                                                     liFetime

    11       Emma                                                                                          Universal                  14 Feb              £1,637,527                  £7,458,279                 22%

   12       The Invisible Man                                                                       Universal                 28 Feb              £2,179,823                  £6,927,383                  31%

   13       The Personal History of David Copperfield                              Lionsgate                 24 Jan              £1,526,856                 £6,406,600                 24%

   14       After We Collided                                                             Shear Entertainment         4 Sep                £256,031                   £4,002,501                  6%

   15       The Call of the Wild                                                                 Walt Disney               21 Feb             £1,468,007                 £2,795,843                 53%

   16       Dark Waters                                                                                  eOne                    28 Feb               £862,310                   £2,528,883                 34%

   17       Military Wives                                                                            Lionsgate                  6 Mar               £972,840                   £2,514,243                  39%

   18       Bombshell                                                                                   Lionsgate                  17 Jan                £742,102                   £2,248,106                 33%

   19       Unhinged                                                                                     Altitude                    31 Jul                £179,401                   £1,999,886                  9%

   20       Paw Patrol: Ready, Race, Rescue                                             Paramount                 24 Jan               £484,317                   £1,923,748                  25%

top 50 FilmS in uK & ireland cinemaS 2020 (1-20)

    4        Bad Boys for Life                                                                            Sony                     17 Jan             £3,790,066                £16,214,071                 23%

    5        Dolittle                                                                                        Universal                   7 Feb               £5,155,032                £15,946,599                32%

    6        The Gentlemen                                                                        Entertainment               3 Jan               £3,086,513                £12,248,887                25%

    7        Parasite                                                                                    StudioCanal                7 Feb               £1,397,387                  £12,121,140                  12%

    8        Birds of Prey                                                                            Warner Bros.               7 Feb               £2,747,671                 £8,825,588                 31%

    9        Jojo Rabbit                                                                                Walt Disney                3 Jan               £2,441,413                  £8,131,485                  30%

   10       Onward                                                                                    Walt Disney                6 Mar              £3,425,305                 £7,676,576                  45%

    1        1917                                                                                               eOne                     10 Jan              £7,463,704                £43,944,156                 17%
    2        Sonic the Hedgehog                                                                 Paramount                14 Feb             £4,734,464                 £19,301,130                 25%
    3        Tenet                                                                                        Warner Bros.              28 Aug             £5,337,257                 £17,469,917                  31%

top 3 FilmS                                                                                                                                                          £80,715,203
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      25% of 2020 box office

top 20 FilmS                                                                                                                                                      £200,685,022
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      62% of 2020 box office

top 10 FilmS                                                                                                                                                      £161,879,549
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      50% of 2020 box office
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top 50 FilmS in uK & ireland cinemaS 2020 (21-50)

                                                                                                                                                                                       openinG                                                    openinG 
Film                                                                                                     diStributor         releaSe      WeeKend boX           total boX          WeeKend

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 date                  oFFice 2020             oFFice 2020           aS % oF 
                                                                                                                                                                                      (INCL. PREVIEWS)                                                     liFetime
   21       A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood                                          Sony                     31 Jan               £494,862                   £1,693,287                 29%
   22       The New Mutants                                                                    Walt Disney                4 Sep                £686,731                   £1,688,700                 41%
   23       Just Mercy                                                                               Warner Bros.               17 Jan               £529,577                   £1,636,943                 32%
   24       Wonder Woman 1984                                                          Warner Bros.              18 Dec               £887,538                   £1,529,525                 58%
   25       100% Wolf                                                                                   vertigo                    31 Jul                 £33,220                    £1,495,497                   2%
   26       Queen & Slim                                                                                eOne                     31 Jan               £500,605                   £1,461,359                  34%
   27       The Lighthouse                                                                            Universal                  31 Jan               £384,248                   £1,424,991                  27%
   28       Cats & Dogs: Paws Unite!                                                      Warner Bros.               2 Oct                £458,014                   £1,402,788                 33%
   29       Bill and Ted Face the Music                                                    Warner Bros.              18 Sep               £462,325                   £1,277,955                  36%
   30       The Grudge                                                                                    Sony                     24 Jan               £462,837                   £1,152,569                  40%
   31       Two by Two: Overboard!                                                             eOne                    23 Oct               £330,104                   £1,090,215                  30%
   32       Brahms: The Boy II                                                                  Entertainment              21 Feb               £504,236                   £1,041,720                  48%
   33       Trolls: World Tour                                                                       Universal                 10 Apr                       -                           £1,016,432                     -
   34       Like a Boss                                                                                 Paramount                 21 Feb               £520,220                   £1,005,533                 52%
   35       Pinocchio                                                                                      vertigo                   14 Aug               £108,875                     £857,152                    13%
   36       Saint Maud                                                                              StudioCanal                9 Oct                £263,444                    £850,528                   31%
   37       Greed                                                                                             Sony                     21 Feb               £369,920                     £807,561                   46%
   38       Honest Thief                                                                                Signature                 23 Oct               £254,267                     £764,175                   33%
   39       Blumhouse’s Fantasy Island                                                           Sony                     6 Mar               £392,999                    £750,904                   52%
   40       The Secret Garden                                                                   Sky Cinema               23 Oct               £156,015                     £720,093                   22%
   41       The Hunt                                                                                      Universal                 13 Mar               £543,421                    £650,995                   83%
   42       Portrait of a Lady on Fire                                                             Curzon                   28 Feb               £229,678                     £567,969                   40%
   43       Weathering with You                                                       National Amusements       17 Jan               £445,438                    £552,666                   81%
   44       Bloodshot                                                                                       Sony                    13 Mar               £221,789                     £549,877                   40%
   45       Inception: 10th Anniversary                                                   Warner Bros.              14 Aug               £207,309                    £500,860                   41%
   46       Dreambuilders                                                                            Signature                   17 Jul                 £12,407                      £499,178                     2%
   47       My Spy                                                                                            STX                      13 Mar               £346,412                    £486,623                   71%
   48       Elf (Re: 2020)                                                                          Warner Bros.               4 Dec                 £50,998                      £471,120                    11%
   49       Jurassic Park (Re: 2020)                                                            Universal                   3 Jul                     £105                        £463,967                      -
   50       Hocus Pocus (Re: 2020)                                                          Park Circus                 9 Oct                 £20,491                      £462,275                    4%

Comscore

top 50 FilmS                                                                                                                                                      £229,558,480
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      71% of 2020 box office
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 WeeKend    no.1 Film                                                   diStributor    WeeK oF      cinema
                                                                                                                                          releaSe    locationS

tHe no.1‘S oF 2020 (3 Jan - 3 Jul) (10 Jul - 25 Dec)

Comscore

 WeeKend    no.1 Film                                                 diStributor     WeeK oF      cinema
                                                                                                                                          releaSe    locationS

   3 Jan
      Star Wars:                                  

Walt Disney         3              711
                   The Rise of Skywalker
  10 Jan      1917                                                eOne              1             683
   17 Jan      1917                                                eOne              2              714
  24 Jan      1917                                                eOne              3              742
   31 Jan      1917                                                eOne              4              721
   7 Feb      Dolittle                                          Universal           1             600
  14 Feb     Sonic the Hedgehog                  Paramount          1              619
  21 Feb     Sonic the Hedgehog                  Paramount          2             634
  28 Feb     The Invisible Man                        Universal           1             580
   6 Mar      Onward                                     Walt Disney         1             632
  13 Mar     Onward                                     Walt Disney         2             636
  20 Mar     Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
  27 Mar      Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
    3 Apr       Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   10 Apr      Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   17 Apr      Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   24 Apr      Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   1 May      Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   8 May      Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
  15 May     Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
  22 May     Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
  29 May     Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
    5 Jun        Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   12 Jun       Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   19 Jun       Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
   26 Jun       Cinemas Closed (COVID-19)                -                     -                   -
     3 Jul       Onward                                     Walt Disney        18             47

   
10 Jul

      Star Wars:                                 
Walt Disney          -              101

                   Empire Strikes Back
   17 Jul      Onward                                     Walt Disney        20            123
   24 Jul      Onward                                     Walt Disney        21            140
   31 Jul       Unhinged                                       Altitude             1             243
   7 Aug      Unhinged                                       Altitude             2             270
  14 Aug     Inception: 10th Anniversary      Warner Bros.        1              313
  21 Aug     Unhinged                                       Altitude             4             380
  28 Aug     Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        1              611
   4 Sep      Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        2              613
  11 Sep     Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        3              612
  18 Sep     Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        4              616
  25 Sep     Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        5             569
   2 Oct      Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        6             542
   9 Oct      Tenet                                          Warner Bros.        7             355

  16 Oct
     Michael Ball & Alfie Boe             

CineLive            1             327
                   - Back Together (Concert)
  23 Oct     Two by Two: Overboard!              eOne              1             339
  30 Oct     Two by Two: Overboard!              eOne              2             332

   6 Nov      The Three Kings
                           National           

1                2
                                                                               Amusements
  13 Nov     The Secret Garden                    Sky Cinema         4               15
 20 Nov     Two by Two: Overboard!              eOne              5               16
  27 Nov     Home Alone (Re: 2018)            Park Circus          -                4
   4 Dec      Elf (Re: 2020)                           Warner Bros.        1              96
  11 Dec     Elf (Re: 2020)                           Warner Bros.        2              173
  18 Dec     Wonder Woman 1984           Warner Bros.        1              214
  25 Dec     Wonder Woman 1984           Warner Bros.        2               71
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Comscore

boX oFFice bY certiFicate 2020

no 
certiFicate total

                no. releaSeS                   40                           50                          155                         169                          23                             4                             441

                % releaSeS                      9.1%                       11.3%                     35.1%                     38.3%                      5.2%                       1.0%                       100.0%

                boX oFFice              £25,938,722        £55,323,399        £46,510,426        £116,497,821         £13,617,228              £23,196              £257,910,792 

                % boX oFFice               10.1%                      21.5%                     18.1%                      45.1%                      5.2%                           -                           100.0%

                no. releaSeS                   62                           116                         298                         355                          36                           25                            896

                % releaSeS                      7.4%                       12.9%                     33.3%                     39.6%                      4.0%                       2.8%                       100.0%

                boX oFFice               £211,481,881       £284,992,525      £473,254,075       £296,102,812        £30,825,619            £406,117           £1,297,333,029 

                % boX oFFice               16.3%                     22.0%                    36.5%                     22.8%                      2.4%                           -                           100.0%

top 15 openinG WeeKendS 2020

Film                                                                                   diStributor                   releaSe                  openinG WeeKend 
                                                                                                                                                 date                   boX oFFice (INCL. PREVIEWS)

    1       1917                                                                                               eOne                                   10 Jan                                     £7,463,704
    2       Tenet                                                                                        Warner Bros.                            28 Aug                                     £5,337,257
    3       Dolittle                                                                                         Universal                                 7 Feb                                      £5,155,032
    4       Sonic the Hedgehog                                                                 Paramount                               14 Feb                                     £4,734,464
    5       Bad Boys for Life                                                                            Sony                                    17 Jan                                     £3,790,066
    6       Onward                                                                                    Walt Disney                              6 Mar                                     £3,425,305
    7       The Gentlemen                                                                        Entertainment                              3 Jan                                       £3,086,513
    8       Birds of Prey                                                                            Warner Bros.                             7 Feb                                       £2,747,671
    9       Jojo Rabbit                                                                                Walt Disney                               3 Jan                                       £2,441,413
   10      The Invisible Man                                                                       Universal                                28 Feb                                     £2,179,823
   11       Emma                                                                                          Universal                                14 Feb                                      £1,637,527
   12      The Personal History of David Copperfield                              Lionsgate                                24 Jan                                     £1,526,856
   13      The Call of The Wild                                                                Walt Disney                              21 Feb                                     £1,468,007
   14      Parasite                                                                                    StudioCanal                              7 Feb                                      £1,397,387
   15      Military Wives                                                                            Lionsgate                                6 Mar                                       £972,840

Comscore

20
20

2
01

9
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top 50 FilmS all-time uK & ireland cinemaS (1-25)

   Film                                                                                                  diStributor                    releaSe date                        boX oFFice

    1       Star Wars: The Force Awakens                                                   Walt Disney                             18 Dec 2015                           £123,066,749 
    2       Skyfall                                                                                                Sony                                   26 Oct 2012                           £102,876,981 
    3       SPECTRE                                                                                            Sony                                   30 Oct 2015                            £95,200,787 
    4       Avatar                                                                                      20th Century Fox                         18 Dec 2009                            £94,025,474 
    5       Avengers: Endgame                                                                    Walt Disney                             26 Apr 2019                            £88,719,051 
    6       Star Wars: The Last Jedi                                                              Walt Disney                             15 Dec 2017                            £82,659,680 
    7       Titanic                                                                                      20th Century Fox                         23 Jan 1998                             £79,994,126 
    8       The Lion King                                                                               Walt Disney                               19 Jul 2019                             £76,022,368 
    9       Toy Story 3                                                                                  Walt Disney                              23 Jul 2010                             £73,908,425 
   10      Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows: Part 2                              Warner Bros.                              15 Jul 2011                             £73,059,958 
   11       Beauty and the Beast                                                                  Walt Disney                             17 Mar 2017                           £72,504,477 
   12      Avengers: Infinity War                                                                Walt Disney                             27 Apr 2018                             £70,815,521 
   13      Mamma Mia!                                                                                Universal                                 11 Jul 2008                             £68,222,296 
   14      Toy Story 4                                                                                  Walt Disney                              21 Jun 2019                            £66,236,582 
   15      Rogue One: A Star Wars Story                                                  Walt Disney                             16 Dec 2016                            £66,013,076 
   16      Harry Potter & the Philosopher's Stone                                     Warner Bros.                            16 Nov 2001                            £63,928,413 
   17      Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again                                              Universal                                 20 Jul 2018                             £65,569,981 
   18      Jurassic World                                                                               Universal                                12 Jun 2015                             £64,347,458 
   19      Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring                            Entertainment                            21 Dec 2001                            £62,759,288 
   20      Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King                                   Entertainment                            19 Dec 2003                           £60,880,923 
   21      Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker                                               Walt Disney                             20 Dec 2019                            £58,267,996 
   22      Joker                                                                                            Warner Bros.                              4 Oct 2019                             £58,253,981 
   23      Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers                                            Entertainment                           20 Dec 2002                           £57,600,094 
   24      Dunkirk                                                                                        Warner Bros.                              21 Jul 2017                             £56,768,753 
   25      Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace                       20th Century Fox                          16 Jul 1999                              £56,596,112 
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top 50 FilmS all-time uK & ireland cinemaS (26-50)

   Film                                                                                                  diStributor                    releaSe date                        boX oFFice

   26      The Dark Knight Rises                                                                 Warner Bros.                             20 Jul 2012                            £56,370,291 
   27      Incredibles 2                                                                                Walt Disney                              13 Jul 2018                             £56,159,264 
   28      Casino Royale                                                                                   Sony                                  17 Nov 2006                           £55,515,205 
   29      Bohemian Rhapsody                                                               20th Century Fox                         26 Oct 2018                           £55,078,590 
   30      Harry Potter & the Chamber of Secrets                                     Warner Bros.                           15 Nov 2002                           £54,210,073 
   31      Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them                                 Warner Bros.                            18 Nov 2016                           £54,667,626 
   32      Frozen 2                                                                                       Walt Disney                            22 Nov 2019                           £53,731,397 
   33      Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows: Part 1                              Warner Bros.                            19 Nov 2010                           £52,574,947 
   34      Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest                            Walt Disney                               7 Jul 2006                             £51,998,590 
   35      The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey                                         Warner Bros.                            14 Dec 2012                            £52,329,481 
   36      The Full Monty                                                                         20th Century Fox                        29 Aug 1997                           £52,051,190 
   37      Marvel Avengers Assemble                                                        Walt Disney                             27 Apr 2012                            £51,892,180 
   38      Quantum of Solace                                                                           Sony                                   31 Oct 2008                           £51,089,938 
   39      Harry Potter & the Half Blood Prince                                         Warner Bros.                             17 Jul 2009                            £50,807,868 
   40      Black Panther                                                                               Walt Disney                             16 Feb 2018                           £50,763,387 
   41      Harry Potter & the Order of the Phoenix                                   Warner Bros.                             13 Jul 2007                             £49,516,074 
   42      The Greatest Showman                                                           20th Century Fox                        29 Dec 2017                           £49,374,958 
   43      The Dark Knight                                                                          Warner Bros.                             25 Jul 2008                            £49,057,294 
   44      Harry Potter & the Goblet of Fire                                               Warner Bros.                           18 Nov 2005                          £48,771,465 
   45      Jurassic Park                                                                                        UIP                                     16 Jul 1993                            £47,790,337 
   46      Avengers: Age of Ultron                                                              Walt Disney                             24 Apr 2015                            £48,339,121 
   47      Bridget Jones's Baby                                                                      Universal                               16 Sep 2016                            £48,150,737 
   48      Shrek 2                                                                                                UIP                                      2 Jul 2004                             £47,835,674 
   49      Despicable Me 3                                                                           Universal                                30 Jun 2017                            £47,782,987 
   50      Minions                                                                                           Universal                                26 Jun 2015                            £47,658,834 

Comscore
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uK & ireland boX oFFice bY daY oF tHe WeeK 2020 

Comscore

    1          3 - 5 Jan                                                             £21,331,184                       Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker

    2          10 - 12 Jan                                                         £19,376,689                       1917

    3          14 - 16 Feb                                                         £18,915,728                       Sonic the Hedgehog

    4          17 - 19 Jan                                                         £18,763,561                       1917

    5          24 - 26 Jan                                                         £16,764,676                       1917

    6          21- 23 Feb                                                         £16,107,032                       Sonic the Hedgehog

    7          7 - 9 Feb                                                            £14,819,646                       Dolittle

    8          31 Jan - 2 Feb                                                    £14,319,258                       1917

    9          28 Feb - 2 Mar                                                  £12,315,537                       The Invisible Man

   10         6 - 8 Mar                                                           £10,256,909                       Onward

Comscore

With cinemas closed for large parts of 2020, much of the box office landscape was littered with anomalies unlikely to occur in a standard
cinemagoing year. All of the top weekends and weeks in 2020 occurred before mid-March, when cinemas closed due to the first nationwide
lockdown, whilst 81% of the year’s total box office was earned in Q1. For the first time in cinema history, April - June saw no new releases into
cinemas and virtually no box office takings. Post-lockdown box office accounted for just 19% of the year’s take.

top 10 cinemaGoinG WeeKendS uK & ireland 2020
The 52-week average weekend box office in 2020 was £3.92m (vs. £15.5m in 2019)

    2020  WeeKend (Fri - Sun)                          WeeKend boX oFFice          top Film

   top 10 WeeKendS                                        £162,970,220 = 50% of 2020 box office

       %                Fri                  Sat                Sun          WeeKendS         mon               tue                Wed              tHur         WeeKdaYS
                        16.1                 27.2                 19.9                  63.2%                  8.1                   9.4                   9.9                   9.4                   36.8%
                        15.3                 24.5                 19.6                  59.4%                  9.6                  10.2                  9.9                    1.9                   40.6%
                        15.5                 24.1                  19.1                  58.7%                  9.6                  10.0                 11.2                 10.5                  41.3%
                        15.7                 24.7                 18.8                  59.2%                  8.7                  10.2                 11.3                 10.6                  40.8%
                        16.1                 24.6                 18.2                  58.9%                  9.7                  10.4                 10.9                 10.1                  41.1%

2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
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uK & ireland cinemaGoinG bY montH 2020 

2020                                   JanuarY         FebruarY             marcH                april                    maY                     June

Box office period                      3 Jan - 6 Feb           7 Feb - 5 Mar           6 Mar - 2 Apr        3 Apr - 30 Apr          1 May - 4 Jun             5 Jun - 2 Jul

Total box office gross 
UK + Republic of Ireland          £136,300,277        £102,328,072           £21,861,074                     -                                 -                          £70,577
including Event Cinema

Total new releases                            80                             77                              39                              -                                 -                                 -
including Event Cinema

UK admissions                          16,505,362             14,544,878               4,807,037                       -                                 -                                 -

Republic of Ireland                     1,461,432                1,201,359                  327,365                         -                                 -                             3,292
admissions

new
releases196 FirSt 

Quarter
(13 weeks) Box office: £260,489,423

new releases (44% of 2020 releases)196 FirSt 
HalF
(26 weeks) Box office: £260,560,000 (81% of 2020 box office)

new
releases0Second 

Quarter
(13 weeks) Box office: £70,577
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new
releases109 tHird 

Quarter
(13 weeks) Box office: £40,052,415

245Second 
HalF
(26 weeks) Box office: £61,440,002 (19% of 2020 box office)

new
releases136FourtH 

Quarter
(13 weeks) Box office: £21,387,587

uK & ireland cinemaGoinG bY montH 2020 

2020                                        JulY                 auGuSt           September        october         noVember        december

Box office period                      3 Jul - 6 Aug           7 Aug - 3 Sep           4 Sep - 1 Oct         2 Oct - 5 Nov          6 Nov - 3 Dec          4 Dec - 31 Dec

Total box office gross 
UK + Republic of Ireland             £5,372,751             £16,915,753             £17,763,911            £15,839,411               £254,462                £5,293,714
including Event Cinema

Total new releases                            39                             27                              43                            75                              21                              40
including Event Cinema

UK admissions                             393,596                 2,062,983                2,647,903               2,195,610                   303,211                     521,125

Republic of Ireland                       141,454                   258,231                    227,361                    33,721                            -                          190,982
admissions

new releases (56% of 2020 releases)

total tHeatrical marKet 2020
(52 WEEkS:  3 JaN 2020 - 30 DEC 2020)

Comscore

Overall UK + Ireland box office: 
£322,000,619 (-76% 2019) 

generated from 441 new releases (vs. 896 in 2019)
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nortHern ireland

2.2%

republic oF ireland

7.9%

WaleS

2.8%

uK & ireland 
cinema boX oFFice

enGland

80%

Scotland

7.1%

Comscore
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cinemaGoinG trendS bY nation - laSt 3 YearS

nation                                                boX oFFice 2020                        boX oFFice 2019                       boX oFFice 2018

Comscore

Comscore Comscore

republic 
oF ireland

93

nortHern 
ireland

32

Scotland

95

WaleS

63

enGland

827

republic 
oF ireland

506

nortHern 
ireland

219

Scotland

399

WaleS

232

enGland

3,828

NO. OF
CINEMAS

total
1,110

NO. OF
SCREENS

total
5,184

enGland                                                        £257,623,233                                      £1,076,123,535                                    £1,099,621,189

Scotland                                                        £22,701,929                                         £97,436,485                                        £101,754,267

WaleS                                                                  £9,132,666                                           £42,981,126                                         £46,005,904

nortHern ireland                                     £7,237,397                                            £29,415,517                                         £28,973,691

uK                                                                       £296,695,225                                     £1,245,956,663                                   £1,276,355,051

republic oF ireland                                £25,305,394                                        £104,559,632                                      £104,656,622

total uK + ireland                                 £322,000,619                                   £1,350,519,295                                 £1,381,011,673
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Screen denSitY bY nation cinemaGoinG bY reGion in enGland and WaleS 2020

nation              no. oF      population     Screen
                              ScreenS                                      denSitY

enGland            3,828             56,286,961               6.8

republic 
oF ireland           

506                4,977,400               10.2

Scotland            399                5,463,300                7.3

WaleS                      232                 3,152,879                 7.4

nortHern
ireland                  

219                 1,893,667                11.6

totalS                5,184          71,774,207            7.3

All nations saw a significant drop in box office due to several periods
of cinema closures throughout 2020. Affected by multiple regional
and national lockdowns, drops were all over 70% for the year.   

tV                                         boX                 cinemaS              % 

reGion                          oFFice            reportinG    cHanGe
                                              2020              boX oFFice    VS. 2019

*Screen density per 100,000 population. Comscore/ONS

London & West End          £83,369,655                  199                  -75.4%

Meridian                             £36,431,313                   140                  -75.4%

Central                               £33,455,857                   112                   -77.3%

Granada                            £28,037,706                    78                   -76.2%

Anglia                                 £24,198,534                    78                   -75.9%

Yorkshire                              £23,551,315                    76                   -76.5%

West                                    £10,270,674                    44                   -74.1%

Tyne Tees                             £ 9,936,949                    37                   -77.4%

Westcountry                        £6,518,486                     53                   -74.8%

Border                                  £1,852,743                     20                   -74.2%

Comscore

total                      £257,623,232                                          
enGland                 80% of UK/EIRE                 837                -76.2%
                                         box office 2020                                              

Wales                                  £9,132,666                      63                    78.6%

total                     £266,755,898
enGland               83% of UK/EIRE                900                -76.3%
& WaleS                  box office 2020                                            
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london cinema boX oFFice

                                           boX oFFice 2020       boX oFFice 2019      boX oFFice VS. 2019         marKetSHare 2020

Outer London                              £60,737,098                       £257,078,096                               -76.4%                                            18.9%

London’s West End                      £22,632,557                       £88,650,694                                -74.5%                                              7.1%

total london             £83,369,655               £345,728,790                        -75.4%                                     26.0%
Comscore

London currently has a population of over 
9 million people. The multicultural capital is 
host to more than 300 unique languages with
over a third of residents foreign born. London
may be about to see its first dip in population in
more than two decades, as city dwellers begin
to reassess lifestyle choices in the wake of
COvID-19. With finances paramount given 

the majority of business sectors under duress,
many people may be looking further afield 
for their next place to call home. Brexit is also
playing its part with European net migration 
on the slide since the 2016 referendum. 

Combined, London and the West End
accounted for a quarter of the territory’s 
total box office returns. 

81 of the top 300 UK and Irish cinemas are in
London, 23 of which are situated in the West
End district. Normally London’s West End would
also be the vibrant beating heart of live theatre,
ballet and opera. However, unlike cinemas,
once closed for the first lockdown, unfortunately
the stage sector kept its curtains lowered and
was unable to reopen again in 2020.

Scotland cinema boX oFFice

                                           boX oFFice 2020       boX oFFice 2019       boX oFFice VS. 2019         marKetSHare 2020

Central Scotland                         £17,638,995                        £76,229,593                                -76.9%                                              5.5%

Northern Scotland                       £5,062,934                         £21,206,893                                 -76.1%                                              1.6%

total Scotland          £22,701,229                 £97,436,485                         -76.5%                                       7.1%
Comscore

Scotland accounted for 7.1% of the total
territory box office share and was the third
biggest home nation for cinemagoing. With its
own 5-Level COvID-19 framework in place,

many of the country’s best performing 
cinemas in its most populated cities had to close
their doors all too regularly throughout 2020. 
In normal times, the screen sector is worth an

impressive £500m to Scotland’s economy 
each year, and with two new studio 
complexes in development, business 
recovery should hopefully be swift. 
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Comscore

Comscore

ireland cinema admiSSionS

                                                   2020                                        2019                                         2018                                         2017

The Republic of Ireland has long enjoyed the
best annual admissions per capita of the
territory’s five home nations and vies with France
for the highest footfall rate in Europe. Both the

Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland had
previously seen continuous box office growth for
the last five years, though this pattern was
abruptly halted with regional restrictions

implemented and multiple national lockdowns.
Production investment in the island of Ireland
remains healthy and cinemagoers will no doubt
return in good numbers when permitted.

Republic of Ireland                    3,845,197                                   15,109,479                                  15,775,396                                  16,117,688

of which Dublin                          1,529,726                                    6,225,257                                    6,650,661                                   6,859,066

Northern Ireland                         1,381,115                                     5,562,691                                    5,782,040                                   5,800,530

total iSland                5,226,311                            20,672,171                           21,557,436                           21,918,218
oF ireland

ireland cinema boX oFFice

                                                   2020                                        2019                                         2018                                         2017

Republic of Ireland                 £25,305,394                              £105,072,754                             £104,750,012                              £99,827,538

Northern Ireland                       £7,237,397                                 £29,145,517                                £28,954,204                               £28,652,682

total iSland             £32,542,791                      £134,668,076                     £133,704,215                     £128,480,220
oF ireland
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uK & ireland population 71,774,207

republic 

o
F irelan

d
W

a
leS

Scotland

0-4

75+

65
-7

4

5-14

15-24

35-44

45-54

55-64

25
-3

4

enGland

n
o

rtH
ern

irela
n

d

ONS

      totalS                      66,796,807

      aGe Group          population

uK 
population bY aGe

0 - 4                                      3,857,263
5 - 14                                    8,103,718
15 - 24                                 7,810,048
25 - 34                                 9,011,381
35 - 44                                 8,415,206
45 - 54                                 9,063,137
55 - 64                                 8,161,093
65 - 74                                 6,687,066
75+                                       5,687,895

CSO

republic oF ireland
population bY aGe

       aGe Group         population

      under 15                      1,035,299

      15 - 29                               920,819

      30 - 44                             1,124,892

      45 - 59                              950,683

      60 - 74                               657,017

      75 - 84                               214,028

      85+                                     74,661

      totalS                     4,977,400
ONS/CSO

uK & ireland 
population bY nation

      uK nation          population

totalS 71,774,207

enGland

Scotland

republic 
oF ireland

WaleS 

nortHern
ireland

56,286,961

5,463,300

4,977,400

3,152,879

1,893,667

30-44

45-59

60-74

75-84
85+

under
 15

15-29
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tracKer bacKGround
For several years, the FDA had commissioned

Ipsos MORI to conduct an ongoing bi-annual

tracker into UK cinemagoing habits. The

tracker was broad reaching across the entire

UK, covered all demographics, and worked

well charting changes in attitudes and

viewing behaviours across time.   

In March when national lockdowns fell swiftly

across the UK and Ireland, the decision was

taken to apply a more agile approach to any

research studies. It was decided to work with

a new partner in MetrixLab, who would be

able to pivot as needed and deliver regular

findings in the coming months.

Commencing in early May, six survey waves

were conducted across 2020. Whilst initially

designed to cover the lockdown period only, 

a decision was taken to widen the survey net

across the year instead, in order to gain the

most up to date read on viewing habits and

perceptions. 

SurVeY detail
Cognisant of the pandemic and subsequent

social restrictions, the Entertainment and

Attitudes Tracker was designed to be a device

agnostic 20-minute online survey. Each survey

report was based upon 5-days’ fieldwork, 

with a healthy 1,250 participants, gender 

even and with proportionate age splits. 

Broadened from previous FDA surveys, 

the 2020 tracker was extended to cover the

Republic of Ireland, and findings were able to

be split out proportionately for a deeper dive

into all five nations in the territory. There was

also a specific additional focus on particular

demographic groups.

The tracker initially covered three key areas 

of questioning around lockdown behaviour,

cinemagoing perceptions and post-lockdown

intent. As the territory moved in and out of

various national and regional closures, so the

line of questioning shifted to elicit greater

consumer insight.

Sector utilitY and unitY
In previous years, FDA research had been

utilised exclusively by FDA members, but 

with the 2020 survey an early commitment

was given to share the findings more widely for

the benefit of the whole sector. Accordingly,

the UKCA and cross-industry body Cinema

First were given full access to survey reports.

With the ability to adapt participant

questions as the market situation developed,

the FDA tracker helped inform key facets of

sector recovery, including: the UKCA’s

Government approved safeguarding

guidelines; and the Cinema First

#LoveCinema marketing campaign.

Research findings were also passed on regularly

to a host of other industry partners including

the BFI, BIFA, DCMS and screen advertising

companies. The ready sharing of information

was widely seen as a reinforcement of the strong

sector unity that emerged during 2020.

Fda entertainment and attitudeS tracKer
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KeY FindinG: locKdoWn VieWinG beHaViour

With cinema doors closed for large periods of the year and the emergence of major new streaming players, there was a direct correlation
to the increased adoption and usage of SvOD platforms. PvOD also demonstrated solid growth across the year, but at a lower rate.
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KeY FindinG: pVod uSerS are alSo Keen cinemaGoerS

Across all survey waves PvOD users were repeatedly highlighted as also the most likely to return to the cinema. This ties-in with other
wider industry research findings in suggesting that film fans are keen to consume content in many forms and across multiple platforms.
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KeY FindinG: cinema eQuitY and driVerS For return

Across survey waves, the experiential elements that cinema has to offer were repeatedly flagged as key drivers for a return
to cinemagoing. Watching films in an optimum setting on the big screen was consistently the most missed viewing pleasure.
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KeY FindinG: reaSSuranceS For cinemaGoerS

Audiences were keen to seek safeguarding reassurances from cinemas, with hand sanitiser, social distancing and deep-cleaning
proving most important. It should be noted that at the time of survey waves, approved vaccines had not been announced.
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KeY FindinG: KeeneSt demoGrapHic to return

Younger audiences regularly registered the keenest appetite and most urgency for a return to cinemas, whilst older audiences
remained more restrained in their attitudes. Teenagers and parents demonstrated a strong desire to revisit cinemas once open. 
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KeY FindinG: moSt miSSed out-oF-Home actiVitY

Cinemagoing consistently remained one of the most missed out-of-home activities and was the leading entertainment sector
by some distance. As the landscape continually shifted, cinema rose to become the no.1 most missed activity in Wave 5.
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KeY FindinG: tHe return to cinemaS 

When cinemas were permitted to reopen at various times during 2020, audiences offered impressive satisfaction scores for
both the experience and cinema safeguarding measures, whilst customer recommendation levels came in even higher.
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Comscore

diStributor perFormance 2020

   diStributor                                      neW FilmS        top title                                                                                 marKet
                                                                           2020                                                                                                              SHare 2020
  1     eOne                                                                     5                     1917                                                                                                           15.3%

  2     Sony                                                                     14                    Bad Boys for Life                                                                                       15.0%

  3     Walt Disney                                                          11                    Jojo Rabbit                                                                                                 13.7%

  4     Universal                                                               18                    Dolittle                                                                                                        12.1%

  5     Warner Bros.                                                        18                    Tenet                                                                                                           11.3%

  6     Paramount                                                             7                     Sonic the Hedgehog                                                                                  7.7%

  7     Lionsgate                                                               6                     The Personal History of David Copperfield                                              4.3%

  8     StudioCanal                                                         19                    Parasite                                                                                                       4.3%

  9     Entertainment                                                         2                     The Gentlemen                                                                                           4.1%

 10    Shear Entertainment                                              1                     After We Collided                                                                                     1.2%

top 10                                                             101                                                                                                                                 89.0%

 11    Altitude                                                                  11                    Unhinged                                                                                                        

 12    vertigo                                                                  14                    100% Wolf                                                                                                     

 13    More2Screen                                                        6                     Kinky Boots - The Musical                                                                              

 14    Park Circus                                                            13                    Hocus Pocus (Re: 2020)                                                                                

 15    Piece of Magic                                                      2                     Andre Rieu: 70 Years Young                                                                          

 16    Trafalgar                                                               17                    Porgy and Bess - Met Opera 2020                                                         11.0%

 17    Signature                                                              14                    Honest Thief                                                                                                   

 18    Royal Opera House                                              6                     The Sleeping Beauty - ROH, London 2019/20                                           

 19    National Theatre                                                   2                     Cyrano de Bergerac - NT Live 2020                                                            

 20    National Amusements UK                                    5                     Weathering with You                                                                                      

         125 further content suppliers                              340                                                                                                                                           

total 145 SupplierS                                441                                                                                                                     100.0%
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eone taKe tHe top Spot
Twelve years and a varied 259 releases after
setting up its UK and Ireland distribution arm,
eOne became the first independent distributor to
break the long-standing Hollywood major studio
stranglehold and claim the territory box office
crown in 2020. In a tumultuous year which
brought many unprecedented events, here
was a feat that could actually be celebrated. 

From only five new releases, eOne delivered
£49.3m in box office with an impressive 
15.3% market share. Dominating their slate
and the year’s box office chart was 1917, 
a bravura piece of filmmaking that built buzz
from its 2019 Royal Film Performance onwards
to arrive as the year’s first blockbuster, holding
the top spot for four weeks and establishing
itself as the year’s no.1 release.

In total, eOne landed the no.1 spot for seven
weekends out of the reduced 37 weeks that
cinemas were open. Their slate was an eclectic
mix and after the might of 1917, followed legal
drama Dark Waters, stylish crime romance Queen
& Slim, family fare Two by Two: Overboard! and
supernatural horror The Turning. The last year
also brought new ownership and investment from
American toy giant Hasbro, and it will be interesting
to see where the eOne journey heads next. 

eOne eOneeOne
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Social media traFFic
For neW releaSeS 2020

Film diStributorS’ media adVertiSinG Spend

Film diStributorS’ pHYSical media Spend bY montH 2020

Nielsen

Google

Google

Nielsen

                          pHYSical media     neW titleS      all titleS
2020                 ad Spend all         releaSed          on uK 
                         uK diStributorS  in cinemaS      releaSe
January                   £17,089,687                      80                       236

February                 £16,087,203                      77                       241

March                      £9,433,812                        39                       168

April                            £20,059                           -                            -

May                            £15,008                            -                            -

June                            £42,008                           -                          63

July                              £63,392                          39                       312

August                     £3,536,299                       27                       323

September                 £974,969                         43                       303

October                   £1,281,459                        75                       415

November                  £36,425                          21                       230

December                £2,224,659                       40                       248

total              £50,803,980                441                      

paid-For media                      2020                      2019
Television                                         £14,497,838             £67,166,253
Outdoor                                           £21,186,482             £75,420,982
Digital/Online                                 £9,956,522             £49,605,972
Press                                                  £2,272,201               £9,464230
Radio                                                £2,873,236              £11,287,716
Other (e.g. cinema, direct mail)             £17,701                    £109,137

total                                    £50,803,980      £213,054,290
                                                                 (-76% vs. 2019)            (-1.5% vs. 2018)

Coronavirus was the no.1 search
on Google worldwide in 2020,
followed by the US Election
Results, and basketball star Kobe
Bryant, who died in a helicopter
crash in January. Google UK
had the same top two searches,
followed by recently deceased
British Tv star Caroline Flack, she
took her own life in February.

Usually dominated by Hollywood
blockbusters and superhero
franchises, film searches saw
something of a shake-up in 2020
with Parasite and 1917 jockeying
for position. Black Panther made a
return after the untimely death of
lead star Chadwick Boseman, and
Steven Soderbergh’s 2011 drama
Contagion saw much renewed
interest during the pandemic.
The most searched for actor 
was Tom Hanks, followed by
Joaquin Phoenix and Bollywood
star Amitabh Bachchan.

GooGle SearcH 
trendS 2020

  1      Parasite

  2      1917

  3      Black Panther

  4      365 Days

  5      Contagion

  6      Tenet

  7      Enola Holmes

  8      Harley Quinn: Birds of Prey

  9      Mulan 

 10     Jojo Rabbit

GooGle WorldWide
top 10 moSt
SearcHed FilmS 2020 

 1      1917

  2      Parasite

  3      The Gentlemen

  4      Lion

  5      Jojo Rabbit

  6      365 Days

  7      Tenet

  8      Enola Holmes

  9      Little Women

 10     The Nest

GooGle uK top 10 
moSt SearcHed 
FilmS 2020
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imdb - moSt WatcHed Film trailerS 2020

imdb - top StarS 2020

imdb 
trendS 
2020

IMDb

IMDb

                 Film                                                                                               deSiGnation                                                 duration
     1          After We Collided                                                                              Official Trailer                                                     2 mins 9 secs
     2          The Batman                                                                                    DC Fandome Trailer                                               2 mins 24 secs
     3          Dune                                                                                                   Official Trailer                                                     3 mins 5 secs
     4          Tenet                                                                                                        Trailer 2                                                         2 mins 51 secs
     5          Bad Boys for Life                                                                                Official Trailer                                                    2 mins 26 secs
     6          Baaghi 3                                                                                                Trailer Ov                                                       3 mins 42 secs
     7          Ala Vaikunthapurramuloo                                                                        Trailer                                                           2 mins 25 secs
     8          The Invisible Man                                                                               Official Trailer                                                    2 mins 44 secs
     9          No Time to Die                                                                                        Trailer 2                                                         2 mins 35 secs
    10         Birds of Prey                                                                                      Official Trailer 2                                                  2 mins 20 secs

The top 10 stars list comprises those actors consistently ranked highest on IMDb’s weekly page views across 2020. Breakout stars are the highest
ranked amongst those who debuted on the chart in 2020. Female actors accounted for 8 of the top 10 stars and 9 of the top 10 breakout stars.

                imdb top 10 StarS 2020                                                  imdb top 10 breaKout StarS 2020
     1          Ana de Armas                                                                                Anya Chaltora
     2          Julia Garner                                                                                   Aidan Gallagher
     3          Anya Chaltora                                                                               Maria Bakalova
     4          Millie Bobby Brown                                                                       Lauren Lapkus 
     5          Erin Moriarty                                                                                  victoria Pedretti
     6          Margot Robbie                                                                              Jurnee Smollett
     7          Aidan Gallagher                                                                           Alba Baptista
     8          Anya Taylor-Joy                                                                             Golshifteh Farahani
     9          Linda Cardellini                                                                              Freya Allan
    10         Henry Cavill                                                                                   Diana Silvers
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Twitter

tWitter
trendS 
2020

ratinGS
2020

tWitter - moSt tWeeted FilmS 2020

     1          Avengers: Endgame

     2          Black Panther

     3          Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker 

     4          Black is King 

     5          The Batman

     6          Parasite

     7          Sonic the Hedgehog

     8          Que Hora Ela Volta?

     9          Mulan (Live Action)

    10         Birds of Prey

Twitter has over 187 million daily monetisable users, watching
more than 2 billion videos a day. 95% of these views occur on
a mobile device. With many cinemas across the world closed
for a good portion of the year, theatrical new release film buzz
was in shorter supply. 3 of the top 10 most tweeted films were
released in 2019 with Avengers: Endgame topping the chart for
the 2nd consecutive year. 

The Tomatometer score represents the aggregate percentage of
professional critic reviews that are positive for a given film, calculated for
a movie or Tv show after it receives at least five reviews. It is used by
audiences (who can also post their own ratings) as a handy one-stop
indicator of critical value, and when scores are high, they will often
feature prominently on a film’s marketing materials.

rotten tomatoeS - top FilmS 2020

     Film                                                  tomatometer Score

     1          Portrait of a Lady on Fire                               98%

     2          1917                                                               89%

     3          The Invisible Man                                           91%

     4          Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom                            98%

     5          Never Rarely Sometimes                               99%

     6          Soul                                                                95%

     7          Nomadland                                                   97%

     8          Hamilton                                                        98%

     9          One Night in Miami                                      98%

    10         Sound of Metal                                              97%

Rotten Tomatoes
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Andrew Onwubolu’s debut feature Blue Story
was released in November 2019. The response
that followed from some cinemas to stop
showing the film due to unrelated fighting was
a shocking reminder of how much systemic
racism may still be present in our industry and
wider society. In some ways it is no surprise
that the film was met with such confusion and
subsequent controversy, as between 2010-
2020 there were only 28 feature films by
black British directors released theatrically -
an average of less than three releases a year. 

Blue Story went on to be a resounding
success, and a smart acquisition for
Paramount, grossing over £4.5m at the UK
and Irish box office, despite the barriers it
faced. It brought renewed hope that we can
successfully produce and distribute quality,
diverse, British films to a broad, interested
audience. However, with just three small-
scale theatrical releases from Black British
directors this year (Yemi Bamiro’s One Man
and His Shoes, Aki Omoshaybi’s Real, and
Francis Annan’s Escape from Pretoria), there
is clearly still much work to be done. 

Despite the challenges posed by COvID-19
and its effect on the film industry in 2020, the
momentum behind those pushing for more
diversity both on and off screen has not slowed.

When facing the hurdles of cinema closures 
due to lockdown measures, UK distributors still
brought diverse new releases to screens at
home, and to cinemas when they re-opened.

eleVatinG diVerSe VoiceS
Report by Delphine Lievens, Senior Box Office Analyst at Gower Street Analytics, into the continuing
need to improve diversity and engage fully with multiple audiences in the UK and Irish film sector

Dartmouth verve 
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2020 saw the need for more diversity both in
film, and society as a whole, given new
prominence by the Black Lives Matter
movement. It was a key driver to expanding
conversations around diversity and gave those
working in the film sector a chance to reflect
on what needs to change. 

Often our primary source of diverse
filmmaking is Hollywood, which meant that
the arrival of Parasite in February, along with
its impressive box office haul of £12.1m, was
a fantastic indicator of how global UK and
Irish audience tastes really can be. It became
the 8th highest grossing film of 2020, and the
biggest foreign language release of all time in
the territory. Its huge success, fuelled by the
buzz of good word of mouth and numerous
awards wins (see page 30) demonstrated that
for audiences, lack of awareness can be a
barrier to seeking out more diverse films, and
not an absence of interest. 

Looking back to Hollywood, early 2020 also
brought a particularly strong campaign for
eOne’s release of Melina Matsoukas’s Queen
& Slim. A vibrant crime romance, oozing with
strong on-screen chemistry, the film grossed
£1.5m with a solid opening weekend of
£510k (inc. previews). The distributor created
an impactful campaign targeting young and

diverse viewers, including running preview
screenings with the likes of We Are Parable
and Bounce Cinema. 

The arrival of lockdown in March wreaked
havoc on the release calendar, depriving
audiences of many scheduled Hollywood titles
with diverse directors at the helm. These included
Blumhouse’s Candyman, directed by Nia
D’Costa, and not one, but two films from director
Chloe Zhao, awards contender Nomadland

and Marvel epic The Eternals. Thankfully, 
the majority of these films are still currently
scheduled for theatrical release in 2021. 

Some independent distributors cleverly pivoted
their focus to releasing films online. Modern
Films pioneered a fresh revenue sharing model
for a number of their films, starting with Haifaa
Al-Mansour’s The Perfect Candidate. Whilst
there is a lot to be said for the theatrical
experience, when it comes to reaching more

Walt DisneyUniversal
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diverse audiences, releasing online can also
be a perfect tool for viewer engagement. 
It can promote accessibility, removing
perceived barriers like location and cost. 

The national lockdown also meant that
besides the protests themselves, much of the
Black Lives Matter conversation took place
online. Some distribution companies lent their
direct support to the BLM movement during
the Summer, with many posting on social
media, plus Warner Bros. and Disney
committing to financially support the cause.
As a response to Black Lives Matter, We Are
Parable partnered with the BFI for a week-
long takeover entitled Who We Are. The
central focus was a programme of films on
the BFI Player celebrating the heritage of
black filmmaking in the UK, whilst also
acknowledging the need for improved
investment and support to nurture filmmakers
from diverse backgrounds. 

The impact of coronavirus on the UK and Irish
box office has led many to question if relying
on Hollywood for the majority of film content
is sustainable. Countries with a rich tradition
of local film content, such as China, Japan
and France, were among those whose box
office was least impacted by the delayed
releases of Hollywood titles. This adds weight

to the argument that we should focus on
homegrown filmmakers, particularly those
that are representative of the diverse
population in the territory. The success of films
such as Queen & Slim, and previous year’s
releases like Us (£10m) and BlacKkKlansman
(£6.5m) are a clear demonstration of how
distributors are likely to lend more support,
confidence and campaign spend to diverse
filmmakers hailing from the US. 

When lockdown measures began to ease,
some distributors were savvy in positioning
their films into a very quiet calendar. Altitude
was one of the first to begin releasing
theatrically, including Sarah Gavron’s Rocks
(£258k) in September. The film was written by
and developed with the close involvement of a
number of women of colour, in order to ensure
authentic representation. For many young
women, Rocks would be the first time they saw

Altitude Modern Films
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someone on screen who represented them,
and it’s a strong step forward for widening
diversity in British film. Given the levels of
COvID-19 infection still present, Altitude also
decided to give the film an early premiere 
on Netflix after two weeks, sparking some
debate, but the decision to commit to a
theatrical run should be commended.

Alongside Rocks, there were a handful of other
releases from a selection of diverse British
directors, with varying results – including
Bassam Tariq’s Mogul Mowgli, One Man and
His Shoes, and Real. All of these films were also
available online for audiences to rent alongside
playing in cinemas. Other diverse films during
these few months included Channing Godfrey
People’s Miss Juneteenth, Rubika Shah’s White
Riot, following an initial online premiere during
lockdown Chinonye Chukwu’s Clemency, and
Ladj Ly’s Les Misérables. The need for content
also saw a strong revival in rep films over the
Summer and Autumn months. The BFI re-released
a stunning 4K restoration of La Haine, a film
still painfully relevant even 25 years after it
initially played in cinemas. 

Looking forward to 2021, in addition to the

delayed titles already mentioned, there is a

promising selection of films from diverse directors

covering a range of topics: Shaka King’s
Judas and the Black Messiah, Sam Pollard’s
MLK/FBI, Lee Isaac Chung’s Minari, 
John M. Chu’s In the Heights, Lee Daniels’s
The US vs. Billie Holiday and Reinaldo
Marcus Green’s King Richard. As for British
productions, we can look forward to directorial
debuts from the likes of Reggie Yates with
Pirates and Ear for an Eye from playwright
and director debbie tucker green. 

Whilst it is promising to see the industry taking
steps to support diversity, we need to continue to
hold organisations across the sector accountable
and focus on clear points of action for moving
forward. Black Lives Matter brought mainstream
attention to the need for diversity that many
had been fighting to achieve for years, and we
cannot continue its momentum without examining
who the gatekeepers are in our industry and
continually questioning the status quo.

Warner Bros. Altitude
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cinema For all
Report by James Connor, Policy Executive at UKCA and Co-Chair of the Disability Working Group,
into the continuing drive and efforts to improve accessibility for all across the cinema sector

›11Million 

›2 Million 

›1.2 Million 

›850,000 

›700,000 

people in the UK are registered as wheelchair users, with close to
800,000 regular users. Source: NHS UK

people in the UK live with dementia, approximately 5% are under 65 with
young onset dementia. Source: Dementia UK

people in the UK are on the autism spectrum, which includes Asperger syndrome
and Pathological Demand Avoidance. Source: Dimensions UK

people in the UK and Ireland have hearing loss, including 1 in 5 over the
age of 50. Source: RNID 

people in the UK and Ireland live with sight loss, 360,000 of which are
registered blind or partially sighted. Source: RNIB
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With widespread cinema closures throughout
2020, due to COvID-19, it was inevitable that
ongoing accessibility work would be heavily
impacted. Where possible, the cinema sector
continued to liaise with a range of industry and
charity partners, ensuring further development
and improved approaches to better fulfil the
needs of disabled customers.

To ensure the cinemagoing experience remains
as enjoyable and accessible as possible, the
sector is supported by the longstanding UKCA
Disability Working Group (DWG). The unit
comprises of representatives from cinema
operators large and small, as well as partners
from film distribution (including the FDA),
technology suppliers and organisations
representing disabled people.

The DWG was able to meet only twice in
2020 due to ongoing restrictions, though
remained in continuous contact throughout
the year across a range of relevant issues.
The working group regularly reviews and
discusses a wide range of subjects and key
matters of interest. Many of these rely on the

active support of distributors, both through the
production and supply of titles in accessible
formats and the provision of films suitable for
relevant audiences.

Subtitled ScreeninGS (St)
ST or open caption screenings for deaf and
hard of hearing customers have grown
significantly over the last decade with over
1,500 ST screenings typically taking place in
UK and Irish cinemas each week. Despite
periods of closure throughout 2020, many
cinema operators continued to programme 
ST screenings for a range of films. In previous
years, the lack of similar provision of subtitled
film trailers had been a source of frustration 
for deaf and hard of hearing cinemagoers.
Cinemas and audiences were therefore
delighted to see an increase in the number of
such trailers for many of the major theatrical
releases throughout 2019 and into 2020.

audio deScribed 
ScreeninGS (ad)
AD screenings are intended to benefit blind
and visually impaired customers, involving an

enhanced soundtrack including descriptions of
onscreen action, made available to audience
members through headphones. Whilst the
growth and provision of AD screenings in our
cinemas has been one of the key access
achievements of recent years, customer
sentiment and feedback suggests that there
remain some limitations with the current
technology. The UKCA, with the support of 
the DWG, continues to monitor the issue,
engaging with a number of companies
offering potentially more user-friendly, 
app-based solutions.  

WHeelcHair acceSSibilitY
Cinemas have continued to improve on the
physical access to their venues, ensuring that
all customers are able to enjoy the big screen
experience. Therefore, the majority of cinemas
now provide wheelchair access where it is
structurally and spatially possible throughout
their buildings, as well as accessible seating
and spaces within the auditoria. All new
cinema builds and large refurbishments now
factor in the access needs of all, including those
who might require additional physical support.

It is estimated that 1 in 5 people in the UK and
Ireland have some form of disability or access need 
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autiSm FriendlY 
ScreeninGS (aFS)
AFS featuring reduced sound volume, lighting

left on at a low level and audience members

free to move around, have in recent years

become increasingly popular for people with

learning disabilities and autism, along with

their families. As a result, a significant number

of cinemas now run regular, well-attended

AFS and whilst the pandemic brought a halt

to exhibitor plans to increase this audience

offer, it is hoped that screenings will flourish

again. Cinemas are already in discussions

with representative charities such as

Dimensions about how they might safely run

AFS once they are able to reopen.

dementia FriendlY 
ScreeninGS (dFS)
DFS have represented a growing area of

activity for a number of cinemas in the territory.

These involve the creation of an environment

that allows people with varying degrees of

dementia, and their families, to enjoy the big

screen experience. Sessions often feature

classic films and additional engagement

activities for those attending. The growth of these

screenings has been slow but steady, with some

of the larger circuits committing to trialling DFS.

The impact of COvID-19 has been particularly

acute for dementia sufferers, and it may be

unlikely that we will see a broad reintroduction

of these screenings in the near future.

cea card ScHeme 
Established by the UKCA almost two 

decades ago, the CEA Card Scheme 

enables a disabled cinemagoer to receive a

complimentary ticket for someone to support

them when visiting a participating venue. 

At the beginning of 2020, there were

162,000 ‘live’ cards in circulation, with

estimated usage resulting in over one million

free admissions per year. Inevitably, as with

so many other aspects of cinema operation,

uptake was greatly affected by the pandemic

with only 80,000 annual CEA cards being

issued during 2020, a reduction of 50% on

the previous year. 

Autism Friendly Screening UKCA Dementia Friendly Screening UKCA
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looKinG aHead
Moving forward into 2021, the cinema sector
is primed to both welcome back and support
disabled customers at their local cinemas,
with a number of areas of activity to look out
for over the next year and beyond:

acceSSible ScreeninGS uK
WebSite
During 2021 the UKCA plans to launch the first
ever fully comprehensive and searchable film
listings database for accessible screenings in
UK cinemas. In addition to information on when
and where screenings are playing, the site will
feature key sector updates, useful assets and
news stories. It is hoped that this site will become
a go-to resource for disabled cinemagoers. 

SubtitlinG tecHnoloGY
cHallenGe Fund 
The UKCA launched its Technology Challenge

Fund in 2018 in an attempt to identify new and

innovative approaches to the delivery of

subtitling, offering a more personalised and

inclusive experience. The fund progressed

through a number of stages and arrived at one

preferred solution - the National Theatre smart

caption glasses system. This displays a

synchronised transcript of dialogue and sound

directly onto the lenses of a pair of specially

adapted glasses, giving users the freedom to

experience captions how and when they want

to. Having been successfully trialled at the

London Short Film Festival in January 2020,

further live trials were temporarily disrupted

with the year’s events, though will hopefully

recommence in the near future. 

ad app
The UKCA along with the FDA and its larger

members began initial discussions on the

possibility of an industry wide set of

technological requirements and standards that

would allow the delivery of an Audio Described

track for customers with sight loss, through a

personal device and set of headphones. During

these discussions, it was also suggested that

the industry might look to develop its own App-

based solution, as well as continue to engage

with the wider technological community.

acceSSibilitY cHaritY contactS

alzheimers.org.uk dementiauk.org autism.org.uk

ndcs.org.uk rnib.org.uk rnid.org.uk whizz-kiz.org.uk yourlocalcinema.com

dimensions-uk.org musculardystrophyuk.org
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The year has been unprecedented in terms of
challenges for the industry due to the COvID-
19 pandemic. Disappointingly, film piracy-
focused websites continued to operate and
regular cinema lockdowns saw a rise in the
consumption of illegal content online.
However, it was evident on these sites that
there was a lack of new infringing theatrical
content due to the closure of cinemas globally
throughout the year – a development which
effectively stifled the procurement of illegal
content for the piracy release groups. 

It serves as a reminder that cinemas are vital for
such illegal groups, who rely on them to source
new theatrical content for their consumers. Over
90% of pirated versions of newly released films
are still sourced by illegal recording activity in
cinemas – predominantly through the use of
cameras on smartphones – and that’s why it’s 
so important to protect the content. The piracy
release groups have inevitably been desperate
for new content for their members during most
of the year, and therein lies the ongoing threat
once cinemas begin to reopen and the industry
starts to recover in 2021.  

Such illegal activity is clearly very damaging
to the industry – not only does the availability
of pirated versions of new cinema films online
cause significant financial loss, but it also has
an impact on the UK and Ireland’s ability to
offer reassurance that we can release films
securely in the territory ahead of other
markets. By protecting copyright, not only are
creators’ rights upheld, but also importantly,
the industry’s own capacity to reinvest and to
develop new projects and talent is enhanced. 

HiGH impact caSeS
2020 started positively, with the arrest of a
prolific male-cammer, whilst re-offending at 
a cinema in Dublin. This followed a series of
incidents at three cinemas in the Dublin area
during November and December 2019,
which represented the first known activity of
this nature in the Republic of Ireland since
2006. An investigation by the FCPA and MPA
in December identified a suspect from the
CCTv at two of the cinemas, but he was
untraceable as his ticket purchases had 
been made with cash. 

Photographs of the suspect were circulated by
FCPA, and vigilant staff at the Odeon Naas
cinema spotted the same male attending a
screening in early January. There he was
covertly observed to be camcording a film on
a smartphone. MPA and Law enforcement
operatives attended the cinema on request,
and a 28-year-old man was arrested. Items
were later seized from his home for forensic
examination, including a phone and a laptop.
A prosecution is pending. 

The remainder of Q1 was reassuring, with
cinema staff identifying and disrupting 32
attempts to illegally record films at cinemas
across the UK and Ireland. There then followed
an absence of activity until August, after the
first national lockdowns, when some infringing
film content found online was forensically
traced to a cinema in Leeds. An investigation
revealed the cammer was one of 16 customers
who had been present at a particular
screening, and CCTv images were secured.
However, all customers were wearing face-
coverings due to the pandemic, presenting 
a new challenge for such investigations.

FiGHtinG pirateS 
Report by Simon Brown, Director of the Film Content Protection Agency, on the continuing
battle against film piracy, safeguarding of copyright and protection of film assets
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With many local lockdowns back in place 
by the end of 2020, cammers had limited
opportunities for new theatrical releases to
target at the number of cinemas still open.
This was confirmed in December when the
pirated version of a new film acquired online
was traced to a 5-screen boutique cinema in
London, one of the few sites open in that
region at the time. A suspect has been
identified and enquiries are ongoing.

unpredictabilitY 
and VulnerabilitY
Similar to 2019, all high-impact incidents
occurred in cinemas without any previous
history or intelligence of piracy, including a
boutique-style site which had until then not

been targeted. It is apparent that all cinemas
in the territory share equal vulnerability,
irrespective of location, size or infrastructure,
therefore good vigilance and awareness
must be encouraged and maintained.  

actiVitY diSrupted 
bY cinema StaFF
Inevitably there was a visible and direct
correlation between enforced lockdowns/cinema
closures and incidents of camcording activity.

When cinemas were open, there was
encouraging evidence of high levels of anti-
piracy awareness and vigilance in cinemas. A
total of 53 incidents were reported by exhibitors
to FCPA during 2020, and whilst this equated to

only 28% of the previous year’s activity it was
effectively limited to only six months (see bar
chart). In all cases customers were identified by
cinema staff to be illegally recording the film
and appropriately disrupted. The majority of
incidents led to the offenders being confronted
and ejected by the cinema management, whilst
the most serious cases required police
assistance. In total, four people were arrested
and a further five received recorded police
cautions for illegal in-cinema activity in 2020.

The pandemic had some impact on the FCPA’s
ability to deliver awareness training to cinema
staff at their respective venues. Despite the
limitations, over 500 staff from 18 cinemas
attended awareness sessions and were

FCPA FCPA
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provided with expert advice and information
on how their vigilance could help tackle the
problem. Encouraging vigilance and
awareness remains one of the FCPA’s core
objectives, and its’ Reward Programme
continued to acknowledge cinema staff for
their efforts in tackling film piracy. At the end
of the year, nine frontline cinema staff were
formerly recognised for successfully
disrupting attempts to illegally record films
and presented with cash rewards.
Congratulations and thank you to all of them.

Wider piracY iSSueS
Whilst the closure of cinemas during 2020’s
pandemic lockdowns has clearly been
frustrating for the frequent consumers of films,
the owners of websites providing infringing
film content have continued to operate
and capitalise on the situation. The FCPA
continued to work in collaboration with the
MPA (Motion Picture Association) to provide
a professional investigation, intelligence
gathering and research resource for cases
involving the unlawful sale and distribution 
of infringing internet streaming devices (ISDs)
and discs (DvD and Blu-ray). FCPA also
worked closely with the City of London
Police’s PIPCU (Police Intellectual Property
Crime Unit) and other law enforcement and
IP bodies across the UK and Ireland during
the year, and work included:

› providing expert evidence on the
analysis of ISDs seized in 17 complex
investigations nationwide, all of which
are pending further enforcement activity.

› the submission of over 90 intelligence
records to the UK Government’s
Intellectual Property Office (IPO).

› the examination of 1000’s of counterfeit
discs seized in numerous cases including
seven protracted online investigations.

› one investigation into multiple sellers 
of counterfeit DvDs via an online
marketplace revealed a link to common
addresses, where a subsequent law
enforcement search of two warehouses
led to one of the largest seizures of
counterfeit discs in recent years, with 
an estimated value of at least £5 million.
The sellers were linked to numerous 
bank accounts with fraudulent PayPal
and online profiles, and the 
investigation continues.

Two FCPA
rewards
recipients in
December
2020. Both
demonstrated
high levels of
anti-piracy
awareness and
vigilance over
sustained
periods, this
being Amy’s
fourth reward
over three
years, and
Emma’s second
in two years.

Amy Scott (Edinburgh) Emma Farrugia (Brighton)
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*All box office figures in Worldwide Round-Up 
are in US dollars ($) and correct as of 1 Jan 2021

WorldWide 
boX oFFice 2020

$12.0bn 
(-72% vs. 2019)

international 
boX oFFice 2020

$9.8bn
(-68% vs. 2019)

uS/canada 
boX oFFice 2020

$2.2bn
(-80% vs. 2019)
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top FilmS WorldWide 2020

Comscore

                                                                                       lanGuaGe                    WorldWide           international                     %
  Film                                                                                    oF                                boX oFFice                  boX oFFice               boX oFFice
                                                                                           oriGin                                  2020                                 2020                  international
  1      The Eight Hundred                                         Chinese/Mandarin                   $438,427,727                  $438,427,727                       100%

  2      My People, My Homeland                           Chinese/Mandarin                   $418,395,363                  $418,395,363                       100%

  3      Bad Boys for Life                                                      English                              $413,020,917                   $206,472,124                        50%

  4      1917                                                                          English                             $375,609,580                  $217,869,642                         58%

  5      Tenet                                                                         English                              $345,142,069                  $287,890,367                        83%

  6      Demon Slayer the Movie: Mugen Train                     Japanese                           $342,734,509                  $342,734,509                       100%

  7      Sonic the Hedgehog                                                English                              $312,342,100                   $166,251,618                         53%

  8      Dolittle                                                                       English                             $245,965,360                  $167,453,609                        68%

  9      Jiang Ziya: Legend of Deification                 Chinese/Mandarin                    $233,122,714                   $232,908,711                       100%

 10     Birds of Prey                                                              English                             $200,934,499                  $116,503,608                        58%

  total top 10                                                                                                   $3,325,694,838          $2,594,907,279

  11      The Sacrifice                                                  Chinese/Mandarin                   $166,306,239                 $166,306,239                       100%

 12     Parasite                                                                     Korean                             $148,848,379                  $118,491,247                         80%

 13     Onward                                                                    English                              $143,647,619                   $82,079,442                         57%

 14     The Invisible Man                                                     English                              $137,588,453                    $67,142,283                          49%

 15     Leap                                                               Chinese/Mandarin                   $122,055,940                  $122,055,940                       100%

 16     The Call of the Wild                                                 English                              $113,061,650                    $50,715,666                         45%

 17     The Gentlemen                                                         English                               $112,157,732                    $75,676,887                         67%

 18     Wonder Woman 1984                                           English                              $99,976,065                    $76,959,338                         77%

 19     The Croods: A New Age                                         English                               $99,476,218                     $67,136,704                          67%

 20     Shockwave 2                                         Chinese/Cantonese/Mandarin             $92,311,856                     $92,311,856                         100%

  total top 20                                                                                                   $4,561,124,989           $3,513,782,881
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With worldwide receipts dropping 72% to $12.0bn (vs. $42.5bn in 2019), no territory was left unaffected by the global pandemic in 2020.

Early year reduced audiences and cinema closures in Asia Pacific were followed by shutdowns across much of Europe, the US and the wider world.

As the year rolled on, green shoots of business recovery were seen in China, Japan, South Korea and France. However, much of the planet appears

to have fallen foul of a second wave of COvID-19 and cinemas in several nations across the world remained shuttered at the close of 2020.

With mass vaccine roll-outs beginning in the majority of territories, all eyes now focus on 2021 and what it might bring as the world returns to some

semblance of normality and with the cinemagoing habit, hopefully, intact. 

Gower Street/ComscoreGower Street/Comscore

2020 WorldWide boX oFFice
Breakdown of the total worldwide box office 

from January 1 to December 31, 2020

2019 WorldWide boX oFFice
Breakdown of the total worldwide box office 

from January 1 to December 31, 2019
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As one of the hardest hit territories in 2020 by
both the pandemic and its knock-on effects, the
US dropped behind China in the global cinema
markets for the first time since records began.
Sitting in 2nd place, US box office was at a 
nadir of $2.2bn (-80% vs. $11.4bn in 2019).
With theatres closed for close to nine months, 
the majority of Hollywood blockbusters were 
re-dated to later in 2020, and then again to the
safer environs of 2021, with some titles also moved
to home digital release. Over $1.8bn of the year’s
take was banked prior to screens closing in March.  

Action sequel Bad Boys for Life took the top spot,
followed by WWI drama 1917 (launching via a
platform release at the end of 2019) and family
action caper Sonic the Hedgehog secured 3rd place.
Six titles from the top 20 were released after the initial
March shutdown, including The New Mutants, 
War with Grandpa and Unhinged, with only Tenet
reaching the top 10. Many studios pushed new
release paradigms during the sector's most turbulent
period, The Croods: A New Age launched in late
November with a shortened theatrical window;
Wonder Woman 1984 debuted on HBO Max 
and was available in cinemas simultaneously 
on Christmas Day, whilst Pixar's Soul skipped
movie theatres for a first showing on Disney+.

According to NATO, as of March 2020 there
were 40,998 cinema screens across the US, 
in 5,798 sites. 321 of these are drive-in theatres.

Film                                                                 diStributor           boX oFFice 2020

  1      Bad Boys for Life                                                Sony                           $206,305,244

  2      1917                                                                Universal                        $157,740,807

  3      Sonic the Hedgehog                                     Paramount                       $146,066,470

  4      Birds of Prey                                                 Warner Bros.                      $84,405,929

  5      Dolittle                                                             Universal                         $78,500,435

  6      The Invisible Man                                            Universal                         $70,434,300

  7      The Call of the Wild                                     Walt Disney                       $62,342,368

  8      Onward                                                        Walt Disney                       $61,555,145

  9      Tenet                                                             Warner Bros.                       $57,235,189

 10     The Gentlemen                                                    STX                              $36,471,795

total top 10                                                                                          $961,057,682

Comscore

top FilmS uS/canada 2020
uS Population 330.7m/canada Population 38m

5-Year marKet trendS uS/canada

                                                    2020         2019         2018         2017         2016

GroSS boX oFFice                 $2.2bn        $11.4bn       $11.9bn        $11.1bn       $11.4bn

cinema admiSSionS             240m          1.24bn         1.30bn         1.24bn         1.32bn

MPA/Comscore
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uS/canada 5-Year boX oFFice trendS
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International receipts fell 68% to $9.8bn (vs. $31.1bn in 2019), accounting for 82% of the year’s global box office (vs. 73% in 2019). Cinema closures

during the pandemic and rescuing titles to the safety of 2021 and beyond left Hollywood reeling, whilst swift action to curb the spread of COvID-19

and a healthy supply of local content meant recovery in countries such as China and Japan looked more promising. Those markets more reliant on

US-made blockbusters and with less rigid approaches to the virus are yet to see a marked improvement for the sector.  

international marKetS

top international marKetS

Comscore/MPA

top international                  boX oFFice                       % cHanGe                  international                 WorldWide
marKetS                                                    2020                                  VS. 2019                      marKet SHare               marKet SHare

   1                      China                                     $3.0bn                                     -68%                                        31%                                         25%

   2                      Japan                                     $1.3bn                                     -46%                                        13%                                          11%

   3                      France                                     $0.5bn                                     -69%                                         5%                                           4%

   4                 South Korea                                $0.4bn                                     -76%                                         4%                                           3%

   5                UK & Ireland                               $0.4bn                                     -76%                                         4%                                           3%

   6                       India                                      $0.4bn                                     -76%                                         4%                                           3%

   7                   Germany                                  $0.4bn                                     -67%                                         4%                                           3%

   8                      Russia                                     $0.3bn                                     -67%                                         3%                                           2%

   9                    Australia                                   $0.3bn                                     -67%                                         3%                                           2%

 10                       Italy                                       $0.2bn                                      -71%                                         2%                                           1%

total top 10                                     $7.2bn
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For the first time in film history, China surpassed the US in yearly
box office, becoming the no.1 territory for 2020 despite receipts
of just $3.0bn (-68% vs. $9.3bn in 2019) from 548m
admissions. The first territory to be hit by COvID-19, cinemas
in China closed in late January and reopened in mid-July with
capacities capped at 30%. Whilst the first nation to fall, China
was also at the forefront of recovery thanks to an effective mix
of swift and stringent virus controls, and a steady supply of
local content for reopening theatres. By December, caps on
auditorium seating had been relaxed to 75% and receipts for
that month were around 90% of 2019 levels for the same period.   

Guan Hu’s historical war epic The Eight Hundred was the
highest grossing film for 2020 both in China and globally
(the first time a non-US title has held this position worldwide),
with Ning Hao’s portmanteau comedy My People, My
Homeland and Cheng Teng/Li Wei’s mythological animation
Jiang Ziya: Legend of Deification, rounding out the top 3. 
With a top 10 featuring nine homegrown titles, films originating
outside China accounted for just 16% of overall box office
(vs. 35% in 2019). As many Hollywood tentpoles were held
back due to COvID-19 and with the continual rise in popularity
of China’s own productions, only three US films made it into
the top 20, Tenet, Mulan and The Croods: A New Age.    

China has the largest number of cinema screens in the world,
over 70,000, operating from around 12,000 cinemas. There
were some 4,000 permanent screen closures throughout
2020, though more than 5,800 new screens opened.    

cHina 
Population 1.4bn 

Film                                                     diStributor               boX oFFice
                                                                                                                    2020

  1      The Eight Hundred                          CMC Pictures                   $437,164,848

  
2

     My People,                                        China Lion                     $417,721,465
          My Homeland                               Film Distribution

  
3

     Jiang Ziya: Legend                               Beijing                        
$231,970,083

          of Deification                                  Enlight Pictures

  4      The Sacrifice
                                China Film Group               

$166,236,180 
                                                                    Corporation

  5      Leap
                                                Jetsen Huashi                   

$120,718,399
                                                                         Media

  6      Shock Wave 2
                                Jetsen Huashi                    

$91,377,539
                                                                         Media

  7      Caught in Time
                                  China Lion                      

$80,315,480
                                                                 Film Distribution

  8      Love You Forever                              Clover Films                      $71,331,017

  9      The Rescue                                     Mokexing Film                    $66,391,112

 10     Tenet                                                Warner Bros.                     $65,481,178

total top 10                                                                   $1,748,707,302

top FilmS cHina 2020

Comscore
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Japan saw the least significant drop in box office of the top

10 international territories in 2020, banking $1.3bn for

the year (-46% vs. $2.4bn in 2019). This was thanks

largely to a superb recovery period brought on by a

perfect storm of low local COvID-19 levels, cinemas back

up to full occupancy operating power, a lack of foreign

films and a combination of homegrown new releases and

classic reissues (known as revival screenings). In contrast

to many western territories, seven of the year’s top 10 films

were released in July or later.       

Anime Demon Slayer the Movie: Mugen Train, topped the

box office, becoming the biggest film of all time in Japan,

unseating the previous incumbent, Hayao Miyazaki’s

Spirited Away, which held the record for 19 years and

even added an extra chunk of box office to its total in

2020 through widespread revival screenings. Just two of

the top 10 films released in 2020 were non-Japanese titles

(vs. 6 out of 10 in 2019), sci-fi thriller Tenet and worldwide

black comedy smash Parasite, the latter broke box office

records for a South Korean film released in Japan.  

According to the Motion Picture Producers Association of

Japan, there were 3,616 cinema screens across the

country at the beginning of 2020.   

Japan
Population 126.3m 

Film                                                     diStributor               boX oFFice
                                                                                                                    2020

  
1

     Demon Slayer the Movie:                   
Aniplex                        $322,339,737

          Mugen Train 

  
2

     From Today, It’s My Turn:              
Toho Company                  $49,768,339

          The Movie

  3      Parasite                                               Bitters End                      $42,842,933

  4
     The Confidence Man JP:               

Toho Company                  $35,556,026
          Princess

  5
     New Interpretation Records            

Toho Company                    $31,121,047
          of the Three Kingdoms                               

  
6

     Doraemon the Movie:                   
Toho Company                  $26,880,957

          Nobita’s New Dinosaur

  7      Tenet                                                 Warner Bros.                    $25,986,381

  8      Stand by Me Doraemon 2            Toho Company                   $22,614,738

  9      Stigmatized Properties                        Shochiku                        $21,830,658

 10    Yarn                                                Toho Company                   $20,770,138

total top 10                                                                    $599,710,954

top FilmS Japan 2020

Comscore
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France was Europe’s top territory for 2020, with box office

of over $0.5bn (-69% vs. $1.6bn in 2019) and admissions

at 65.1m (vs. 213m in 2019). Like many of its neighbours,

France suffered two significant waves of cinema closures

due to government-imposed lockdowns, respectively in the

Spring and Autumn. In the late Summer, thanks to a

collective nationwide relaunch, cinema footfall began to

climb, continuing into September and October.

Unfortunately, recovery was curtailed by the 2nd lockdown,

and restrictions remained in place with cinemas still closed

at the end of 2020.

Tenet took the no.1 spot, closely followed by 1917 and

Sonic the Hedgehog. Just three of the top 10 titles were

released after the first lockdown - Tenet, Tarek Boudali’s

cop comedy 30 Days Max and Pascale Bourdiaux’s family

friendly Les Blagues de Toto. The latter being two of four

French productions which made the top 10, along with

Elie Semoun’s high school farce Ducobu 3 and Ludovic

Bernard’s 10 Days with Dad.         

According to UNIC, France has 6,114 cinema screens,

operating from 2,045 sites.

France
Population 67m 

   1        Tenet                                             Warner Bros.                    $17,958,405

   2        1917                                                 Universal                        $15,838,010

   3        Sonic the Hedgehog                      Paramount                      $14,882,822

   4        Bad Boys for Life                                 Sony                            $12,337,114

   5        Ducobu 3                                            UGC                           $10,612,020

   6        Dolittle                                             Universal                         $9,213,744

   7        The Call of the Wild                      Walt Disney                       $8,752,146

   8        30 Days Max                               StudioCanal                      $8,683,926

   9        10 Days with Dad                        StudioCanal                      $8,193,576

  10       Les Blagues de Toto                       SND Films                        $8,104,374

total top 10                                                                     $114,576,137

top FilmS France 2020

Comscore

Film                                                     diStributor               boX oFFice
                                                                                                                    2020
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Unlike the majority of high performing cinema territories,

many of South Korea’s venues remained open for much of

2020, with the decision left up to theatre owners whether 

to continue trading during the pandemic. Some larger

theatres switched to using AI robots in foyers over human

staff, automated ticketing and contactless concessions to

allow customers to visit in safety. However, with social

distancing measures firmly in place, worries over the

potential public spread of COvID-19 and a lack of

bigger box office propositions, receipts for the year 

came in at $0.4bn (-76% vs. $1.6bn in 2019) with

admissions of 58.4m (vs. 226m in 2019).

Woo Min-ho’s dark political drama The Man Next

Standing took the top spot, with Hong Won-chan’s

revenge actioner Deliver Us from Evil coming in 2nd 

and Teon Sang-ho’s zombie horror sequel Train to Busan

presents Peninsula, placing 3rd. Korean-made films

increased their market share to 69% (vs. 50% in 2019) 

with Tenet the only non-Korean made movie to feature 

in the top 10, whilst Dolittle, 1917 and Little Women 

all made the top 20. 

SoutH Korea
Population 51.8m 

  1      The Man Standing Next                     Showbox                       $37,392,487

  2      Deliver Us from Evil                      Hive Media Corp                $35,013,389

  3      Peninsula                                        Contents Panda                  $29,997,761

  4      Hitman: Agent Jun                        Lotte Cultureworks                $18,697,758

  5      Tenet                                                  Warner Bros.                   $16,686,558

  6      Alive          
                                        Zip Cinema/                   

$14,483,646
                                                               Perspective Pictures

  7      Pawn
                                        JK Film/CJ ENM Corp/            

$13,377,674
                                                                    Redrover Co.

  8      Steel Rain 2: Summit
                       Studio Genius                  

$13,298,545
                                                               Woo Jeung Co. Ltd

  9
     Samjin Company                            

The LAMP Ltd.                   $12,681,555
          English Class

 10    Collectors                                          Siren Pictures                    $12,484,971

total top 10                                                                    $204,114,344

top FilmS SoutH Korea 2020

Comscore

Film                                                     diStributor               boX oFFice
                                                                                                                    2020
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Home & mobile
entertainment
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of value from digital
downloads/streaming

of value from
physical media

To combat the repeated nationwide
lockdowns of 2020, the territory’s

residents turned to digital music, video
and games in record numbers. Overall

entertainment spending reached 
£9.05bn (vs. £7.7bn in 2019), climbing

16.8% and precipitating the fastest
growth in the sector since records began. 

uK entertainment SaleS 2020

ERA

cateGorY                                       SaleS                    SaleS                  % cHanGe
                                                       2020 (£M)             2019(£M)                VS. 2019

Video                                                                                                                                  

     Physical retail                                   £355.7m                    £477.2m                       -25.5%

     Physical rental                                   £16.9m                       £23.4m                        -27.6%

     Digital                                            £2,906.4m                 £2,110.0m                     +37.7%

total Video                             £3,279.1m           £2,610.6m               +25.6%

music

     Physical                                            £271.6m                     £318.1m                       -14.6%

     Streaming                                       £1,208.2m                 £1,045.8m                     +15.5%

     Downloads                                       £72.2m                       £89.7m                        -19.5%

total muSic                            £1,552.0m           £1,453.7m                +6.8%

Games

     Physical                                            £598.5m                    £572.3m                       +4.6%

     Digital                                             £3,622.2m                  £3,115.4m                     +16.3%

total GameS                           £4,220.7m           £3,687.7m               +14.5%

overall

     Total physical                                 £1,242.7m                 £1,391.0m                     -10.7%

     Total digital incl. streaming             £7,809.0m                 £6,360.9m                    +22.8%

oVerall total                       £9,051.8m            £7,751.9m                +16.8%
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diGital VS. pHYSical
The UK spent more than £7.8bn on digital entertainment across 2020 (+22.8% vs. £6.4bn in 2019). The already
substantial shift away from purchasing physical media was further accelerated by consumers spending more
time at home during the pandemic. Audiences increasingly sought out digital platforms to stream music, films
and games, with 86% of entertainment sales taking place on an internet-based service (up from 80% in 2019).

The biggest selling title of 2020 was Frozen 2 with a slight skew toward digital sales, as was the case with half
the titles in the top 20. Physical video sales whilst in decline, still accounted for more than £355m across the
year, with science fiction, horror, comic book and older audience films seeing more sales on physical formats.

top 20 Home Video SaleS 2020
Film                                                               diStributor      2020 SaleS    % pHYSical     % diGital

  1     Frozen 2                                                   Walt Disney               972,996                48.6%                 51.4%
  2     Joker                                                        Warner Bros.              827,680                59.3%                 40.7%
  3     Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker            Walt Disney               770,491                65.9%                  34.1%
  4     Downton Abbey: The Movie                    Universal                 684,688                75.9%                  24.1%
  5     1917                                                              eOne                    649,957                69.2%                 30.8%
  6     Jumanji - The Next Level                               Sony                    562,123                 41.5%                 58.5%
  7     Bad Boys for Life                                           Sony                     395,119                 41.7%                 58.3%
  8     Sonic the Hedgehog                                Paramount                377,454                42.1%                  57.9%
  9     Onward                                                   Walt Disney               376,653                49.5%                 50.5%
 10    Terminator - Dark Fate                        20th Century Fox          340,403                63.2%                 36.8%
 11    Maleficent - Mistress of Evil                    Walt Disney               338,076                64.5%                 35.5%
 12    Tenet                                                        Warner Bros.              311,600                 41.9%                  58.1%
 13    Trolls: World Tour                                      Universal                 303,558                45.7%                 54.3%
 14    Birds of Prey                                           Warner Bros.              294,523                55.6%                 44.4%
 15    Le Mans ‘66                                        20th Century Fox           285,119                 56.2%                 43.8%
 16    Knives Out                                                 Lionsgate                 282,497                64.2%                 35.8%
 17    It - Chapter 2                                          Warner Bros.              276,926                56.2%                 43.8%
 18    Rocketman                                                Paramount                275,898                37.2%                 62.8%
 19    Dolittle                                                        Universal                 270,957                50.7%                 49.3%
 20    Last Christmas                                            Universal                 253,563                49.5%                 50.5%

total top 20                                                                    8,850,281

HanGinG on tHe
telepHone - onS
uK StatiSticS 2020

With ever increasing demand for
the convenience of digital services,
a requisite boom in consumer
electronics has likewise flourished.
As shoppers expect ever more up
to date technologies at home, so
the shelf life of smart Tvs, mobile
phones and tablets is diminished.
This has led to significantly shorter
research and development
periods for manufacturers and
designers, and the ecological
issue of ‘fast fashion’ is now of
major concern in the electronics
industry. The spread of COvID-19
substantially hampered the sector
as shortages of raw materials and
restrictions placed on trade caused
many suppliers to halt production.  

OCC

› 84% of UK adults own a smart
phone (+6% vs. 79% in 2019)

› 2hrs 34 mins is the average
time spent online on a phone

› 72% of mobile connections are
4G or above

› 5G UK coverage is expected
to be almost total by 2022 

› 1 in 5 mins spent online is on
social media
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Over the last decade, online streaming has

emerged as a creatively driven, lucrative facet

of the screen industries. With just a few service

providers dominating outright, the sector was

valued at more than $42bn dollars in 2019. 

At the beginning of 2020, as several new

platforms launched into the growing market,

the choice of content and places to view grew

dramatically. With the spread of COvID-19

confining much of the world’s population to

their homes for significant periods of the year,

streaming services played a large part in

entertaining audiences in lockdown.         

State oF plaY
Netflix were the ubiquitous brand on the block

for some time and had risen to market

dominance across the previous decade after

pivoting their DvD postal service to an early

online subscription model. Amazon Prime took

a close second place with a growing content

catalogue as just one part of their ever-

escalating offer, including next day deliveries

from their website, Amazon Music player and

audiobook platform Audible, all conveniently

included in one yearly subscription. 

Linear Tv viewing had been in decline for some
years, with a focus on reality shows, news, sports
and lifestyle programmes. Terrestrial Tv providers
attempted to reclaim some of the long-form
drama audience lost to the newer providers, with
particular focus on their free catch-up services,
allowing viewers to watch programmes at their
leisure. Channel 4’s All-4 had claimed the crown
of biggest UK streaming service, whilst the BBC
and ITv joint venture subscription service BritBox
launched late in 2019. 

Apple+ arrived in 106 countries in November
2019, with every new Apple product coming
with a year’s free subscription. This would be
the lifestyle tech giant’s first large-scale foray
into content creation with a combination of film
and Tv series from world class directors with
star casts. Disney+ became available in the US
and parts of Europe around the same time, 
with a much-anticipated UK launch due in
March 2020, bringing its unbeatable film
brands and a fledgeling Tv arm into the homes
of subscribers. Quibi, Warner Bros. HBO Max
and NBC’s Peacock were all about to debut in
the first weeks of the year, although not in the
UK and Ireland. With choice at a premium, how
would the incumbents fair and could the new
pretenders make their mark?

tHe Year at Home
With cinemas, music venues, gyms, schools,
playgrounds, bars and restaurants all closed
amid the escalating COvID-19 pandemic,
and out-of-home socialising at an all-time
low, the world turned to the internet not just
for news, but for escape, for company and a
respite from reality. If streaming had gradually
become part of life over the last decade,
2020 would be the year it turned out to be
integral to day-to-day existence, entertaining
bored kids and frustrated adults alike. 

Recently crossing the 200m subscriber
milestone (+17% vs. 2019), Netflix held onto
the streaming top spot despite multiple
challengers entering the arena. New
subscriptions spiked in Q1 and its trademark
breadth of programming helped level out a
slowdown in joining customers later in the
year. A move away from territory
transparency to global reporting was offset
with the introduction of their own in-house top
10 ranking system based on number of views,
which customers could access on the platform.
Top new Netflix original shows included stylish
chess prodigy drama The Queen’s Gambit;

StreaminG WarS
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true crime documentary series Tiger King and
educational children’s show Cocomelon; hit
US comedy The Office and a third season of
dark mob drama Ozark also ranked highly.
Netflix continued to produce feature films with
David Fincher’s Mank, Chris Hemsworth
starrer Extraction and Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom, featuring Chadwick Boseman’s final
performance, among the most watched.

Prime video is just one of the facets of the

global Amazon empire, boasting more than

150m subscribers worldwide. With physical

stores closed for long periods across the

globe, the already burgeoning world of e-

commerce took off further as shoppers went

online to pick up everything from groceries to

exercise equipment to tools for home

improvements. Amazon’s top Tv shows

included dark superhero satire The Boys,

award winning drama The Marvellous Mrs.

Maisel and sci-fi comedy Upload. Whilst

subscriptions remain high, Amazon’s strength

lies in its overall offer, with streaming content

good for the portfolio, but likely a secondary

draw to the luxury of same or next day

delivery when you’re having to stay home.

With Disney’s main revenue streams under
threat (theme parks, cinemas and stores closed,
cruises in dry dock) the arrival of their
streaming service proved timely. Currently
boasting more than 94.9m subscribers a little
over a year after launch, the speed and
ferocity of their growth far outstrips the
competition. A big-ticket content mix drew
customers in with Star Wars Tv spin-off show
The Mandalorian, the platform’s inaugural
shining star. Recent enforced cinema closures
sent both the live action remake of Mulan and
Pixar’s latest offering Soul, direct to the service.
If keeping viewers interested long-term was a
criticism previously, the unveiling of a packed
roster of more than 50 new films and Tv shows
in December from Marvel, Lucasfilm, Pixar and
Disney Live Action, at least 80% of which are
due for debut on streaming, as well as the
launch of the more adult oriented Disney Star,
seems to have taken care of that.

Apple Tv+ subscribers hit around 40m, less
than half that of Disney+. Like for like
comparisons are flawed though, as Apple gave
away a year’s free subscription to their Tv
service with the purchase of any iPhone, tablet
or computer. Top shows for 2020 included

compelling murder mystery Defending Jacob
starring Chris Evans, glitzy breakfast Tv satire
Morning Show with Reese Witherspoon and
Jennifer Aniston and ensemble tech comedy
Mythic Quest. Films included Sofia Coppola’s
On the Rocks, Pakistani/American coming of
age skate story Hala and hip-hop documentary
the Beastie Boys Story.

Homegrown catch-up services all boasted
terrific jumps in viewer numbers across Q1 
and into Q2, as more households than ever
tuned in. The BBC’s iPlayer service broke
records early in lockdown with a 73% rise in
programme requests versus the same period
in 2020. Michaela Cole's blistering I May
Destroy You and Steve McQueen's Small Axe
films showed a marked step forward in show
diversity for the channel. ITv’s Hub managed
an 80% rise across a similar period, with soaps
Coronation Street and Emmerdale coming out
top. Channel 4’s All 4, saw rises close to 40%
thanks to Gogglebox, drama Deadwater Fell
and comedy Friday Night Dinner. UK based
Britbox has yet to release official figures on
subscriber numbers to its BBC/ITv collection
of British boxed sets, despite launching in the
same period as Disney+ and Apple Tv+.
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on diStant SHoreS
In the US, Hulu continued to thrive with close
to 40m subscribers and a less IP driven
mandate than its parent company Disney.
Although the addition of a dedicated Fox/FX
area on the platform may be pushing them
into bigger arenas. Disney’s sports channel
ESPN rallied more than 12m subscribers,
happy to be the landing place of football,
baseball, soccer, boxing and the pay-per-
view home of the UFC. Plans are underway 
to have ESPN available within Hulu for those
customers subscribing to both.

There were also a few other significant
streaming services launched in the US in
2020. NBC’s Peacock acquired more than
26m subscribers after arriving in late July.
Appearing in April, new short-form streaming
platform Quibi managed a suitably diminutive
eight months of operation before shuttering in
December, struggling to convert users after a
free trial period. HBO Max garnered 17m
activated subscribers and will soon get a
huge content injection as parent company
Warner Bros. commit their entire 2021
theatrical line-up to simultaneous cinema 
and streaming release.

HomeWard bound
UK households spent more than 40% of their
active hours watching Tv in 2020, with the
biggest increase yet in streaming subscribers,
around 8 million overall. As it is overseas, the
bigger players dominated with Netflix, Amazon
and Disney sharing around 30m subscribers
between them, double that of any traditional
pay Tv provider, including BT, virgin and Sky,
the latter of whom has made some inroads into
the theatrical space recently with healthy
investment in titles and distribution partnerships.

The UK’s proud tradition of championing
English-language boutique films and the best
in world cinema extends neatly into the
streaming landscape. Well-established art
house favourites Curzon have long run their
upscale cinema chain in tandem with the
successful Curzon Home Cinema platform; 
as have the BFI with their video-on-demand
service, BFI Player; and documentary market
trailblazers Dogwoof created their own
Dogwoof on Demand service this year. 

By way of something fresh, crowdsourced cinema
platform ourscreen expanded its offer with the
launch of virtual Cinema, a new private and safe
online ticketed venue for shared entertainment,
featuring exclusive content and special guests.

Burgeoning indie distributor MUBI saw their
global subscription service numbers grow
significantly in 2020, championing an ethos to
show the best of the best that you likely haven’t
seen alongside classic movies. For a small fee
each month, customers are given access to a
carefully curated range of films as well as click
through to a broader library of vOD titles.
Modern Films championed a virtual cinema
ticket scheme where revenue from films
watched at home would directly support a
viewers' chosen independent cinema.

With so many providers, all vying for audience
attention, how do consumers choose where to
spend their money? Whilst each service has its
merits and is a relatively low monthly outlay,
subscription charges can begin to mount if you
want to access a wide variety of content.
Cheaper still than the older pay Tv model, but
streamers must stay relevant with fresh content if
they want to keep customers from drifting. Will
providers eventually reach saturation? Or do
consumers have the capacity to be continually
drawn in by the new and the different. Will we
ever see a Spotify-style platform, with all films
and Tv in one place, one big pot? The current
fragmentation of Tv services, the direct
antithesis of some recent consolidation in the
theatrical business, would suggest not.
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moSt WatcHed tV SHoWS 2020

proGramme                              tX        cHannel   conSolidated
                                                           date                                no. VieWerS

   1
      Prime Ministerial                

10 May         BBC 1                 18.75m            Statement

   2      BBC News Special           23 Mar         BBC 1                 14.61m

   3      BBC News Special            31 Oct          BBC 1                 14.16m

   
4

      An Address by                    
5 Apr           BBC 1                14.04m            Her Majesty the Queen

   
5

      I’m a Celebrity...               
15 Nov            ITv                   13.77m           Get Me Out of Here!

   6      BBC News Special           23 Mar         BBC 1                 13.51m

   7      BBC News Special           10 May         BBC 1                 13.03m

   
8

      I’m a Celebrity...               
16 Nov            ITv                   12.88m           Get Me Out of Here!

   9      Strictly Come Dancing      19 Dec          BBC 1                12.40m

 
10

    I’m a Celebrity...               
17 Nov            ITv                   12.37m           Get Me Out of Here!

BARB

top SHoWS on bbc iplaYer 2020 

proGramme                                                  StreamS

   1        Normal People                                        63,715,000

   2        Killing Eve                                                39,655,000

   3        MasterChef                                              22,206,000

   4        Strictly Come Dancing                             20,769,000

   5        The Split                                                   19,058,000

   6        Silent Witness                                           17,252,000

   7        The Secrets She Keeps                             17,037,000

   8        Life                                                             16,131,000

   9        I May Destroy You                                   16,127,000

  10       This Country                                             15,788,000

BBC DATA JAN 2021
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top 20 FilmS SHoWn on uK tV in 2020

Film                                                                                                cHannel                  tX date                    % SHare                     tVrS                                                                                                                                                                                     oF VieWinG

   1      Darkest Hour                                                                               BBC 1                          9 May                            25.0%                           8.8%

   2      Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull                  BBC 1                          13 Apr                            21.1%                            7.2%

   3      Grease                                                                                         BBC 1                         26 Dec                           20.9%                           6.8%

   4      Sully                                                                                             BBC 1                         29 Aug                           22.7%                           6.4%

   5      Raiders of the Lost Ark                                                                 BBC 1                          10 Apr                            18.3%                           6.0%

   6      Spider-Man: Homecoming                                                        BBC 1                         22 Dec                           16.9%                           6.0%

   7      Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom                                     BBC 1                          11 Apr                            19.2%                           5.8%

   8      The Sound of Music                                                                    BBC 1                         27 Dec                           20.2%                           5.7%

   9      Coco                                                                                            BBC 1                         25 Dec                           23.7%                           5.6%

  10     Dunkirk                                                                                         BBC 1                         26 Dec                           15.9%                           5.6%

  11     Paddington 2                                                                               BBC 1                         24 Dec                           20.2%                           5.5%

  12     Babs                                                                                             BBC 1                          11 Dec                            16.7%                           5.3%

  13     Moana                                                                                         BBC 1                           6 Jun                             18.8%                           4.8%

  14     Frozen                                                                                          BBC 1                         29 Dec                           21.3%                           4.7%

  15     Sitting in Limbo                                                                            BBC 1                           8 Jun                             12.2%                           4.6%

  16     Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade                                          BBC 1                          13 Apr                            25.7%                           4.5%

  17     Avengers Assemble                                                                     BBC 1                         21 Mar                           12.4%                           4.5%

  18     Beauty and the Beast                                                                  BBC 1                          31 Dec                           22.8%                           4.2%

  19     The Jungle Book                                                                          BBC 1                            4 Jul                              17.6%                            4.1%

  20    Finding Dory                                                                                BBC 1                         23 Dec                           19.7%                            4.1%
BARB
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GameS
Games have been the top selling home
entertainment sector for close to a decade,
worth over £1bn more than the video market
and double that of the music sector. Sales
crossed £4bn for the first time in 2020, driven
by increased gaming in lockdown and a jump in
physical sales, largely fuelled by the purchase of
new consoles in October/November around the
launch of Playstation 5, X Box Series X and
Oculus Quest 2, a seismic leap forward in the
home vR experience.  

Online gaming acted as a social lifeline for
those isolated or under stress during lockdown
and even occasional gamers moved to play
more often as a way to connect with friends
across the globe. Animal Crossing: New
Horizons, Nintendo’s record-breaking
multiplayer game, helped to hugely increase
the company’s profits in 2020, and caused a
shortage of Switch consoles, as players of all
ages flocked to build idyllic environments and
spend time with people they couldn’t see in
person. 

Online battle royal Fortnite continued to attract
huge audiences with estimates of player
numbers around 350m (up from 250m in 2019).
Its malleable world is ideal for reskinning with
advertising and launch events, including live in-
game concerts and film screenings. Multiplayer
online deduction game Among Us reached half
a billion monthly players. Though accessed on

any number of devices and consoles, it began
life as a PC game, and its popularity soared
after sessions were shared through Twitch, the
world’s leading live streaming platform.

With a year this successful there had to be a few
ghosts in the machine along the way. Legendary
games company Atari unveiled concepts for a
chain of futuristic hotels to be situated across the
globe, just as the world was checking into
lockdown. The hotly anticipated December
release of artfully realised sci-fi RPG
Cybershock: 2077 was arguably the gaming
moment of the year, for all the wrong reasons. 
A host of glitches and bugs rendered it near-
unplayable and subsequent updates and fixes
appear to have caused as much harm as good. 

In the analogue world, Britain’s already
burgeoning tabletop games sector flourished
further during the pandemic. With families stuck
inside, orders for board games, cards, role
players, puzzles and jigsaws were up 31% on
the same period in 2019, with a mix of classics
like Uno, Monopoly and Scrabble selling very
well, alongside newer sets Rapidough, Articulate
and The Logo Game. Sales of chess sets also
rocketed thanks to focus on the game in Netflix
drama The Queen’s Gambit. Previously, it was
estimated that the UK table-top games market
grew by over £100m to £350m between 2014
and 2018, and this can only have spiked further
in the last year. Worldwide the industry has an
estimated worth of $13bn.

top SellinG GameS 2020

ERA

Game                                    unitS 
                                                  Sold

  1       FIFA 21                              2,182,694

  
2

      Call of Duty:                     
1,420,353

           Black Ops Cold War

  3       Grand Theft Auto V           1,127,222

  4       FIFA 20                               903,810

  
5

      Call of Duty:                      
897,350

           Modern Warfare 

  
6

      Animal Crossing:               
810,462

           New Horizons

  
7

      Assassin’s Creed                
665,815

           Valhalla

  8       The Last of Us Part II           539,247

  9       NBA 2K20                         481,507

 
10

     Tom Clancy’s                     
436,957

           Rainbow Six Siege 
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muSic
Music scored £1.55bn in 2020 (+6.8% vs. 2019),
the sector’s best result in over 15 years. £1.21bn
of the total (+15.5% vs. 2019) came from
streaming services like Spotify, Apple, Deezer,
YouTube and Amazon. Download sales
declined further to £72.2m (-19.5%). Live music
venues closed from March, and musicians and
performers lost two-thirds of their income
overnight. Streaming became the definitive
place to source musical pleasure and for many
musicians, a sole source of funds. With more
focus on streaming services, many have called
for performers and creators in the music industry
to be given a fairer share of the proceeds,
prompting DCMS to launch an inquiry into the
business practices of streaming providers.      

vinyl sales continued their upward revival, turning
in £110m (+13% vs. 2019), the highest numbers
since the Britpop boom of the '90s, and
accounting for more than 40% of physical sales.
The vastly popular Record Store Day went ahead
online, adding extra editions across the year to
help struggling shops, with harbingers of the new
indie sound The Big Moon named the day’s UK
ambassadors for 2020. The taste for retro musical
pleasures continued with cassette sales increasing
to 160,000 (+50%), and Lady Gaga’s
Chromatica the biggest seller. Physical CD sales
continued to drop with £156m (-28%), hampered
further by shop closures throughout the pandemic.

top 20 albumS 2020
title                                                                       artiSt                          label

OCC

  1     Divinely Uninspired to a Hellish Extent                Lewis Capaldi                            EMI

  2     Fine Line                                                                  Harry Styles                         Columbia

  3     Future Nostalgia                                                        Dua Lipa                      Warner Records

  4     When We All Fall Asleep Where Do We Go                Billie Eilish                          Interscope

  5     Heavy is the Head                                                     Stormzy                       Atlantic/Merky

  6     Shoot for the Stars Aim for the Moon                     Pop Smoke                    Republic Records

  7     No. 6 Collaborations Project                                 Ed Sheeran                           Asylum

  8     Greatest Hits                                                                Queen                                  EMI

  9     Diamonds                                                                 Elton John                      Mercury/UMC

 10    50 years - Don’t Stop                                         Fleetwood Mac                         Rhino

 11    Music to be Murdered By                                          Eminem                            Interscope

 12    Folklore                                                                    Taylor Swift                              EMI

 13    Divide                                                                      Ed Sheeran                           Asylum

 14    Rumours                                                               Fleetwood Mac           Rhino/Warner Records

 15    Hollywood’s Bleeding                                           Post Malone                   Republic Records

 16    High Expectations                                                       Mabel                               Polydor

 17    Legends Never Die                                                  Juice Wrld                          Interscope

 18    Together at Christmas                                   Michael Ball & Alfie Boe                  Decca

 19    Gold - Greatest Hits                                                    Abba                                Polydor

 20   Legend                                                          Bob Marley & the Wailers              Tuff Gong
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top 20 SoundtracK albumS 2020
title                                                                                                 artiSt                                                            label

OCC

  1       The Greatest Showman                                                      Motion Picture Cast Recording                                                  Atlantic

  2       Frozen 2                                                                                      Original Soundtrack                                                       Walt Disney

  3       Hamilton                                                                                  Original Broadway Cast                                                       Atlantic

  4       Moana                                                                                Motion Picture Cast Recording                                              Walt Disney

  5       Frozen                                                                                          Original Soundtrack                                                       Walt Disney

  6       A Star is Born                                                                      Motion Picture Cast Recording                                                Interscope

  7       Suicide Squad - The Album                                                       Original Soundtrack                                                          Atlantic

  8       Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again                                   Motion Picture Cast Recording                                                  Polydor

  9       Mamma Mia!                                                                     Motion Picture Cast Recording                                                  Polydor

 10      Six - The Musical                                                                     Original Cast Recording                                                   Loud Mouth

 11      Aladdin                                                                                       Original Soundtrack                                                       Walt Disney

 12      The Lion King                                                                              Original Soundtrack                                                       Walt Disney

 13      Fifty Shades of Grey                                                                   Original Soundtrack                                                  Republic Records

 14      Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse                                           Original Soundtrack                                                  Republic Records

 15      Grease                                                                                        Original Soundtrack                                                          Polydor

 16      Trolls                                                                                    Motion Picture Cast Recording                                             RCA/villa 40

 17      Dear Evan Hansen                                                                  Original Broadway Cast                                                       Atlantic

 18      Descendants 3                                                                            Original Soundtrack                                                       Walt Disney

 19      The Lion King                                                                              Original Soundtrack                                                       Walt Disney

 20     Trolls: World Tour - OST                                                    Motion Picture Cast Recording                                                     RCA
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top 10 SinGleS 2020
title                                                                                                 artiSt                                                            label

OCC

  1      Blinding Lights                                                                                   Weeknd                                                     Republic Records/XO

  2      Dance Monkey                                                                                Tones & I                                                             Parlophone

  3      Roses                                                                                                Saint Jhn                                               B1/Effective/Hitco/Ministry

  4      Before You Go                                                                             Lewis Capaldi                                                               EMI

  5      Head & Heart                                                                          Joel Corry ft. Mnek                                            Asylum/Perfect havoc

  6      Don’t Start Now                                                                               Dua Lipa                                                          Warner Records

  7      Rockstar                                                                                Dababy ft. Roddy Ricch                                                  Interscope

  8      Someone You Loved                                                                    Lewis Capaldi                                                               EMI

  9      Own It                                                                           Stormzy/Ed Sheeran/Burna Boy                                      Atlantic/Merky

 10     Watermelon Sugar                                                                        Harry Styles                                                            Columbia

top 10 VinYl albumS 2020
title                                                                                                                                                       artiSt

OCC

  1       Rumours                                                                                                                                                      Fleetwood Mac

  2       (What's the Story) Morning Glory?                                                                                                                  Oasis

  3       Back to Black                                                                                                                                            Amy Winehouse

  4       Nevermind                                                                                                                                                       Nirvana

  5       Fine Line                                                                                                                                                        Harry Styles

  6       Disco                                                                                                                                                           Kylie Minogue

  7       Greatest Hits                                                                                                                                                      Queen

  8       Power Up                                                                                                                                                         AC/DC

  9       Live at the Royal Albert Hall                                                                                                                      Arctic Monkeys

 10      Ultra Mono                                                                                                                                                         Idles
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top 20 beStSellinG booKS 2020
title                                                                                                                   autHor                                publication date

Nielsen Bookscan

  1       The Boy, The Mole, The Fox and The Horse                                                      Charlie Mackesy                                         10 Oct 2019

  2       The Thursday Murder Club                                                                                  Richard Osman                                           3 Sep 2020

  3       Pinch of Nom Everyday Light: 100 Tasty, Slimming Recipes               Kay Featherstone & Kate Allinson                            12 Dec 2019

  4       Code Name Bananas                                                                                         David Walliams                                           5 Nov 2020

  5       Where the Crawdads Sing                                                                                    Delia Owens                                             12 Dec 2019

  6       A Promised Land                                                                                                  Barack Obama                                          17 Nov 2020

  7       Girl, Woman, Other                                                                                          Bernardine Evaristo                                        5 Mar 2020

  8       Slime                                                                                                                     David Walliams                                           2 Apr 2020

  9       The World’s Worst Parents                                                                                  David Walliams                                            2 Jul 2020

 10      Guinness World Records 2021                                                                   Guinness World Records                                   17 Sep 2020

 11      Pinch of Nom: 100 Slimming, Home-style Recipes                             Kay Featherstone & Kate Allinson                            21 Mar 2019

 12      The Beekeeper of Aleppo                                                                                      Christy Lefteri                                            20 Feb 2020

 13      7 Ways: Easy Ideas for Every Day of the Week                                                   Jamie Oliver                                             20 Aug 2020

 14      The Family Upstairs                                                                                                   Lisa Jewell                                               12 Dec 2019

 15      Blue Moon: Jack Reacher                                                                                         Lee Child                                                 2 Apr 2020

 16      Normal People                                                                                                       Sally Rooney                                             2 May 2019

 17      Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race                               Reni Eddo-Lodge                                          8 Mar 2018

 18      Pinch of Nom Quick & Easy: 100 Delicious, Slimming Recipes            Kay Featherstone & Kate Allinson                            10 Dec 2020

 19      The Mirror and the Light                                                                                        Hilary Mantel                                            5 Mar 2020

 20     Mrs Hinch: The Little Book of Lists                                                                            Mrs Hinch                                                2 Apr 2020
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booKS, readinG
& audiobooKS
Whilst full year sales for
2020 have yet to be
declared for UK
publishers, the market for
January to July makes
for interesting reading.
With schools and
bookshops closed due
to pandemic lockdown,
overall global sales of
physical books from UK
publishers were down
£55m (-17%) to £1.1bn.
In contrast, ebook sales
rose for the first time in 
6 years, with worldwide
sales of £144m (+17%),
while audiobooks
continued their rising
wave of popularity with
6-month sales of £56m
(+42%) on target to beat
the full year 2019 level of
£97m. Children’s titles,
cookbooks and non-fiction
sold well in the first
lockdown, but the overall
genre winner was fiction.

Nielsen Bookscan

top 20 beStSellinG audiobooKS 2020 (PHYSICAL SALES ONLY)

title                                                                                                    autHor                    releaSe date
  1      Children’s Top 100: Children’s Favourite Nursery Songs                         various                              6 May 2014

  2      The Wheels on the Bus: Favourite Nursery Rhymes                                  various                               8 Jan 2007

  3      Spectacular Stories for the Very Young                                              David Walliams                        27 Jul 2017

  4      The Tiger Who Came to Tea and Other Stories                                      Judith Kerr                           31 May 2018

  5      Ladybird Classics: The Complete Audio Collection                                  various                             26 Nov 2015

  6      The Cat in the Hat and Other Stories                                                        Dr. Seuss                            6 May 2003

  7      Roald Dahl Reads Charlie and the Chocolate Factory                         Roald Dahl                            1 Sep 2016

  8      The Thursday Murder Club                                                                  Richard Osman                        3 Sep 2020

  9      Easy Learning Spanish Audio Course: Language Learning                         various                               8 Sep 2016

 10     Times Tables: Learn the Tables with Songs and Games                            various                                8 Jul 2007

 11     The Beast of Buckingham Palace                                                        David Walliams                        9 Jan 2020

 12     The Garden Party & Other Stories                                                       Maeve Binchy                         9 Oct 2008

 13     Ladybird First Favourite Tales: The Complete Audio Collection                        various                              6 Nov 2014

 14     Four Tales from Percy’s Park: Tales from Percy’s Park                        Nick Butterworth                      21 Oct 2002

 15     The Paddington Treasury for the Very Young                                       Michael Bond                          7 Apr 2011

 16     Puffin Sleepy Tales: Ten Stories to Relax and Calm                                    Puffin                               26 Sep 2019

 17     The Best of Paddington on CD                                                              Michael Bond                         2 Jun 2008

 18     Ladybird Sleepy Tales: Ten Calming Stories                                             various                              26 Sep 2019

 19     The World’s Worst Teachers                                                                David Walliams                        18 Jul 2019

 20     Ladies of Letters                                                                        Carole Hayman & Lou Wakefield          12 Mar 2009
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almanac
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altitude Film entertainment 
altitudefilment.com
arrow Films
The Engine House, Shenley Park
Radlett Lane, Shenley, Herts WD7 9JP
tel: 01923 858306 
arrowfilms.com
blue Finch Film releasing
56 Brewer Street, London W1F 9TJ
tel: 020 7287 1900
bluefinchfilms.com
bulldog Film distribution
Hanover House (3rd floor) 
118 Queen’s Road, Brighton BN1 3XG
tel: 01273 766399 
bulldog-film.com
curzon artificial eye
20-22 Stukeley Street, London WC2B 5LR
tel: 020 7240 5353 
curzonartificialeye.com
dartmouth Films
Somerset House, Strand, London WC2R 1LA
tel: 020 7845 5857 
dartmouthfilms.com
dogwoof
Ground Floor, Overseas House
19-23 Ironmonger Row, London EC1v 3QN
tel: 020 7253 6244 
dogwoof.com
entertainment Film distributors 
Eagle House, 108-110 Jermyn Street
London SW1Y 6HB
tel: 020 7930 7744 
youtube.com/efdfilms

eone
45 Warren Street, London W1T 6AG
tel: 020 3691 8600 
entertainmentone.com
eros international
Unit 23, Sovereign Park, Coronation Road
Park Royal, London NW10 7QP
tel: 020 7935 2727 
erosplc.com
lionsgate
45 Mortimer Street (5th floor)
London W1W 8HJ
tel: 020 7299 8800 
lionsgatefilms.co.uk
mubi
1 Newburgh Street, London W1F 7RB
mubi.com
munro Film Services 
4 Woburn Avenue, Theydon Bois
Essex CM16 7JS
tel: 01992 814 621 
munrofilmservices.co.uk
network releasing
19-20 Berghem Mews, Blythe Road
London W14 OHN
tel: 020 7605 4435 
networkonair.com
paramount pictures 
Building 5, Chiswick Park
566 Chiswick High Road
London W4 5YF
tel: 020 3184 2100 
paramount.co.uk
park circus 
27 Beak Street, London W1F 9RU
tel: 020 7734 8595 
parkcircus.com

pathé productions
6 Ramillies Street (4th floor)
London W1F 7TY
tel: 020 7323 5151 
pathe.co.uk

peccadillo pictures
Unit LF 2.8, The Leather Market
Weston Street, London SE1 3ER
tel: 020 3617 4979 
peccapics.com

reliance entertainment
relianceentertainment.com

republic Film distribution 
Platform/Tower Point 
44 North Road, Brighton BN1 1YR
republicfilmdistribution.co.uk

Sony pictures releasing
The Brunel Building, 2 Canalside Walk
London W2 1DG
tel: 0203 216 6000 
sonypictures.co.uk

Studiocanal
4 Pancras Square, London N1C 4AG
tel: 020 7534 2700 
studiocanal.co.uk

StX entertainment
Strand Bridge House, 138-142 Strand
London WC2R 1HH
tel: 020 3903 1200 
stxfilms.co.uk

trafalgar releasing
32a-37 Cowper Street (1st floor)
London EC2A 4AW
tel: 020 3859 7211 
trafalgar-releasing.com

trinity Filmed entertainment
42a Charlotte Street, London W1T 2NP
tel: 020 7297 9370 
trinitycineasia.com
universal pictures international 
1 Central St. Giles, St. Giles High Street
London WC2H 8NU
tel: 020 3618 8000 
universalpictures.co.uk
Vertigo releasing
Kenilworth House
79-80 Margaret Street
London W1W 8TA
tel: 020 3141 3440 
vertigofilms.com
Verve pictures
Unit 9, Bickels Yard
151-153 Bermondsey Street
London SE1 3HA 
tel: 07785 728191
vivaverve.com
Walt disney Studios 
motion pictures
3 Queen Caroline Street
Hammersmith, London W6 9PE
tel: 020 8222 1000 
disney.co.uk
Warner bros. entertainment 
98 Theobald’s Road
London WC1X 8WB
tel: 020 7984 5000 
warnerbros.co.uk
Yash raj Films
vista Centre, 50 Salisbury Road
Hounslow, Middx TW4 6JQ
tel: 0870 739 7345 
yashrajfilms.com

Fda memberS Our current membership consists of a diverse 31 film distributors, ranging from Hollywood studios
to independent operators and is responsible for 99% of all films released in the Uk and Ireland.
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1999-2006 a F Pierce 

1992-1998 J R C Higgins MBE

1978-1992 P Livingstone CBE

1959-1978 M C Morton 

1959 a S abeles 

1957-1958 Sir arthur Jarratt kCVO 

1948-1957 D E Griffiths OBE (kt.1953) 

1943-1947 R P Baker FCa

1940-1942 S W Smith 

1936-1939 D E Griffiths 

1934-1935 J Maxwell 

1931-1933 S Eckman Jr CBE

1930 J C Graham 

1929 a Clavering 

1928 C M Woolf 

1927 T C Elder 

1926 S Rowson MSc FSS 

1925 a G Smith 

1924 J C Graham 

1923 R C Bromhead FCa

1922 H J Boam 

1920-1921 F W Baker 

1918-1920 E G Turner 

1915-1917 a C Lovesy

The current FDA President is 
Lord Puttnam of Queensgate CBE, 

he has held the position since 2007

FDa/Getty

FORMER PRESIDENTS

Fda preSidentS Following its inception as a film distributor trade association back in 1915, the FDa has seen 
25 Presidents actively serve in the prestigious position across the course of its 115-year history.
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netWorKinG in tHe Film induStrY
cinema First
lovecinema.com

comscore
comscore.com

creative england
creativeengland.co.uk

creative Scotland
creativescotland.com

department for digital,
culture, media & Sport
(dcmS)
culture.gov.uk

digital cinema media
dcm.co.uk

directors uK
directorsuk.com

event cinema 
association
eventcinemaassociation.org

Ffilm cymru Wales
ffilmcymruwales.com

Film content protection
agency
filmdistributorsassociation.com

Film export uK
filmexportuk.com

Film london
filmlondon.org.uk

the Film Space
thefilmspace.org

the Film and 
television charity
filmtvcharity.org.uk

Gower Street analytics
gower.st

iFco
ifco.ie

independent cinema office
independencinemaoffice.org.uk

the industry trust
industrytrust.co.uk

into Film
intofilm.org

london Film School
lfs.org.uk

medicinema
medicinema.org.uk

national Film and 
television School
nfts.co.uk

northern ireland Screen
northernirelandscreen.co.uk

pearl & dean
pearlanddean.com

producers alliance for
cinema and television
pact.co.uk

Screen ireland
screenireland.ie

ScreenSkills
screenskills.com

uK cinema association

cinemauk.org.uk

alliance for intellectual 
property
allianceforip.co.uk

british academy of Film
and television arts
bafta.org

british association 
for Screen entertainment
baseorg.uk

british board of 
Film classification
bbfc.co.uk

british Film commission
britishfilmcommission.org.uk

british Film institute
bfi.org.uk

british independent 
Film awards
bifa.film

british Screen Forum
britishscreenforum.co.uk

Other film industry organisations
and websites offering information:
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directorY oF ScreeninG roomS
baFta
195 Piccadilly, London W1J 9LN
tel: 020 7292 5860
email: events@195piccadilly.co.uk
bafta.org/195-piccadilly

bbFc
3 Soho Square, London W1D 3HD
tel: 020 7440 1590
email: projection@bbfc.co.uk
bbfc.co.uk

charlotte Street Hotel
15-17 Charlotte Street, London W1T 1RJ
tel: 020 7287 4434
email: events@firmdale.com
firmdalehotels.com

courthouse doubletree Hilton Hotel
19-21 Great Marlborough Street, London W1F 7HL
tel: 020 7297 5555
email: conference@courthouse-hotel.com
courthouse-hotel.com

covent Garden Hotel
10 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB
tel: 020 7287 4434
email: events@firmdale.com
firmdalehotels.com

Ham Yard Hotel theatre
Ham Yard Hotel, 1 Ham Yard, London W1D 7DT
tel: 0203 642 2000
email: hamyard@firmdale.com
firmdalehotels.com

the Hospital club
24 Endell Street, London WC2H 9HQ
tel: 020 7170 9100
email: events@thehospitalclub.com
thehospitalclub.com

the mayfair Hotel
Stratton Street, London W1J 8LT
tel: 020 7915 3898
email: screenings@themayfairhotel.co.uk
themayfairhotel.co.uk

one aldwych
1 Aldwych, London WC2B 4RH
tel: 020 7300 0700
email: privatedining@onealdwych.com
onealdwych.com

one Great George Street
1 Great George Street, London SW1P 3AA
tel: 020 7665 2323
email: info@onegreatgeorgestreet.com
onegreatgeorgestreet.com

the ray dolby theatre
4-6 Soho Square, London W1D 3PZ
tel: 020 7406 3175 (Contact: Reuben Barnes)
email: theatre@dolby.co.uk
dolby.co.uk

regent Street cinema
309 Regent Street, London W1B 2UW
tel: 020 7911 5802
email: enquiries@regentstreetcinema.com
regentstreetcinema.com

the Soho Hotel
4 Richmond Mews, London W1D 3DH
tel: 020 7287 4434
email: events@firmdale.com
firmdalehotels.com

Soho House
21 Old Compton Street, London W1D 5JJ
tel: 020 7292 0122
email: wilfred@sohohouse.com
sohohouselondon.com

Soho Screening rooms
14 D’Arblay Street, London W1F 8DY
tel: 020 7437 1771
email: enquiries@sohoscreeningrooms.co.uk
sohoscreeningsrooms.co.uk

W london leicester Square
10 Wardour Street, London W1D 6QF
tel: 020 7290 7132
wlondon.co.uk

Below is a list of London screening rooms
and preview theatres available for hire:
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2021 Film FeStiValS
cambridge Film Festival 
cambridgefilmfestival.org.uk

cardiff international 
Film Festival 
theciff.co.uk

celtic media Festival 
celticmediafestival.co.uk

chichester international 
Film Festival 
chichesterfilmfestival.co.uk

cinecity brighton 
Film Festival 
cine-city.co.uk

cinemagic 
cinemagic.org.uk

cork Film Festival 
corkfilmfest.org

crystal palace 
Film Festival 
cpiff.co.uk  

dead northern
deadnorthern.co.uk

dublin international 
Film Festival 
diff.ie

east end Film Festival 
eastendfilmfestival.com

edinburgh international 
Film Festival 
edfilmfest.org.uk

Feminista Film 
Festival & tour 
feminista.co.uk

Filmbath 
filmbath.org.uk 

FrightFest 
frightfest.co.uk

Fringe! Queer Film & arts 
fringefilmfest.com

Galway Film Fleadh 
galwayfilmfleadh.com

Glasgow Film Festival 
glasgowfilm.org

into Film Festival
intofilm.org/events

leeds international Film
Festival 
3-19 November 
leedsfilm.com

leeds Young Film Festival 
1-11 April 
leedsfilm.com

liverpool Film Festival 
liviff.com

london indian Film Festival 
londonindianfilmfestival.co.uk

london Short Film Festival 
shortfilms.org.uk

manchester Film Festival 
maniff.com

norwich Film Festival 
norwichfilmfestival.co.uk

oxford international 
Short Film Festival 
oxiff.com

purbeck Film Festival
purbeckfilm.com

raindance Film Festival
raindance.org

Sci-Fi-london 
sci-fi-london.com

Sheffield doc/Fest 
sheffdocfest.com

Shots in the dark 
broadway.org.uk

uK Jewish Film Festival 
ukjewishfilm.org

abertoir international 
Horror Festival of Wales 
abertoir.co.uk

aesthetica Short Film Festival 
asff.co.uk

africa in motion Film Festival 
africa-in-motion.org.uk

belfast Film Festival 
belfastfilmfestival.org

bFi Flare: london 
lGbtiQ+ Film Festival
whatson.bfi.org.uk/flare

bFi Future Film Festival
whatson.bfi.org.uk/futurefilmfestival

bFi london Film Festival 
whatson.bfi.org.uk/lff

birds eye View Film Festival 
birds-eye-view.co.uk

birmingham Film Festival 
birminghamfilmfestival.co.uk

bristol Film Festival 
bristolfilmfestival.com

british urban Film Festival
britishurbanfilmfestival.co.uk

The Uk and Ireland offers audiences a rich tapestry of year-round regional
film festivals with something available for every taste, including the following:
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2021 Film HiGHliGHtS after a hugely disrupted 2020 at the box office, 2021 looks full of good promise and
below are some of the highlights that film fans and audiences can look forward to:

› A Quiet Place: Part II

› American Underdog: 
The Kurt Warner Story

› Ammonite

› Another Round

› Apples

› Black Widow 

› The Boss Baby 2

› Candyman

› Chaos Walking

› Cinderella

› Clifford the Big Red Dog

› The Conjuring: The 
Devil Made Me Do It

› Cop Shop

› The Courier

› Cruella

› Death on the Nile

› Deer Skin

› Detective Chinatown 3

› Dune

› The Eternals

› Everybody’s Talking
About Jamie

› Fargo (25th Anniversary)

› Fast & Furious 9

› Fatima

› The Father

› Fatherhood

› The Filmmaker’s House

› First Cow

› Fisherman’s Friends 2

› The Forever Purge

› Frankie

› French Exit

› The French Dispatch

› Ghostbusters: Afterlife

› Godzilla vs. Kong

› The Green Knight

› Gucci

› Gunda

› Halloween Kills 

› Here Are the Young Men

› Herself

› The Hitman's
Bodyguard 2

› Hotel Transylvania 4

› Human Factor

› In the Heights

› Infinite

› It Must Be Heaven

› Jackass

› Judas And the Black
Messiah

› Jungle Cruise

› King Richard

› The King’s Man

› Last Letter from 
Your Lover

› Last Night in Soho

› Limbo

› Little Things

› Locked Down

› Luca

› Malignant

› The Man from Toronto

› The Many Saints 
of Newark

› The Marksman

› The Matrix 4

› Minari

› Mission: Impossible 7

› Mortal Kombat

› Nashville (4k Restoration)

› No Time to Die

› Nobody 

› Nomadland

› Nowhere Special

› Old

› Peter Rabbit 2

› Rare Beasts

› Raya and the Last Dragon

› The Reason I Jump

› Reminiscence

› Samaritan

› Shang-Chi and the
Legend of the Ten Rings

› Six Minutes to Midnight

› Snake Eyes

› Sound of Metal

› Space Jam: 
A New Legacy

› Spencer

› Spider-Man: 
No Way Home

› Spiral: From the 
Book of Saw

› Spirit Untamed

› Stray

› The Suicide Squad

› Supernova

› Tom & Jerry 
the Movie

› Top Gun: Maverick

› Two of Us

› Undine

› Venom: Let There 
Be Carnage

› Vivo

› War with Grandpa

 › West Side Story

› Wildfire
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Sundance Film Festival                                           28 January-3 February 

rugby union Six nations championship        6 February-20 March 

berlin Film Festival                                                  1-5 March  

mother’s day                                                            14 March

red nose day                                                          19 March  

the Grand national                                               10 April

ee british academy Film awards                       11 April 

academy awards                                                   25 April 

Fa cup Final                                                               15 May

ueFa champions league Final                           29 May

ueFa european championships                         11 June-11 July

Father’s day                                                              20 June 

Wimbledon championships                                28 June-11 July 

cannes Film Festival                                               6-15 July

british Grand prix                                     18 July 

comic-con, San diego                             22-25 July 

olympic Games, tokyo                           23 July-8 August 

cinemacon, las Vegas                            23-26 August 

paralympic Games, tokyo                     24 August-5 September 

reading and leeds Festival                   27-29 August 

Venice international Film Festival        1-11 September 

toronto international Film Festival     9-19 September

rHS chelsea Flower Show                     21-26 September

london marathon                                     3 October 

cineeurope, barcelona                             4-7 October

Showeast, miami                                       18-21 October 

rugby league World cup                      23 October-27 November  

american Film market, Santa monica   2-7 November 

cineasia, bangkok                                   6-9 December

2021 eVentS diarY This year brings a packed diary of cultural, sporting and film events. With the ongoing pandemic,
locations (physical or virtual) and dates may change, but below are some of the key events:
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in memoriam Gone, but not forgotten. 2020 brought great loss to many and here we pay tribute to those
who we lost from our industry, and in particular, to a couple of long-serving FDa stalwarts.

trevor Green (1953-2020)
Trevor Green was a titan of independent

distribution in the UK and Ireland,

renowned for his hands-on approach, 

great taste in films and charitable efforts.

Alongside his brother Nigel, Trevor was

responsible for Entertainment Film

Distributors becoming one of the leading

independent distributors in the world. 

Entertainment was founded in the late

1970s by Trevor, Nigel and their father

Michael Green, and the company built a

strong reputation over the coming decades,

establishing key UK and Irish distribution

deals and capitalising very successfully 

on the 1980’s video boom. One strong

strategic alliance with New Line led to 

huge breakout blockbuster successes with

the Lord of the Rings, Austin Powers and

Sex and The City franchises, which all

helped raise the company to unparalleled

heights for an indie player.

The great distribution nous also extended
well beyond established partnerships, as
Trevor and Nigel focused on lifting genre
titles to new levels of critical and box office
success. Notable horror and thriller
breakouts included Saw and Se7en, and
more recently Hereditary and Midsommer;
whilst early commitment and investment in
comedies like The Inbetweeners and My
Big Fat Greek Wedding bore bountiful box
office fruit.

The Green brothers were also respected
for their terrific taste and ability to
recognise early, then support quality titles
with good awards potential. They nurtured
strong filmmaker relationships and
released an acclaimed roster of titles that
included The Artist, Brokeback Mountain,
The Departed, Gosford Park and Million
Dollar Baby. Trevor took prime
responsibility for overseeing all theatrical
marketing and distribution campaigns,
with a fine eye for detail.

Trevor was also a very active member of the
FDA over the years, and at the time of his
death, was the longest serving member of its
Council, attending meetings regularly. He was
an ever-stay in all matters FDA and the wider
film industry and would welcomingly take
new members under his wing with sound
advice and encouragement for future success.

Alongside his distribution day job, Trevor
was heavily committed to several charities,
including variety, where he was a former
Chief Barker and the Film and Tv Charity,
where he was a Trustee and involved in the
organisation of Royal Film Performances.
As in all aspects of his life, Trevor gave
generously of his time.

Trevor leaves behind a loving tight-knit
family, but also a wider community of
industry friends and associates who will
long remember him. His legacy and impact
on the distribution arena is perhaps best
reflected in the gloriously eclectic make-up
of the 400+ films that he successfully
brought to UK and Irish cinema screens.
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Frank pierce (1930-2020)
Frank Pierce was the epitome of the
gentleman distributor, with a successful
lengthy career working across the globe 
at the distribution coal face for multiple
Hollywood studios, before assuming a
senior sector ambassadorial role at the 
FDA during the latter stages of his career.

Born in Boston USA, Frank entered the film
industry in 1954 at Columbia Pictures,
straight after his national service in the US
Marine Corp. Having a love for movies,
travel and experiencing different cultures,
Frank swiftly learnt to speak Spanish and
took a distribution role in Chile, before rising
through the Columbia ranks with positions
in Panama, Argentina and Mexico.

With a desire to broaden his horizons even
further and fulfil an ambition to work and live
in Europe, Frank became Managing Director
for Paramount Pictures Italy in 1968,
whereupon he employed his language skills
to good effect again and promptly learnt

Italian. Following Paramount, Frank joined
the nascent CIC (Cinema International
Corporation – the Paramount and Universal
joint venture), first overseeing Latin
America, then Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa, which brought him to London.

Remaining in London, in 1972 Frank took
on a senior role at his final Studio home,
Warner Bros., where he enjoyed a fruitful
career for the next 26 years. During this
period Warner turned much of their focus
toward burgeoning international markets,
and Frank was at the forefront of the
strategy with vP and SvP responsibilities
for all EMEA markets.

During this golden era, Frank was renowned
for his consummate diplomacy and ability to
understand all aspects of the wider film
ecosystem. Colleagues and distribution
peers, alongside exhibitors and filmmakers
all talk of his ability to engage openly and
earn the respect of allcomers. He formed
strong bonds with key talent and his family

fondly recall the many occasions when
Clint Eastwood or Stanley Kubrick would
turn up at their home for dinner.

Finally leaving the studio life, in 1999
Frank became President of the FDA, which
was then known as the Society of Film
Distributors (SFD). He brought a new level
of professionalism to the role with an
Association rebrand in 2001, plus a
concerted effort to broaden the
membership make-up. Much of the current
FDA structure and its core tenets evolved
directly from this era.

Frank happily retired from the business in
2006, coming full circle and returning to
live in his US homeland, in New York. He is
survived by his wife and five children, plus
an immeasurable amount of industry friends
and associates. He will be long
remembered as a distribution doyen and
studio veteran with a pioneering
international outlook.
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Hatem Ali (1962-2020)
Tony Allen (1940-2020)
Michael Angelis (1952-2020)
Michael Apted (1941-2021)
Carol Arthur (1935-2020)
Kelly Asbury (1960-2020)
Jean-Pierre Bacri (1951-2021)
Bobby Ball (1944-2020)
Ann Basart (1931-2020)
Asif Basra (1967-2020)
Orson Bean (1928-2020)
Ronald Bell (1951-2020)
Jay Benedict (1951-2020)
Julie Bennett (1933-2020)
Warren Berlinger (1937-2020)
Walter Bernstein (1919-2021)
William “Bill” Bernstein (1933-2020)
Steve Bing (1965-2020)
Honor Blackman (1925-2020)
Else Blangsted (1920-2020)
Mark Blum (1950-2020)
Antonio Bolivar (1948-2020) 
Phil Borack (1936-2020)
Roscoe Born (1950-2020)
Lucia Bose (1931-2020)
Chadwick Boseman (1976-2020)
Perry Botkin Jr (1933-2021)
Gregory Tyree Boyce (1989-2020)
Wilfred Brimley (1934-2020)
Tim Brooke-Taylor OBE (1940-2020)
Ed Bruce (1939-2021)
Sue Bruce-Smith (1958-2020) 
Kobe Bryant (1978-2020)
Jeremy Bulloch (1945-2020)
Thomas Jefferson Byrd (1950-2020)
Edd Byrnes (1932-2020)
Zoe Caldwell OBE (1933-2020)
R. D. Call (1950-2020)
John Callahan (1953-2020)

Earl Cameron CBE (1917-2020)
Jessica Campbell (1982-2020)
Pierre Cardin (1922-2020)
Lewis John Carlino (1932-2020)
John le Carre (1931-2020)
Diana Serra Cary (1918-2020) 
Marge Champion (1919-2020)
Michael Chapman (1935-2020)
Heather Chasen (1927-2020)
Soumitra Chatterjee (1935-2020)
Anthony Chisholm (1943-2020)
Ranjit Chowdry (1956-2020)
Harry Clein (1938-2020)
Ron Cobb (1937-2020)
Lynn Cohen (1933-2020)
Raphael Coleman (1994-2020)
David Collings (1940-2020)
Forrest Compton (1925-2020)
Sir Sean Connery (1930-2020)
Robert Conrad (1935-2020)
Kevin Conway (1942-2020)
Caesar Cordova (1936-2020)
Annie Cordy (1928-2020)
Cis Corman (1926-2020)
Stuart Cornfeld (1952-2020)
Dave Creek (1978-2021)
Linda Cristal (1952-2020)
Denise Cronenberg (1938-2020)
Norm Crosby (1927-2020)
Ben Cross (1947-2020)
Mart Crowley (1935-2020)
Clive Cussler (1931-2020)
Deezer D (1965-2020)
Charlie Daniels (1936-2020)
Alan Daviau (1942-2020)
Spencer Davis (1939-2020)
Nathalie Delon (1941-2021)
Robert DeMora (1934-2020)
Gene Deitch (1924-2020)

Brian Dennehy (1938-2020)
Dustin Diamond (1977-2021)
Alan Donnes (1963-2020)
MF Doom (1971-2020)
Kirk Douglas (1916-2020)
James Drury (1934-2020)
Ja’Net DuBois (1945-2020)
Louise Dunn (1938-2020)
Gene Dynarski (1933-2020)
Mark Eden (1928-2021)
Nicholas Ellis (1962-2020) 
F.X. Feeney (1953-2020)
Edward S. Feldman (1929-2020)
Mike Fenton (1958-2020)
Lee Fierro (1929-2020)
Rhonda Fleming (1923-2020)
Nick Apollo Forte (1938-2020)
Derek Fowlds (1937-2020)
Leslie H Freas (1956-2020)
Bruce Hay Friedman (1930-2020)
Seizō Fukumoto (1943-2021)
Allen Garfield (1939-2020)
Robert Garland (1937-2020)
Tony Garnett (1936-2020)
Jill Gascoine (1937-2020)
Bill Gavin (1936-2020)
George Gerdes (1948-2020)
Ron Gilbert (1933-2020)
David Giler (1943-2020)
Bettina Gilois (1961-2020)
Mary Pat Gleason (1950-2020)
Billy Goldenberg (1936-2020)
Charles Gordon (1947-2020)
Jack Gordon (1929-2020)
Joyce Gordon (1934-2020)
Stuart Gordon (1947-2020)
Galyn Görg (1964-2020)
Timothy Graphenreed (1951-2020)
Juliette Greco (1927-2020)

James Green (1931-2021)
Peter Green (1946-2020)
Trevor Green (1953-2020)
Dave Greenfield (1949-2020)
Winston Groom (1943-2020)
Michelle Guish (1954-2020) 
Ben Halpern (1922-2021)
Hara Harareet (1931-2021)
Marie Harmon (1923-2021)
Sir Ronald Harwood CBE FRSL (1934-2020)
Eddie Hassell (1990-2020)
Dame Olivia de Havilland DBE (1916-2020)
David Hayman (1948-2020)
Patricia Healey (1936-2021)
Hilary Heath (1945-2020)
Paul Heller (1927-2020)
Buck Henry (1930-2020)
Mike Henry (1936-2021)
Richard Herd (1932-2020)
Jerry Hewitt (1949-2020)
Toots Hibbert (1942-2020)
Danny Hicks (1951-2020)
Gerald Hiken (1927-2021)
Hal Holbrook (1925-2021)
Ian Holm CBE (1931-2020)
Roy Horn (1944-2020)
Israel Horowitz (1939-2020)
Silvio Horta (1974-2020) 
Jim Houston (1959-2020)
Roy Hudd OBE (1936-2020)
Edward Irastorza (1968-2020)
Andrew Jack (1944-2020)
Anthony James (1922-2020)
Rafer Johnson (1935-2020) 
Terry Jones (1942-2020)
Robert C. Jones (1937-2021)
Rémy Julienne (1930-2021)
Rishi Kapoor (1952-2020)
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John Karlen (1933-2020) 
Hugh Keays-Byrne (1947-2020)
Miles Ketley (1968-2020)
Irrfan Khan (1967-2020)
Saroj Khan (1948-2020) 
Kim Ki-Duk (1960- 2020)
AnnaRose King (1985-2021)
Larry King (1933-2021)
Bruce Kirby (1925-2021)
Stan Kirsch (1968-2020)
Shirley Knight (1936-2020)
Lee Konitz (1927-2020)
Larry Kramer (1935-2020)
Herbert Kretzmer OBE (1925-2020)
John Lafia (1957-2020)
Peter Lamont (1929-2020)
Cloris Leachman (1926-2021)
Moonyeenn Lee (1944-2020)
Stevie Lee (1966-2020)
Tom Lester (1938-2020)
Colin Leventhal (1946-2020)
Gerry Lewis (1929-2020)
Richard Lindheim (1940-2021)
James Lipton (1926-2020)
Little Richard (1932-2020)
Sam Lloyd (1963-2020)
Michael Lonsdale (1931-2020)
Trini Lopez (1937-2020)
Kurt Luedtke (1939-2020)
Dame vera Lynn CH DBE OStJ (1917- 2020)
John Mahon (1938-2020)
John Mahoney (1925-2020)
Johnny Mandel (1925-2020)
Linda Manz (1961-2020)
Malcolm Marmorstein (1929-2020)
Gerry Marsden (1942-2021)
Tonie Marshall (1951-2020)
Darryl McDonald (1951-2020)

Armelia McQueen (1952-2020) 
Michael Medwin OBE (1923-2020)
Jiri Menzel (1938-2020)
Alan Merrill (1951-2020)
Alan Metter (1942-2020)
Joan Micklin Silver (1935-2020)
Clark Middleton (1957-2020)
Thomas L. Miller (1940-2020)
Robert Mitchell (1961-2020) 
Ennio Morricone OMRI (1928-2020)
Kellye Nakahara (1948-2020) 
Johnny Nash (1940-2020)
Jeremy Newson (1947-2020)
Brian Nickels (1965-2020)
Daria Nicolodi (1950-2020)
Ken Nightingale (1928-2020) 
Margaret Nolan (1943-2020)
Nobuhiko Obayashi (1938-2020)
Kumiko Okae (1956-2020)
Ernie Orsatti (1940-2020)
Geoffrey Palmer OBE (1927-2020)
Jean Panisse (1928-2021)
Sir Alan Parker CBE (1944-2020)
Nicholas Parsons CBE (1923-2020)
Ivan Passer (1933-2020)
Krzysztof Penderecki (1933-2020)
Michel Piccoli (1925-2020)
Frank Pierce (1930-2020)
Christopher Plummer (1929-2021)
Bonnie Pointer (1950-2020)
Tom Pollock (1943-2020)
Leslie Pope (1954-2020)
Peggy Pope (1929-2020)
Kelly Preston (1962-2020)
Charley Pride (1938-2020)
David Prowse MBE (1935-2020)
Sushant Singh Rajput (1986-2020)
Tommy Rall (1929-2020)

Sophia Ramcharadan (1975-2021)
Marion Ramsey (1947-2021)
Rebecca Ramsey (1966-2020)
Franz Rath (1932-2020)
Elsa Raven (1929-2020)
Helen Reddy (1941-2020)
James Redford (1962-2020)
Sumner Redstone (1923-2020)
Carl Reiner (1922-2020)
Anthony Rhulen (1969-2021)
Allan Rich (1926-2020)
Peter Mark Richman (1927-2021)
Dame Diana Rigg DBE (1938-2020)
Tanya Roberts (1955-2021)
Maurice Roёves (1937-2020)
Kenny Rogers (1938-2020)
Joel Rogosin (1932-2020)
Annie Ross (1930-2020)
Charles Gregory Ross (1952-2020)
Joe Ruby (1933-2020)
Nanci Ryder (1952-2020)
Antonio Sabàto Sr (1943-2021)
John Saxon (1936-2020)
Tony Scannell (1945-2020)
Adam Schelsinger (1967-2020)
Murray Schisgal (1926-2020)
Pilar Schneider (1921-2021)
Joel Schumacher (1939-2020)
Esther Scott (1953-2020)
Peter Scott (1935-2020)
John Sessions (1953-2020)
Barbara Shelley (1932-2021)
Lynn Shelton (1965-2020)
Ken Shimura (1950-2020)
John Shrapnel (1942-2020) 
Geno Silva (1948-2020)
Flor Silverstre (1930-2020)
Peter Sova (1944-2020)

Phil Spector (1939-2021)
Jerry Stiller (1927-2020)
Carol Sutton (1933-2020)
Max von Sydow (1929-2020)
Yuko Takeuchi (1980-2020)
Diane Tamara (1972-2020)
Diane Tammes (1942-2020)
Colo Tavernier O’Hagen (1942-2020)
Kurt Thomas (1956-2020)
Pamela Tiffin (1942-2020)
Stacy Title (1964-2021)
Alan Tomkins (1939-2020)
Tuck Tucker (1961-2020)
Steve Turney (1961-2020)
McCoy Tyner (1938-2020)
Cicely Tyson (1924-2021)
Albert Uderzo (1927-2020)
Eddie van Halen (1955-2020)
Joseph vilsmaier (1939-2020)
Lyle Waggoner (1935-2020)
Kent Wakeford (1928-2020)
Nikita Waligwa (2005-2020)
Alan J. Wands (1952-2020)
Andrew Weatherall (1963-2020)
Charles Webb (1939-2020)
Eric Weissberg (1939-2020)
Robert Werden (1926-2020)
Stuart Whitman (1928-2020)
Fred Willard (1933-2020)
Hal Willner (1957-2020)
Dame Barbara Windsor DBE (1937-2020)
Frank Windsor (1928-2020)
Mel Winkler (1941-2020)
Bill Withers (1938-2020)
Charles Wood (1932-2020)
Betty Wright (1953-2020)
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conGratulationS
The FDA salutes those whose contribution to film, drama, the creative
industries and charities was recognised in the 2020 Queen’s
Birthday Honours and the 2021 New Year Honours list, including:

› Sir Roger Deakins CBE

› Dame Sheila Hancock DBE

› Dame Susan Hill CBE

› Peter Hoare MBE

› Kobna Holdbrook-Smith MBE

› Toby Jones OBE

› Adrian Lester CBE

› Dame Maureen Lipman DBE

› Lesley Manville CBE

› Jed Mercurio OBE

› Arinze Mokwe Kene MBE

› Andre Singer OBE

› Polly Stenham MBE

› Sir David Suchet CBE

›  Taika Waititi ONZM

› Eline Aertsen

› Martin Ash

› Thomas Beranek

› Paul Bowdrey

› Dan Braithwaite

› Simon Brown

› Maria Bruder

› James Connor

› Alex Davies

› Madi Davis

› Nigel Green

› Kate Hinckley

› Dave Jarmain

› Lucy Jones

› Kylie Lee

› Sarah Leyshon

› Delphine Lievens

› Tom Linhay

› Mya Mathavan

› Rob Mitchell

› Dimitrios Mitsinikos

› Geraldine Moloney

› Davy Nolan

› Grainne Peat

› Christine Pierce

› Rob Poole

› Lord Puttnam of Queensgate CBE

› Eren Rifat

› Mike Shilliam

› Izzy Slipper

› Jamie Tonks

› Maryse Willett

› Melissa Zil

acKnoWledGementS
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as a champion of film distribution
in the uK and ireland, the Fda’s
mission is to give our member
companies and other contacts the
support they need to make the
most of their individual business
opportunities.

to acHieVe itS aim, tHe
Fda manaGeS a Set oF
FiVe core WorKStreamS:

The FDa welcomes any
approach where Uk and
Irish film distributors’
interests are concerned.

Please email any
enquiries or comments on
this publication to
info@fda.uk.net. We aim
to respond within three
working days.

Film distributors’ association ltd
Registered address:
2 Newburgh Street
London
W1F 7RD

tel: +44 (0)20 7437 4383
email: info@fda.uk.net
filmdistributorsassociation.com
@fda_uk
#fdauk

contact

POLICy & RESOURCES

CONTENT PROTECTION

MEDIa SERVICES

aUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRy TRaINING

›
›
›
›
›
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